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Encoding of spatial information in hippocapal place cells is believed to contribute
to spatial cognition during navigation. Whether the processing of spatial information
is exclusively limited to neuronal cells or it involves other cell types, e.g. glial cells, in
the brain is currently unknown. In this thesis work, I developed an analysis pipeline
to tackle this question using statistical methods and Information Theory approaches.
I applied these analytical tools to two experimental data sets in which neuronal place
cells in the hippocampus were imaged using two-photon microscopy, while selectively
manipulating astrocytic calcium dynamics with pharmacogenetics during virtual nav-
igation. Using custom analytical methods, we observed that pharmacogenetic pertur-
bation of astrocytic calcium dynamics, through clozapine-n-oxyde (CNO) injection, in-
duced a significant increase in neuronal place field and response profile width com-
pared to control conditions. The distributions of neuronal place field and response
profile center were also significantly different upon perturbation of astrocytic calcium
dynamics compared to control conditions. Moreover, we found contrasting effect of
astrocytic calcium dynamics perturbation on neuronal content of spatial information in
the two data sets. In the first data set, we found that CNO injection resulted in a signif-
icant increase in the average information content in all neurons. In the second data set,
we instead found that mutual information values were not significantly different upon
CNO application compared to controls. Although the presented results are still pre-
liminary and more experiments and analyses are needed, these findings suggest that
astrocytic calcium dynamics may actively control the way hippocampal neuronal net-
works encode spatial information during virtual navigation. These data thus suggest a
complex and tight interplay between neuronal and astrocytic networks during higher
cognitive functions.
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The interaction between organisms and the environment is the core of life and evolu-
tion. This interaction occurs at different levels with different objectives and outcomes.
From the behavioural point of view, organisms have evolved to be able to perceive dif-
ferent aspects of the environment, interpret them, and act in consequence. The more
we move forward in evolution, the more sophisticated and complex resources and be-
haviours we observe, with the nervous system being arguably one of the most promi-
nent examples of this process.
One of the most fundamental aspects of such interaction consists of being able
to move and navigate through the environment. An efficient navigation system has
to achieve a series of very difficult tasks that include the integration of information
from different sensory modalities and coordination with the motor system, together
with higher-order cognitive processes such as proprioception and goal-directed activ-
ity ,in a flexible and dynamic way. In this thesis, we developed and applied an analytic
pipeline for the analysis of two-photon imaging and cell-specific pharmacogenetic ap-
proaches aimed at testing the hypothesis that glial cell-type astrocytes modulate the
neuronal representation of space. Given the interdisciplinary and multifaceted nature
of the work presented, the introduction will focus on four major topics: spatial navi-
gation, two-photon functional imaging, astrocyte physiology, and analytical methods
based on information theory. For each of this four topics, we do not aim to provide an
exhaustive description of the field; rather, we provide a general summary of the main
concepts that are instrumental to the development of this project.
Spatial navigation has been extensively studied in the last 50 years, particularly in
the mammalian brain. The seminal work of John O’Keefe during the 1970s on rats led
to the confirmation of the cognitive map hypothesis [O’Keefe and Nadel, 1980], which is
an idea that was first proposed by E. C. Toleman [Toleman, 1948], as the way the brain
solves the challenge of spatial navigation, importantly, providing experimental corrob-
orations of its possible neuronal implementation. Unexpectedly, such implementation
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involved the activity of specialized cells in a restricted area of the brain: the hippocam-
pus.
According to cognitive map theory, cells in the hippocampus receive inputs con-
veying information about sensory cues related to environmental stimuli, calculate the
animal’s position in space and consequently predict subsequent positions and trajecto-
ries depending on the goal, inferred distances and directions. The ability of the internal
navigation system to calculate trajectories and predict future positions represents the
essence of learning in the cognitive map and has several implications regarding the in-
ternal structure and what kinds of computations and types of cells should be found in
the hippocampus.
In the next sections, I will summarize the anatomy and function of the hippocam-
pus and the different types of information-encoding cells described as present in the
hippocampal navigation system.
1.1.1 The Hippocampus
Although hippocampal anatomy and connectivity have been extensively studied for
decades, the understanding of these characteristics and their relationships with func-
tionality are far from completely elucidated [Cullen and J. S. Taube, 2017]. Here, we
will briefly describe the canonical hippocampal circuit and it’s constituents, structure
and connectivity, paying special attention to the flow of information in this circuit.
The mammalian hippocampus is a seahorse-shaped (hence, the name) brain struc-
ture located underneath the temporal lobe of the neocortex. All mammals have a struc-
ture that can be identified as a hippocampus; moreover, putative homologs have been
identified in most vertebrates [O’Keefe and Nadel, 1980; Kappers, Huber, and Crosby,
1936; Heier, 1948; Crosby, DeJonge, and Schneider, 1966].
In mice and rats, which are the mammalian species relevant to the work presented
in this thesis, the hippocampus occupies a large portion of the forebrain. It consists
primarily of excitatory neurons, pyramidal or granule cells, and various interneurons,
among which basket cells are the most abundant subtype (Figure 1.1B). A horizontal
section through the posterior arch of the hippocampus shows the three-layered hip-
pocampal formation and the subiculum (Figure 1.1A).
The hippocampal structure can be divided into two U-shaped interlocking sectors:
the hippocampus proper and the dentate gyrus. The hippocampus proper can, in turn, be
divided into 4 subfields: CA1-4 [Lorente De Nó, 1934]. CA stands for cornu ammonis,
which is another shape reference. Following the structured layer of principal neurons,
CA1 appears first as the main output region of the hippocampus, followed by CA2-3
in the regio inferior, and finally, CA4 represents the scattered cells inside the hilus (or
polymorphic zone, see bellow) of the dentate gyrus (see Figure 1.1A). With the excep-
tion of CA4, all regions of the hippocampus have a common simple structure: a com-
pact and dense layer of cell bodies whose dendrites stretch in the same direction and
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receive most of their inputs from perpendicularly running axons that make synapses
with many neurons at constrained regions of the dendrites. Such a simple and pre-
served structure of the hippocampus represents one of the key aspects of it’s function.
The different subregions differ in the types of cells that they include, with CA3 having
large pyramids, CA1 having smaller pyramids, and granule cells being present in the
dentate gyrus.
The dentate gyrus is subdivided into three layers (Figure 1.1B right): the granule
layer that contains the cell bodies of the mentioned granule cells, the molecular layer
consisting of the apical dendrites of the granule cells and their afferents and finally the
polymorph layer in the concave hilus of the dentate gyrus formed by the axons of the
granule cells. These axons later conform the mossy fiber bundle that merges with CA4.
Present in this last layer, there are also some scattered basket cell interneurons. Al-
though the hippocampus proper, is basically a three-layered structure, it can be further
divided to better describe pyramidal cells and their afferents (Figure 1.1B left). First,
there is the alveus layer formed by the axons of the pyramidal cells that project to the
subiculum, and then we find the stratum oriens containing the basal dendrites, some
basket cells and afferents from the septum. Third, the stratum pyramidale contains the
cell bodies, along with the stratum radiatum and the stratum moleculare with different
parts of the apical dendrites. It is interesting to note that the main feature conveying
the lamination of the hippocampal structure is the nature of the afferents, which are
briefly described as follows.
Connectivity in the hippocampus is complex, with afferent fibers arising from
many different regions of the brain. Here, we will describe only the canonical circuit
(Figure 1.1A), starting with the extrinsic afferents. For a more detailed description of
hippocampal connectivity, please refer to O’Keefe and Nadel, 1980. The main source of
input to the hippocampus is the entorhinal cortex, which projects from its lateral and
medial regions, passing by the upper layers of the subiculum to either the hippocam-
pus proper through the perforant path or the dentate gyrus through the hippocampal
fissure [Nafstad, 1967; Hjorth-Simonsen and Jeune, 1972; Van Hoesen, Pandya, and
Butters, 1972; Hjorth-Simonsen, 1973; Van Hoesen and Pandya, 1975]. It is important
to mention that the entorhinal cortex, as the main source of excitatory inputs to the
hippocampus, integrates a plethora of inputs from different parts of the brain, among
which are the prefrontal and cingulate cortices [Adey, 1951; Adey and Meyer, 1952;
L. E. White, 1959; Cragg, 1965; Raisman, Cowan, and Powell, 1965; McLardy, 1971;
Leichnetz and Astruc, 1975], the temporal cortex [Cragg, 1965], parietal areas [Pandya
and Kupyers, 1969; Pandya and Vignolo, 1969; Petras, 1971], pyriform cortex [Powell,
Cowan, and Raisman, 1965], and olfactory [Cragg, 1960; Cragg, 1961; Heimer, 1968;
L. E. White, 1965; Price and Powell, 1971; D. I. B. Kerr and Dennis, 1972] and visual sys-
tems [Casey, Cuenod, and Maclean, 1965,Cuenod, Casey, and MACLEAN, 1965] and
the amygdala [Krettek and Price, 1974].
In the hippocampus the major interconnections between sectors are primarily
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unidirectional, starting from the dentate gyrus, moving through CA3 and ending in
CA1 [Lorente De Nó, 1934; Raisman, Cowan, and Powell, 1965; Hjorth-Simonsen, 1973;
Andersen, Blackstad, and Lomo, 1966; Fujita and Sakata, 1962; Gloor, Vera, and Sperti,
1963]. Cells in the dentate gyrus have axons that gather together in the hilus, forming
the mossy fibers. The mossy fibers split into two bundles that project to the hippocam-
pus proper. One bundle innervates the dendrites of pyramidal neurons in the stratum
oriens. The second bundle runs above the pyramidal cells of CA3 through the stratum
lucidum and continues until the border of CA1. CA3 and CA4 neurons make pow-
erful excitatory connections with pyramidal cell dendrites in the stratum radiatum of
CA1 called Schaffer collaterals [Lorente De Nó, 1934; Hjorth-Simonsen, 1973; Andersen,
Blackstad, and Lomo, 1966]. Collaterals from CA3 and CA4, which are potentially the
same as those that form the Schaffer collaterals, bend and project back to the proximal
dendrites of the granule cells in the dentate gyrus [Zimmer, 1971]. Interestingly, CA1
and the dentate gyrus receive inputs from the CA3 of both hippocampi, the ipsilat-
eral hippocampus and the contralateral hippocampus. Information flows out of the
hippocampus through CA1 cell axons that project to the septum and the subiculum,
which in turn project back to the entorhinal cortex, closing the loop in the information
flow (a schematic of this connection can be seen in Figure 1.1A).
Moreover, the hippocampus is characterized by a certain amount of intrinsic af-
ferents from the same sector; that is, within each region of the hippocampus, there is
local connectivity. Local connectivity comes mostly in two flavors: excitatory monosy-
naptic connections between neighboring pyramidal neurons [Lebovitz, Dichter, and
Spencer, 1971] and inhibitory polysynaptic connections due to the instrinsic pyrami-
dal - interneuron - pyramidal loops [Kandel, Spencer, and Brinley, 1961; Spencer and
Kandel, 1961; Andersen, Eccles, and Loyning, 1964a; Andersen, Eccles, and Loyning,
1964b].
Thus, in this general scheme, information flows from several regions of the neo-
cortex and other brain areas to the entorhinal cortex, next to the dentate gyrus, and
then to CA3-4, finalizing in CA1 that projects back to the subiculum and entorhinal
cortex (and the septum) to close the loop. Interestingly, hippocampal projections can
be topographically precise in the sense that, for example, a small number of cells in the
dentate gyrus project to a small number of cells in CA3 [Witter et al., 1993; Tamamaki
and Nojyo, 1995].
A major question in the field has been how does such a well-defined anatomy and
connectivity structure compute spatial information to provide a substrate for spatial
navigation? When O’Keefe first elaborated the cognitive map theory, he hypothesized
that each of the three regions of the hippocampus accounted for a stage in the map-
ping system [O’Keefe and Nadel, 1980]. The first stage, occurring in the dentate gyrus,
would consist of organizing the environmental inputs from the entorhinal cortex and
subiculum into a scheme required by the mapping system. This complex integration
would then be transmitted to CA3-4, where the second stage of the map would take
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Figure 1.1: Hippocampal anatomy. A) Schematic representation of the mouse hip-
pocampus and the connections between regions, adapted from [O’Keefe and Nadel,
1980]. B) Examples of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells (Cajal 1911, Figure 475) and den-
tate granule and basket cells [Lorente De Nó, 1934, Figure 10].
place, by representing locations in an environment and the relationships between loca-
tions. Finally, in CA1, the map would be represented together with a mismatch system
that would account for novelty or changes in location information.
This simple schematic has been supported by several experimental studies [O’Keefe,
2014]. However, over the course of 40 years of experimental research, this initial model
has been improved and further completed. For example, it is now well established that
the subiculum and the entorhinal cortex are important parts of the greater formation
that processes and integrates spatial information. In fact, in each of the aforementioned
regions, a set of highly specialized neurons has been discovered. Interestingly, the ex-
istence of many of these neurons was predicted in the 1970s by cognitive map theory.
In the next section, the main types of space-informative cells and their contributions to
the overall model are presented.
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1.1.2 Spatial information encoding neurons
The main type of cells that conform to the cognitive map model was found by O’Keefe
and Dostrovsky in 1971. Using electrophysiological recordings in the hippocampus,
cells that fire predominantly in a specific location of a familiar environment (Figure
1.2A) were observed. These cells were called place cells. Here, we will focus only on
the main characteristics of place cells. We point to these fundamental reviews for an in-
depth description of place cell function [M.-B. Moser, D. C. Rowland, and E. I. Moser,
2015; P. J. Best, A. M. White, and Minai, 2001].
Place cells are mainly found in the hippocampus proper, and their firing rate is
modulated purely by spatial location; that is, they fire maximally when the animal’s
head is in a specific region of the environment (Figure 1.2A). This region of the space
is called the place field of the cell (Figure 1.2B). Here, we use the term environment
in a generic way, but place cells have been mainly studied in constrained laboratory
environments. Interestingly, place cells have different characteristics, depending on
the nature of the space that the animal explores. In a two-dimensional space, such
as the square/rectangular or circular boxes used in the early O’Keefe experiments
[O’Keefe, 1976], place cells fire at their place field location regardless of the direction
of motion or speed of the animal. However, in a one-dimensional environment (e.g.,
a linear track), place cells display a preferred direction of firing and fire much less,
not at all or in a different location depending on the direction of motion on the linear
track [B. McNaughton, Barnes, and O’Keefe, 1983; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993]. Place
cells have also been found in three-dimensional environments, with three-dimensional
place fields [Yartsev and Ulanovsky, 2013; R. Grieves et al., 2020]. The latter type of
place cell has been observed in bats flying through a familiar environment [Yartsev
and Ulanovsky, 2013] and, more recently, in rodents exploring three-dimensional envi-
ronments [R. Grieves et al., 2020].
The way that place cells represent position is not limited to the firing rate but also
involves the temporal aspect of their firing. Place cell firing is locked to the phase of
the sinusoidal local field potential (LFP), which is called the theta rhythm, and hence
to the population activity in the hippocampus [O’Keefe and Recce, 1993]. The theta
rhythm works as a sort of clock against which the network can measure time and tem-
porally locate cell spikes, allowing place cells to identify locations in an environment
with much finer precision than if only the rate code were used. This is called temporal
coding [O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Huxter, Burgess, and O’Keefe, 2003; G. Buzsáki and
Draguhn, 2004; G. Buzsáki, 2002].
Neighboring place cells do not necessarily have similar or adjacent place fields.
Furthermore, groups of anatomically close place cells typically have place fields that
span the whole space, suggesting that place cells represent a complete and highly
redundant representation of the environment [O’Keefe, 1976; Wilson and B. L. Mc-
Naughton, 1994]. Once formed, these representations can be stable across days [Hill,
1978; R. Muller, Kubie, and Ranck Jr., 1987] or even weeks [Thompson and P. Best,
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Figure 1.2: Spatial information-encoding cells. A) The first report of a place cell in the
hippocampus of a freely moving rat. The animal navigated a box (top). The cell fired
only when the animal was in locations A and B. From O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971).
B) Spikes (red squares) from a single hippocampal cell and the path of the animal (black
line) in a single trial (left). On the right, the same data are shown as a heat plot of the
dwell-time-adjusted firing rate (between peak and 20% peak amplitudes), displaying
the place field of the neuron. C) Grid, close-packed hexagonal firing pattern of a single
entorhinal grid cell. Firing is depicted as in B). Characteristic distances from the lattice
are specific to each cell and relatively constant in different environments, suggesting
the encoding of distances. D) Two trials recorded from a postsubicular head direction
cell in a symmetrical environment with a single polarizing landmark. Polar plots show
the firing rate as a function of the direction of the animal’s head. When the landmark
is positioned north (left), the cell fires maximally when the animal’s head faces south.
When the landmark is rotated to the east (right), the cell fires to the west, maintaining
an equivalent relationship to the landmark. This shows that cells are influenced by
local cues and not by geocentric cues such as the Earth’s magnetic field. B), C), and D)
are adapted from R. M. Grieves and K. J. Jeffery, 2017. E) Examples of other types of
navigation cells; references are indicated in the figure.
1990]. However, not all place fields are stable, and plasticity of this neuronal represen-
tation of spatial information has been reported [Mankin et al., 2015; Ziv et al., 2013].
How does this spatial representation arise in hippocampal cells based on the synap-
tic inputs that these cells receive? A large number of studies have focused on this ques-
tion and provided important hints. It is clear that visual information is important, as
distal cues or landmarks surrounding the environment can influence place field for-
mation [R. Muller and Kubie, 1987; O’Keefe and Conway, 1978; Yoganarasimha and
Knierim, 2005]. However, these inputs are not necessary. In fact, place cells fire in the
same location in the dark in a familiar environment [Save, Nerad, and Poucet, 2000;
S. Zhang et al., 2014; C. Markus E. B., B. McNaughton, and Gladden, 1994; Quirk, R.
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Muller, and Kubie, 1990], provided that other sensory cues are available, such as ol-
faction or tactility. These different sensory modalities are integrated outside of the hip-
pocampus [K. Jeffery, 2007]. This indicates that place fields are higher order representa-
tions that integrate more primitive spatial constructs such as direction, self-motion, and
boundaries. If sensory cues signal that the environment changes, a new and unique
representation is formed in the hippocampal circuit [Anderson and K. Jeffery, 2003;
O’Keefe and Conway, 1978] in a process called remapping [R. Muller and Kubie, 1987].
Importantly, in rats and mice, the animal must directly explore the physical space for
place cells to form a spatial representation [D. Rowland, Yanovich, and Kentros, 2011].
In contrast, other mammals (e.g., primates) can form inferred allocentric representa-
tions of remote space if observed [Rolls, 1999; Rolls, Robertson, and Pierre, 1997; Rolls
and O’Mara, 1995].
To define a place cell and its place field, several criteria related to the firing rate,
consistency of firing, and reliability have been used [O’Keefe, 1976; Thompson and
P. Best, 1990; D. A. Dombeck, Harvey, et al., 2010]. Throughout this thesis, we will
define a place cell as a cell in the hippocampus proper that carries a significant amount of
information about the animal’s position in its firing activity (see also methods and later
sections of the introduction for more details about the contextual definition of the word
information).
A key cell type in the spatial representation is head direction cells (Figure 1.2D).
Head direction cells are located in the presubiculum, and their firing is modulated by
the facing direction of the head. They were first found by Rank [Ranck Jr., 1984; Ranck
Jr., 1985] and characterized in detail later [J. Taube, R. J. Muller R., and J.B., 1990; J.
Taube, R. Muller, et al., 1990; J. Taube, R. Muller, et al., 1987]. Here, by the term head
direction, we refer to the orientation of the head in the horizontal plane. Head direction
cells are similar in their characteristics to place cells. They have a preferred direction
of firing that is independent of other behavioral factors. Each head direction cell has a
different preferred direction. Preferred directions are equally distributed in the circle,
meaning that there is no overall preferred direction of the network [J. Taube, R. Muller,
et al., 1990]. Similar to place cells, the angular orientation of environmental cues is
an important modulator of head direction cell activity (Figure 1.2D) [Goodridge and
J. Taube, 1995; J. Taube, 1995; J. Taube, R. Muller, et al., 1990; Zugaro, Tabuchi, and
Wiener, 2000; Knierim, H. Kudrimoti, and B. McNaughton, 1995] but is not necessary
[Mizumori and J. Williams, 1993; Yoder, Clark, Brown, et al., 2011; Yoder, Clark, and
J. Taube, 2011]. An interesting characteristic of head direction cells is that the angu-
lar relationship between preferred directions of different cells is preserved [W. Skaggs,
Knierim, and B. Kudrimoti H. a., 1995; Yoganarasimha and Knierim, 2005]. Hence,
when remapping of the environment occurs in which one cell changes its orientation,
the rest of the cells coherently change their functional properties [W. Skaggs, Knierim,
and B. Kudrimoti H. a., 1995; Yoganarasimha and Knierim, 2005].
With the information encoded in place cells and head direction cells, the cognitive
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map model can build positions and measure angles. However, another crucial require-
ment for the map to be completed is a way of measuring distances, i.e. to establish the
metric of the map. In 2005, a cell type that could achieve this task was identified in the
Moser’s lab: grid cells. Grid cells are cells that fire in multiple discrete and regularly
spaced locations. Grid cells form a triangular or, equivalently, a hexagonal lattice (Fig-
ure 1.2C). These cells are found in the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC), in the postrhinal
cortex [Fyhn, Molden, et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005; Fyhn, Solstad, and Hafting, 2008]
and in the pre- and para-subiculum [Boccara et al., 2010].
Grid cells share some characteristics with place cells and head direction cells. Their
pattern of firing arises in familiar environments and partially relies on distal visual
cues [Hafting et al., 2005]. If environmental cues rotate, grid patterns consistently do
so too [Hafting et al., 2005]. Deformation of the environment causes deformation of
the grid patterns [Barry, Hayman, et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012]. Similar to head
direction cells, the angles and distances between grid patterns of different grid cells
are preserved, and when the environment rotates or moves, the patterns adapt in a
coherent fashion, maintaining a stable relationship [Fyhn, Hafting, et al., 2007] across
grid cells. This suggests that grid cells work cooperatively, as an interconnected matrix
known as an attractor network [B. McNaughton, Battaglia, et al., 2006]. Moreover, the
spacing between peaks of grid patterns varies as a function of location in the entorhinal
cortex. The scales of the patterns increase in discrete jumps from the dorsal to ventral
sides of the entorhinal cortex [Brun et al., 2008]. Each animal can display 3 or 4 different
scales[Brun et al., 2008].
An additional functional class of cells that contain spatial information about the
outer environment is boundary cells (Figure 1.2E left). Boundary cells, or boundary
vector cells, are located in the subiculum and selectively respond to environmental
boundaries. Boundaries can be walls, low ridges, and vertical drops. The color, tex-
ture, and odor of these boundaries do not seem to influence the firing of boundary
cells [Lever et al., 2009]. Interestingly, the existence of boundary cells was first hypoth-
esized to explain the observation that after elongating one side of a rectangular box,
place fields stretched accordingly [O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996]. This led researchers to
hypothesize the existence of cells that fire in relation to environmental boundaries and
that place cell firing could arise as a thresholded sum of a subpopulation of such neu-
rons [Barry, Lever, et al., 2006; Burgess et al., 1997; Hartley et al., 2000]. Cells that partly
fit this theoretical description were later found in several regions of the brain, including
the subiculum [Barry, Lever, et al., 2006], presubiculum and parasubiculum [Boccara et
al., 2010], medial entorhinal cortex [Bjerknes, E. Moser, and M.-B. Moser, 2014; Savelli,
Yoganarasimha, and Knierim, 2008; Solstad et al., 2008], anterior claustrum [Jankowski
and O’Mara, 2015], and rostral thalamus [Jankowski, Passecker, et al., 2015].
In a more formal definition, boundary vector cells can be defined as neurons that i)
fire when the animal encounters an environmental boundary in its preferred direction,
and ii) their firing is driven by the memory of the boundary’s position relative to the
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animal, based not only on perceptual cues but also on self-motion information [Lever
et al., 2009; Raudies, R. Florian, et al., 2012; Raudies and Hasselmo, 2012]. Notably,
boundary cells fire at a specific distance from the boundary, and this distance is differ-
ent for boundary cells in different brain regions [Bjerknes, E. Moser, and M.-B. Moser,
2014; Solstad et al., 2008; Jankowski, Passecker, et al., 2015; Lever et al., 2009].
Altogether, place cells, head direction cells, grid cells, and boundary vector cells
lie at the core of the cognitive map model and are the most relevant and studied type
of cells in the context of spatial navigation. This obviously does not imply that other
types of spatially informative cells might not be present; therefore, there is room for
more types of these cells to be discovered in future investigations. In particular, cells in
which the firing activity is modulated by more abstract or complex information have
been described, including object cells, goal cells, boundary-off cells, perimeter cells,
and band cells, among others (Figure 1.2E center and right).
What is the relation between the firing patterns of all these functional classes of
cells? Mathematically, it can be shown that place cells can be formed by summing two
grids with different spacings or, equivalently, by summing two border cells. Similarly,
it has been demonstrated that grid cells can be built by combining the activity of band
cells. However, a complete understanding of the function and implication of each of
these functional classes of cells and their interactions in contributing to spatial naviga-
tion has not yet been achieved. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the functional classes
listed above could be only the tip of the iceberg. The more the extended hippocampal
formation is studied, the larger the number of new cell classes that are described will
be.
1.1.3 Calcium as a proxy of spiking activity
With a few exceptions, the large majority of the research presented in the previous sec-
tions has relied on electrophysiological recordings of neuronal activity. Electrophysiol-
ogy has long been the preferred technique by which to interrogate brain activity, mostly
because of its versatility, high signal-to-noise ratio, high temporal resolution, and abil-
ity to capture a large spectrum of neuronal signals, from individual action potentials
(AP) and subthreshold membrane potential to network oscillations [C. Buzsáki, Anas-
tassiou, and Koch, 2012; Margrie et al., 2003; Hubel and Wiesel, 1959]. In the last few
decades, huge technological improvements in micro- and nanofabrication techniques
for multielectrode arrays [Bareket-Keren and Hanein, 2012; Spira and Hai, 2013; Viventi
and Blanco, 2012; Jun, Steinmetz, and Siegle, 2017] have helped improve the yield,
sampling density, and biocompatibility of electrical probes. At the same time, the de-
velopment of modern analytical methods has permitted the extraction of many types of
information from this kind of recording [Agarwal et al., 2014; Shein-Idelson et al., 2017].
Although electrophysiologial approaches have come a long way and are a reliable and
versatile way of studying neuronal activity, they also suffer from limitations. For exam-
ple, in unit recordings, they are biased towards the detection of cells with high firing
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rate; at the microcircuit level, they allow limited structure-function correlations [D. A.
Dombeck, Harvey, et al., 2010], and importantly, they poorly discriminate between ge-
netically selected neuronal populations. Moreover, electrophysiological recordings are
blind to the form of excitability that does not generate electrical signals, such as the
calcium excitability of certain glial cells. Alternative experimental methods partially
overcome some of these limitations. In the last 3 decades, optical imaging methods and
fluorescent activity reporters have provided an additional and efficient tool with which
to study neural networks and their functions, overcoming some of the limitations of the
methods described above [Ohki et al., 2005,Shoham et al., 1999; Grienberger and Kon-
nerth, 2012; Bovetti, Moretti, and Fellin, 2014; W. Yang and Yuste, 2017]. The current
success of these optical methods relies on two main technical advances: the synthesis
of fluorescent calcium indicators and the development of nonlinear microscopy. The
latter technique made it possible to record large ensembles of neurons (up to 10.000) at
subcellular spatial resolution in the intact brain [Bovetti, Moretti, and Fellin, 2014; W.
Yang and Yuste, 2017; Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006].
Action potential firing, as well as strong synaptic inputs, leads to the opening of
voltage-gated calcium channels in neurons, which induces transient elevations in cyto-
plasmic Ca2+ concentration. These variations are typically in the range of 50-100 nM to
5-10 µM and can be detected by fluorescence calcium indicators. In this approach, neu-
rons stained with these fluorescent compounds change the fluorescence emitted from
the somatic region upon AP firing [Yuste and Katz, 1991]. Calcium transients decay
over 100–500 ms through diffusion, the activity of calcium extrusion mechanisms, and
internal buffering processes [Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012]. Importantly, cells that
are not electrically excitable may display intracellular calcium transients. This is the
case, as seen in the next section (1.2.2), for glial cells, particularly astrocytes. Astrocytes
display variations in their intracellular calcium levels that correlate with neuronal ac-
tivity.
The first calcium indicators developed were synthetic [Grienberger and Konnerth,
2012; Tsien, 1981]. These dyes typically have high signal-to-noise ratio [Stosiek et al.,
2003; Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Wiederschain, 2011; Helmchen and Waters,
2002]; however, they do not easily allow labeling of genetically identified cell pop-
ulations. An important breakthrough in overcoming this limitation was developed
by the laboratory of the Nobel Prize winner Roger Tsien [Miyawaki et al., 1997] who
developed the first versions of protein-based genetically encoded calcium indicators
(GECIs).
By combining these fluorescent calcium binding proteins with cell-type specific
promoters, subcellular targeting sequences, and transgenic technology, stable expres-
sion in distinct cell subpopulations (Figure 1.5) over prolonged periods of time is pos-
sible [Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Knöpfel, Díez-García, and Akemann, 2006;
Looger and Griesbeck, 2012; T.-W. Chen et al., 2013]. The applications of GECIs were
initially restricted due to their limited signal-to-noise ratios and slow response kinetics
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[Ohkura, Matsuzaki, et al., 2005; Tallini et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2009]. However, incredi-
ble progress in the development and refinement of brighter and more sensitive variants
has been achieved during the last 15 years, and newer GECIs rival synthetic calcium
indicators in many respects [Horikawa et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2011; Akerboom, T.-W.
Chen, et al., 2012]. For example, ultrasensitive genetically encoded calcium indicators
of the GCaMP6, GCaMP7 family [T.-W. Chen et al., 2013; Dana, Y. Sun, et al., 2019] and
RCaMP family [Akerboom, Carreras Caldéron, et al., 2013; Dana, Mohar, et al., 2016;
Ohkura, Sasaki, et al., 2010; Forli et al., 2018] can report, under optimized experimental
conditions, the calcium transients associated with the discharge of a single AP in vivo.
1.1.4 2-photon calcium imaging
The design, development, and optimization of fluorescent activity indicators opened
the door to a wide range of possibilities and demonstrated that it was possible to mon-
itor neural activity indirectly by capturing changes in the intracellular concentrations
of certain ions. However, fundamental advances in optical imaging are also needed
for the application of fluorescent calcium indicators to the study of neural or glial net-
work function in the intact CNS [Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012; Bovetti, Moretti, and
Fellin, 2014; W. Yang and Yuste, 2017]. One of these fundamental advances is multipho-
ton microscopy-in particular, two-photon laser-scanning microscopy (2PLSM). 2PLSM
saw its first experimental validation approximately 30 years ago, and since then, it has
revolutionized biological imaging due to its unprecedented combination of high reso-
lution and high contrast, even when imaging hundreds of microns deep inside intact
tissue [Denk, Delaney, et al., 1994; Helmchen and Denk, 2005]. Briefly, 2PLSM is a
laser-scanning method that exploits localized ‘nonlinear’ excitation to stimulate fluo-
rophores only within the thin raster-scanned plane [Zipfel, R. M. Williams, and Webb,
2003]. Two-photon (2P) fluorophore excitation was first conceived by Marie Goeppert-
Mayer [Göppert-Mayer, 1931] and relies on the idea that when two photons arrive
“quasi-simultaneously”, that is, within fractions of a f s, at the fluorophore, their en-
ergy is absorbed to promote the transition of one electron of the fluorophore from the
ground state to the excited state. The electron in the excited state then decays following
the normal fluorescence-emission pathway, as in single-photon fluorescence excitation
(Figure 1.3A) [Pawley, 2006]. In this process, fluorophore excitation relies on higher-
order light-matter interactions, thus having a nonlinear dependency on the incident
light intensity [Svoboda and Yasuda, 2006; Helmchen and Denk, 2005]. 2PLSM repre-
sents an improvement with respect to standard wide-field fluorescence, wherein exci-
tation is due to the absorption of a single photon and therefore depends linearly on the
light intensity.
Three characteristics of 2P microscopy provide a comparative advantage with re-
spect to other approaches when imaging thick samples in vivo [Helmchen and Denk,
2005]:
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A B
Figure 1.3: Two-photon excitation of fluorescent molecules. A) Simplified Jablon-
ski diagram of the two-photon emission process. Adapted from Svoboda and Yasuda,
2006. B) Experimental demonstration of the localization of excitation in 2P imaging us-
ing focused (0.16 NA) f s pulses of 960 nm light (right) in comparison to single-photon
excitation of fluorescein by focused 488 nm light (0.16 NA) (left). Adapted from Zipfel,
R. M. Williams, and Webb, 2003.
1. Imaging depth and phototoxicity: 2P absorption in commonly used fluorophores
occurs in the near-infrared wavelength range (700-1100nm). This wavelength
range is generally less phototoxic and penetrates deeper into scattering tissue
compared to visible light.
2. High resolution: The fluorescence signal (S) depends on the square of the light
intensity (S α I2). Thus, when focusing the laser beam through a high NA objec-
tive, 2P absorption under unsaturated conditions is limited to the perifocal region
(Figure 1.3B) [Nagy, J. Wu, and Berland, 2005].
3. No pixel cross-talk: Because the sample is sequentially excited, meaning that the
signals are collected point-by-point, the pixel cross-talk observed in wide-field
imaging is virtually absent.
Since the first validation of 2PLSM [Denk, Strickler, and Webb, 1990], several ad-
vancements have been made in several aspects, leading to higher signal-to-noise ratios,
better temporal resolutions, and larger field-of-view dimensions, penetration depths
and accessible volumes for in vivo imaging (reviewed in W. Yang and Yuste, 2017).
Combining 2PLSM with fluorescent activity reporters constitutes one of the most pow-
erful approaches to investigating neuronal networks in the intact CNS at cellular reso-
lution over mm of brain tissue.
Thanks to its unique advantages, researchers in the spatial navigation field have
increasingly used 2P calcium imaging for the interrogation of hippocampal circuits
[Gauthier and Tank, 2018; Rubin et al., 2015b; D. A. Dombeck, Harvey, et al., 2010].
Together with appropriate analytical tools [Sheintuch et al., 2017a], these approaches
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allow the study of anatomically and genetically identifiable ensembles of cells across
days in awake, behaving animals, opening the door the a whole range of new investi-
gations that wold not be possible otherwise.
All the aforementioned research has focused only on neuronal networks. How-
ever, neurons represent approximately half of the cells in the mammalian brain. The
main nonneuronal population of cells in the mammalian brain is called glial cells. Al-
though glial cells do not have electrical activity similar to neurons, they express rich
intracellular calcium dynamics and interact with neuronal cells in active ways. In this
thesis, we will approach the question of whether glial cells play a role in spatial navi-
gation in the mouse brain and what that role may be.
We will briefly describe the types of glial cells that can be found in the brain, focus-
ing on a particular subtype, astrocytes, their characteristics and their role in modulating
neuronal activity.
1.2 Glia
Glial cells were first observed as early as the mid 19th century by Virchow [Virchow,
1856], and were better described and brought to wider attention by Santiago Ramón
y Cajal and Pío del Río Hortega a few decades later thanks to the development of the
chloride-sublimate technique, which is a staining technique that specifically targets as-
trocytes [Ramón y Cajal, 1895; Río Hortega, 1921]. At this time, glial cells were thought
to play a strictly structural role in the brain. If anything, the terminology used to de-
scribe them would be sufficient to understand the hypothesized role—glial cells were
described as Zwishchenmass, which is German for in between mass; Nervenkitt, or nerve
glue in English; and finally, the current terminology glial cell comes from the Greek
word glía, meaning glue. It was not until the second half of the 20th century when
electrophysiological characterizations and physiological studies of glial cells permit-
ted the understanding of the wide range of vital functions that glial cells have in the
functioning of the central nervous system [Morrison and De Vellis, 1981; Bowman and
Kimelberg, 1984; Kettenmann, Backus, and Schachner, 1984a; Kettenmann, Backus, and
Schachner, 1984b; Cornell-Bell et al., 1990; Araque, Sanzgiri, et al., 1998; Bezzi et al.,
1998]. Phylogenic studies show that all organisms with a central nervous system have
glial cells, and interestingly, the ratio of astrocytes to neurons is different depending
on the animal species and on the brain region, with intriguing correlations with the
brain complexity and neuronal density [Herculano-Houzel, 2011; Herculano-Houzel,
2014]. Throughout evolution, glial cells have diverged into specialized subgroups with
different characteristics and functions. In mammals, glia can be divided into two large
groups based on their size: microglia and macroglia. Macroglia can be further subdi-
vided into three major groups: oligodendrocytes, NG2-positive cells, and astrocytes.
Unlike the rest of the glial cells, microglia originate from yolk-sac progenitors that
only populate the brain during development (reviewed in S. U. Kim and Vellis, 2005;
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Kettenmann, Hanisch, et al., 2011). They represent the main immunocompetent and
phagocytic cells of the central nervous system [Filiano, Gadani, and Kipnis, 2015] and
cover a major part of the adult brain in individual nonoverlapping domains. Microglia
sense the environment through the movement of their filopodia, which rapidly reacts
to abnormalities or damage [Nimmerjahn, Kirchhoff, and Helmchen, 2005; Cronk and
Kipnis, 2013]. In adition to the immune role, microglia have recently been hypothe-
sized to have an active role in the healthy brain. Opinions on this matter are, how-
ever, controversial. Some studies show that microglia could be involved in motor-
dependent synapse formation [Parkhurst et al., 2013] and in features as high-order as
learning or social behavior [Torres et al., 2016; Kierdorf, Prinz, et al., 2017], while others
have shown that ablation of microglia barely produces any alterations or pathologies
in healthy adult mice [Elmore, Najafi, et al., 2014; Elmore, R. J. Lee, et al., 2015; Bruttger
et al., 2015]. When comparing the results of these studies, it should be considered that
these discrepancies might be due to the major methodological differences in those stud-
ies [Jäkel and Dimou, 2017].
Oligodendrocytes are large macroglial cells that were first observed by Pío del Río
Hortega in the first half of the 20th century. Their function is to insulate axons with
self-produced myelin to allow fast saltatory conduction and provide trophic support
to axons [Nave, 2010]. However, oligodendrocytes have also been found in sparsely
myelinated brain regions, and presumably, nonmyelinating oligodendrocytes might
have other overlooked functions.
The more recently discovered NG2-positive cells are oligodendrocyte precursors
[Ffrench-Constant and Raff, 1986]. Their first evident function is to form and maintain
a homeostatic network, preserving stable cell numbers stable by generating mature
myelinating oligodendrocytes throughout their lifetime [Dimou et al., 2008; Rivers et
al., 2008; Psachoulia et al., 2009; Simon, Götz, and Dimou, 2011; Hughes et al., 2013]
under physiological conditions. NG2-positive cells form functional synapses with neu-
rons. An associated phenomenon was first observed in the hippocampus [Bergles et
al., 2000] but later described in other brain regions [Káradóttir et al., 2005; reviewed
in W. Sun and Dietrich, 2013]. Such synapses are uniderectional in the sense that they
can only receive neuronal signals but cannot generate action potentials on their own
and further propagate them [De Biase, Nishiyama, and Bergles, 2010]. This shows that
NG2-positive cells can accurately sense synaptic activity and suggests that this process
may modulate their functions.
The last large group of glial cells in the brain is astrocytes. As mentioned before,
astrocytes and their intracellular calcium signals are a key aspect of this thesis work.
For this reason, within the next few sections, we will focus on their function, anatomy
and known relationship with neuronal activity.
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1.2.1 Astrocytes
Astrocytes are the most abundant type of glial cell in the mammalian brain [Herculano-
Houzel, 2014]. Despite being one of the first glial cells discovered approximately 150
years ago, their description and the understanding of their role in brain function are
still far from complete. Astrocytes do not represent a single homogeneous cell type
and can be subdivided into several types depending on their morphology, molecular
profile or function [Batiuk et al., 2020].
From a morphological point of view, astrocytes can be roughly divided into two
types: fibrous and protoplasmic. The first is a star-shaped cell with regular contours
present mainly in the white matter of the brain and spinal cord and in the optic nerve
and the retina fiber layer. Fibrous astrocytes are characterized by their elongated mor-
phology, with long processes running parallel to the axon bundles that make contact
with myelinated axons and with oligodendrocytes. They have fewer processes than
protoplasmic astrocytes. Their processes spatially overlap in their domains and extend
to perivascular, subpial, and axonal endfeet [Lundgaard et al., 2014].
Protoplasmic astrocytes, on the other hand, have a “bushy” and irregular mor-
phology, with a small round somata of ∼ 10µm in diameter (Figure 1.4). They present
5− 10 primary processes that further branch into thousands of branchlets and leaflets
to form dense arborizations that contact neurons at synapses [Bushong et al., 2002]. As-
trocytic processes also end in large endfeet that contact the vasculature [Nagelhus and
Ottersen, 2013; Verkhratsky, Nedergaard, and Hertz, 2015] (schematically represented
in Figure 1.4). Unlike fibrous astrocytes, protoplasmic astrocytes mainly populate the
gray matter in the brain and have domains with well-defined borders that minimally
overlap with each other [Bushong et al., 2002]. A single astrocyte arborization can cover
20,000 to 80,000 µm3, contacting 300 to 600 dendrites and potentially 100,000 individ-
ual synapses [Bushong et al., 2002; Halassa, Fellin, et al., 2007]. This dense connectivity
allows astrocytes to control several processes, including ion homeostasis, neurotrans-
mitter clearance, trophic support to neurons, and neuromodulation. Interestingly, as-
trocytic domain boundaries have been proposed to be functional units [Perea, Sur, and
Araque, 2014; Fellin, 2009]. For example, astrocytes could play the role of controlling
and modulating functional islands formed by synapses confined within the area of in-
fluence of a single astrocyte (Figure 1.6C) [Halassa, Fellin, et al., 2007; Fellin, 2009].
Indirect support for this hypothesis comes from the observation that branching and
position processes are dynamic [Kacerovsky and Murai, 2016], strongly dependent on
neuronal activity [Genoud et al., 2006], and brain region-dependent [Chai et al., 2017].
For example, when comparing striatal and hippocampal astroglial populations, it was
noted that despite having the same somatic volume, equivalent number of primary
branches, and total cell volume, hippocampal astrocyte territories are more constrained
and display a tighter physical interaction with excitatory synapses [Chai et al., 2017]
compared to striatal territories.
If astrocytes are so closely related to neuronal function and, as said before, have
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Figure 1.4: One of Cajal’s original drawings of astrocytes in the hippocampus of a
man three hours after death. This beautiful representation exemplifies several of the
properties of astrocytes discussed herein. Note the connections with blood vessels, the
small overlapping areas of domains, the somas, the large and distal processes and how
astrocytic processes surround neuronal cell bodies. Adapted from Swanson et al., 2017.
large and dense areas of influence, what are astrocyte’s functions in the brain? This
question still represents a very active area of research. Here, we will enumerate some
of the known functions that have been ascribed to astrocytes.
Astrocytes are involved in the control of cerebral blood flow through gliovascu-
lar coupling. Matching the blood flow to the neuronal metabolic needs is crucial for
healthy brain functioning, which is achieved by astrocytes in a twofold manner. First,
by regulating the dilation of blood vessels, it has been proven that synaptic activity me-
diates cytoplasmic calcium increases in astrocytes, which, in turn, promote the dilation
of neighboring arterioles [Zonta et al., 2003; Attwell, Buchan, et al., 2010]. At the same
time, astrocytes regulate vasoconstriction through the release of 20-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic
acid (20-HETE) [Metea and Newman, 2006; Attwell, Buchan, et al., 2010]. Interestingly,
astrocytes seem to decide drive dilation or constriction based on local oxygen levels and
metabolic states [MacVicar and Newman, 2015].
Given the enormous energy consumption in the brain, the regulation of oxygen
and glucose availability must be tightly controlled. This is, of course, in part regulated
by blood flow. However, while oxygen freely diffuses in the brain, glucose and other
metabolites need specialized transporters to travel through cell membranes. The need
for energy depends on neuronal activity, which can go from completely silent to a high
firing rate in milliseconds, in turn demanding up to a 30-fold increase in metabolic
consumption [Attwell and Laughlin, 2001]. It has been demonstrated that astrocytes,
which are in contact with both blood vessels and synapses, strongly and tightly control
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active metabolic support to neurons. This can be achieved through a variety of pro-
cesses that are still the subject of intense research. Glucose is preferentially taken up by
astrocytes rather than neurons [Pellerin, Bouzier-Sore, et al., 2007]. Within astrocytes
glucose enters glycolysis, producing lactate. Lactate is then delivered to neurons via
the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle (ANLS) [Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994]. Thus, as-
trocytes are involved in the metabolic support of neurons not only through blood flow
regulation but also through direct delivery of energy substrates.
Astrocytes, together with microglia, have a key role in the immune response of
the brain under both physiological and pathological conditions. Upon brain injury or
disease, astrocytes become reactive, drastically changing gene expressions [Zamanian
et al., 2012]. These changes induce morphological and functional alterations that lead
astrocytes to enter one of two distinct reactivity profiles, depending on the nature of the
insult. Inflammatory insult leads astrocytes to enter what has been called A1, which is a
reactivity profile leading to synapse pruning. On the other hand, ischemic injury leads
to activation of reactivity profile A2, which is responsible for the growth and survival
of neurons and synapses. These contrasting mechanisms coexisting in the same cell
type prove once more the complexity and diversity of astrocytic function. Moreover,
under physiological conditions, astrocytes continue to play a role in immune protection
of the brain by controlling the functionality of the blood-brain barrier (BBB)[Almutairi
et al., 2016]. Interestingly, astrocytes have been shown to be involved in BBB formation
during development [Hayashi et al., 1997].
In addition to the aforementioned functions, astrocytes play key roles in ionic
[Sibille, Pannasch, and Rouach, 2014; Nwaobi et al., 2016], water [Nielsen et al., 1997;
Risher, Andrew, and Kirov, 2009] and neurotransmitter [Danbolt, 2001; Herman and
Jahr, 2007] homeostasis. Astrocytes can rapidly change their volume and intercellular
communicative capacity, which allows them to redistribute water across astrocytic net-
works. They can redistribute K+ ions through K+ spatial buffering and are the only
cells in the central nervous system that can synthesize glutamate and GABA from glu-
cose. Astrocytes are thus an incredibly versatile and complex cell in the brain. A key
aspect of astrocyte physiology is their excitability based on intracellular calcium signals
and the relation of this process to neuronal function. We will discuss these aspects in
the next sections.
1.2.2 Calcium signaling in astrocytes
Astrocytes, unlike neurons, are electrically nonexcitable cells. However, astrocytes dis-
play changes in the intracellular concentration of calcium ions and Ca2+ fluctuations
have been considered the main form of excitability for this type of glial cell. An ex-
tensive amount of work in the last few decades has been dedicated to understanding
the origin of Ca2+ transients, as well as whether these fluctuations are somehow rele-
vant for neuronal regulation, and if so, how. To date, many of these questions remain
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largely unanswered. However, increasing evidence points to calcium signaling in as-
trocytes being involved in several processes [Araque, Carmignoto, Haydon, et al., 2014;
Volterra, Liaudet, and Savtchouk, 2014; Khakh and Deneen, 2019].
Figure 1.5: Astrocytes present complex calcium transients in their somas and pro-
cesses. Image of GCaMP6f astrocytes in layer 2/3 SSCx from an adult ChR2-SST-
GCaMP6f mouse that underwent SST interneuron optogenetic stimulation. ROIs are
depicted for the soma (yellow), proximal processes (red) and more distal processes
(blue); scale bar, is 20 µm (top). Calcium signal dynamics in example compartments
show the difference between transients depending on the region of the astrocyte; scale
bars are 50 s, 20% dFF0 . Adapted from Mariotti et al., 2018.
Baseline levels of Ca2+ in astrocytes are higher than those in neurons, and this
concentration varies inside each cell, being higher in processes than in the soma [Zheng
et al., 2015]. This already indicates its within-cell complexity (Figure 1.5). In astrocytes,
Ca2+ fluctuations can have different sources, the first of which is intrinsic. In fact, 65%
of astrocytes in hippocampal slices exhibit asynchronous and localized Ca2+ transients,
even in the absence of neuronal activity [Nett, Oloff, and Mccarthy, 2002; Hirase et al.,
2004]. The role and relevance of these untriggered events are still largely undefined.
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In addition to spontaneously, calcium signals in astrocytes can also be triggered by
neurotransmitter release through the activation of mostly metabotropic receptors for
neurotransmitters. For example, glutamate has been shown to evoke calcium concen-
tration increases in astrocytes in several contexts-in culture [Cornell-Bell et al., 1990], in
brain slices [Dani, Chernjavsky, and Smith, 1992], in whole retina [Newman and Zahs,
1997], and in vivo [X. Wang et al., 2006]. These calcium transients can propagate along
astrocyte processes and even between glial cells in the form of waves [Cornell-Bell et
al., 1990,Dani, Chernjavsky, and Smith, 1992; Hirase et al., 2004 Nimmerjahn, Kirchhoff,
J. N. Kerr, et al., 2004]. Astrocytic calcium waves have been observed in cultures, e.g.,
[Cornell-Bell et al., 1990], as well as in vivo, e.g., in the frontal and parietal cortices upon
sensory stimulation [Ding et al., 2013] and in the cerebellum during locomotion [Nim-
merjahn, Mukamel, and Schnitzer, 2009]. These observations further support the pos-
sibility that glial Ca2+ waves might constitute an extraneuronal signaling system in the
CNS and, importantly, that it can be driven by neuronal activity (reviewed in Araque,
Carmignoto, Haydon, et al., 2014; and Bazargani and Attwell, 2016). As stated above,
calcium transients in astrocytes can be triggered by neurotransmitter release and can
originate in neuronal activity-dependent processes. For example, in hippocampal den-
tate gyrus astrocyte action potential–driven synaptic transmitter release triggers large
and long-lasting (∼ 3s) spatially broad (∼ 12µm) events, while spontaneous synaptic
transmitter release produces brief (∼ 0.7s) and spatially localized (∼ 4µm) transients
[Di Castro et al., 2011]. It has been observed that whisker stimulation increases the
Ca2+ concentration in astrocytic cytoplasm in the barrel cortex [X. Wang et al., 2006] in
a frequency-dependent manner [Perea and Araque, 2005; Sherwood et al., 2017]. Other
behavioral variables, such as locomotion or the arousal state, have been observed to
evoke Ca2+ elevation over broad spatial areas mediated by noradrenaline signals in
the frontal and parietal cortex [Ding et al., 2013; Paukert et al., 2014].
To begin to understand the complexity of astrocytic Ca2+ activity, it is important to
keep in mind that calcium transients occurring in the astrocytic cell body are very dif-
ferent (Figure 1.5) from those in fine astrocytic processes. Ca2+ events in processes can
occur independently of somatic calcium events and usually display a higher frequency.
These local events in processes can, however, propagate to neighboring intracellular
areas [Di Castro et al., 2011] or even synchronize with neighboring cells [Takata et al.,
2013]. Importantly, it has been shown that such events correlate with the strength of
neuronal activity [Panatier, Vallée, et al., 2011].
Ca2+ events in the soma and processes also differ in their temporal profile. So-
matic calcium transients are several orders of magnitude longer than neuronal action
potentials, which has been a historical argument against the hypothesis that astrocytes
could be involved in real-time information processing in the brain. However, smaller-
amplitude calcium events occur in astrocytic processes even on the subsecond scale
[Winship, Plaa, and Murphy, 2007; Lind, Brazhe, et al., 2013; Lind, Jessen, et al., 2018;
Stobart et al., 2018].
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It has been suggested that the release of Ca2+ from internal stores could be the
main source of Ca2+ somatic transients, while in astrocyte processes, transmembrane
entry of Ca2+, presumably through endogenously active channels such as TRPA1 [Shige-
tomi, Tong, et al., 2012] or receptor-gated Ca2+-permeable ion channels, generates
30–40% of Ca2+ concentration elevations. In this way, while Ca2+ increases in astro-
cyte somata may be too slow [Schummers, H. Yu, and Sur, 2008; Schulz, Kroner, and
David, 2012] to generate rapid blood flow increases, Ca2+ transients in processes that
are faster than those in the soma [Tang et al., 2015] occur before or with a similar time
course to the increase in blood flow [Lind, Brazhe, et al., 2013; Otsu et al., 2015].
1.2.3 Astrocytic modulation of neuronal activity
In the late 1980s, Muller and Best [Müller and J. Best, 1989] provided some of the ear-
liest evidence that astrocytes are signaling cells in the sense that astrocytes can release
chemical messengers that affect neuronal activity and function. They showed that in-
jecting immature astrocytes into the adult cat visual cortex in vivo reopens ocular dom-
inance (OD) plasticity. The visual cortex in higher mammals is organized into columns
of neurons that respond preferentially to one eye (OD columns). Imbalances in visual
inputs, such as depriving one eye of vision, result in dramatic changes in OD column
neuronal circuits. This effect is present only during a precise postnatal time period,
called the critical period [Wiesel and Hubel, 1963], after which visual deprivation has
little or no effect on neuronal plasticity. Muller and Best demonstrated that immature
astrocyte injection in adult cats reopens the critical window, leading to the hypothe-
sis that immature astrocytes can release a permissive factor that allows OD plasticity
to occur [Müller and J. Best, 1989]. Importantly, this result suggested that astrocytes
are not only supportive but also signaling cells that can release neuroactive molecules,
affecting neuronal function. Astrocytic molecule release or gliotransmission, has been
extensively studied since, and astrocytes have been found to release, among others,
glutamate [Parpura et al., 1994; Bezzi et al., 1998], ATP [Cotrina et al., 1998; Coco et
al., 2003], D-serine [Mothet, Parent, et al., 2000] and TNF [Stellwagen and Malenka,
2006]. Some of these molecules are involved in the regulation of the astrocytic cytosolic
calcium concentration. Moreover, astrocytes have been observed to display Ca2+ con-
centration dynamics spontaneously or driven by neuronal activity [Cornell-Bell et al.,
1990; Charles et al., 1991; Parri, Gould, and Crunelli, 2001; Stobart et al., 2018; Mu,
Bennett, Rubinov, Narayan, C.-T. Yang, et al., 2019]. Ca2+ concentration dynamics can
trigger the release of gliotransmitters, such as glutamate [Parpura et al., 1994], D-serine
[Mothet, Pollegioni, et al., 2005] and ATP [Coco et al., 2003; Achour and Pascual, 2012].
What are the roles of astrocytic calcium dynamics in the processing of information by
neuronal networks? Does astrocytic calcium activity modulate neuronal functioning?
Astrocytes extend processes that are ideally positioned to chemically interact with
neurons at synapses (Figure 1.6A), where the astrocytic process comes into contact
with both the pre- and postsynaptic neuronal terminals. Indeed, many experimental
observations relate to astrocyte calcium signaling influencing synaptic activity. This
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astrocyte-to-neuron communication modulates three main aspects of synaptic physi-
ology: presynaptic release probability through the activation of presynaptic recep-
tors, postsynaptic excitability through the activation of post-synaptic receptors, and
synaptic plasticity. One important way in which calcium signaling in astrocytes con-
trols synaptic function is through the release of neuroactive molecules, which are fre-
quently called gliotransmitters (for review see Araque, Carmignoto, and Haydon, 2001;
Araque, Carmignoto, Haydon, et al., 2014; Volterra, Liaudet, and Savtchouk, 2014).
While astrocytes can release a plethora of transmitters, here, we will focus on a few
prototypical examples of astrocyte-to-neuron communication. We refer to a previously
mentioned review for an in-depth description of the complexity of chemical messaging
between astrocytes and neurons.
At the presynaptic level, it has been observed that in the dentate gyrus, glutamate
release from astrocytes activates presynaptic NMDA receptors, potentiating excitatory
transmission [Jourdain et al., 2007]. Ca2+ uncaging-mediated glutamate release from
astrocytes activates NMDA receptors to increase the frequency of miniature synaptic
currents [Araque, Sanzgiri, et al., 1998] Astrocytic glutamate potentiates transmitter re-
lease by activating presynaptic mGluRs in the absence of NMDA receptor activation
[Perea and Araque, 2007; Navarrete and Araque, 2010]. Astrocyte release of glutamate
not only mediates an overall excitatory effect, but can also lead to inhibitory effects. For
example, astrocytic glutamate binds presynaptic kainate receptors that strengthen in-
hibitory synaptic transmission [J. Kang et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2004]. Interestingly, it has
been recently shown that a single astrocyte may release different gliotransmitters [Cov-
elo and Araque, 2018], which can induce more complex modulation of synapses. For
example, high-frequency stimulation of the CA3-CA1 projection in the hippocampus
produced finely tuned release of both glutamate and adenosine from astrocytes, mod-
ulating synapses in a biphasic way. Initial glutamate release induces potentiation fol-
lowed by adenosinergic-mediated depression of neurotransmitter release, which rep-
resents an elegant example of the subtle and complex modulation effects of neuronal
communication by astrocytes (Figure 1.6B).
At the postsynaptic level, it has been suggested that spontaneous Ca2+ activity
can mediate the release of glutamate from astrocytes, modulating neuronal excitabil-
ity by inducing slow inward currents (SICs) mediated by the NMDA receptor [Parri,
Gould, and Crunelli, 2001; Gómez-Gonzalo et al., 2018]. These slow inward currents
have been extensively studied. Ca2+ signaling stimulation by different protocols has
been observed to increase the SIC frequency in neurons through pharmacological stim-
ulation [Angulo et al., 2004; N. Kang et al., 2005; Kozlov et al., 2006; Fellin, Pozzan, and
Carmignoto, 2006; Nestor et al., 2007; Navarrete and Araque, 2008; Shigetomi, Bowser,
et al., 2008], single-cell stimulation [D’Ascenzo et al., 2007; Fellin, Pascual, Gobbo, et
al., 2004; Perea and Araque, 2005] and extracellular stimulation of neuronal afferents
[Fellin, Pascual, Gobbo, et al., 2004]. Moreover, it has been shown that the generation
of SICs by glutamate release from astrocytes is due to the activation of a particular
set of NMDA receptors located at extrasynaptic sites and preferentially containing the
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Figure 1.6: The tripartite synapse model. A) Electron microscopy shows the tripartite
nature of synaptic structures with astrocytic processes (green) associated with pre- and
postsynaptic terminals. Adapted from Mariotti et al., 2018. B) Schematic representation
of A), where, in the hippocampus, metabotropic receptors in the plasma membrane of
the nearby astrocytic processes are activated by glutamate released from the presy-
naptic Schaffer collateral terminals. As a result of this activation, intracellular Ca2+
increases in the astrocytes, which, in turn, leads to the release of glutamate from glial
cells through the fusion of tetanus toxin-sensitive vesicles. Astrocytic glutamate selec-
tively acts on extrasynaptic NR2B-containing NMDA receptors to trigger slow inward
currents (SICs) in pyramidal CA1 neurons. C) Schematic representation of the mecha-
nisms by which a single astrocyte (green cell) can lead to neuronal synchronization of
local clusters of neurons or neuronal domains (red cells) through glutamate release. B)
and C) are adapted from Fellin, Pascual, and Haydon, 2006
NR2B subunit [Fellin, Pascual, Gobbo, et al., 2004], and the level of SIC synchroniza-
tion is neuronal type-dependent [Fellin, Pascual, Gobbo, et al., 2004; Angulo et al., 2004;
Kozlov et al., 2006]. NMDA receptor binding has been shown to be modulated by as-
troglial D-serine release, which in turn modulates glutamatergic synaptic transmission
[Panatier, Theodosis, et al., 2006; Henneberger et al., 2010] (for controversial results, see
Wolosker, Balu, and Coyle, 2016). Moreover, it has been observed that disrupting glio-
transmission in a dnSNARE mouse model produces a hypofunction of postsynaptic
NMDA receptors, which has effects at the network level affecting cortical slow oscilla-
tions (see below) [Fellin, 2009].
Gliotransmission has been observed to modulate synaptic plasticity. For exam-
ple, astrocytes have been shown to be involved in heterosynaptic depression in the
hippocampus [Pascual et al., 2005; Serrano et al., 2006; Andersson, Blomstrand, and
Hanse, 2007; J. Chen et al., 2013]. Moreover, clamping Ca2+ in individual CA1 as-
trocytes blocks LTP induction at nearby excitatory synapses by decreasing the occu-
pancy of NMDAR coagonist sites [Henneberger et al., 2010]. Exogenous D-serine or
glycine application reverse this effect. However, the release of D-serine from astrocytes
is controversial, and a novel hypothesis is that astrocytes release l-serine rather than
D-serine and shuttle it to neurons for D-serine synthesis [Wolosker, Balu, and Coyle,
2016]. Astrocytes can also modulate synaptic depression. Ca2+ clamping in rat barrel
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cortex astrocytes during development showed impaired t-LTD [Min and Nevian, 2012].
Moreover, simultaneously stimulating an astrocyte with depolarizing pulses and affer-
ent fibers resulted in LTD [Min and Nevian, 2012].
As described above, a large amount of data supports the view that astrocytes are
crucial modulators of synapses and that their activity can regulate synaptic transmis-
sions and plasticity. The next obvious question is whether astrocytes can modulate
neuronal network activity, brain rhythmogenesis in vivo, and behavior. The devel-
opment of mouse models of impaired gliotransmission and new more precise genetic
tools for cell-specific manipulation offered the opportunity to test these hypotheses.
By using extracellular and patch-clamp recordings in anesthetized animals, Fellin et al.
showed that the selective expression of a dominant-negative form of synaptobrevin 2
in astrocytes to inhibit gliotransmission [Pascual et al., 2005; Q. Zhang et al., 2004] re-
sults in decreased slow oscillations in the somatosensory cortex [Fellin, Halassa, et al.,
2009]. The decreased slow oscillation activity is due to the astrocytic modulation of
cortical synapses at least at two different sites. First, there is a loss of the tonic level of
extracellular adenosine activating A1 receptors, and second there is decreased function
of neuronal NMDA receptors. Alterations in astrocytic calcium dynamics inhibit slow
wave activity, showing the fine causal interplay between both types of cells during
brain oscillations [Szabó et al., 2017]. Interestingly, it has been recently proposed that
astrocytes might play a role in the regulation of neuronal membrane potential oscilla-
tions at a wide range of frequencies [Bellot-Saez et al., 2018]. Indeed, the blockade of
K+ uptake or astrocytic connectivity enhances the network excitability and forms high-
power network oscillations. This could be due to changes in the oscillatory behavior of
individual neurons, which is a well-known effect in the system dynamics field. More
recently, astrocytes have been shown to modulate behavior. For example, astrocytes
control sleep behavior [Halassa, C. Florian, et al., 2009], enhance performance in mem-
ory tasks [Adamsky et al., 2018], and sustain goal-directed behavior [Mederos et al.,
2020].
Overall, the data presented in this section point to astrocytes as key regulators of
neuronal function, from individual synapses, to network activity and behavior.
1.2.4 Astrocytes accumulate evidence
In the previous sections, we discussed how astrocytes are involved in the way in which
neurons process information, focusing mainly on the mechanisms by which these in-
teractions may take place. However, to further explore the hypothesis that the brain
works through the concerted action of an extended network of both neurons and glial
cells, the next question is whether astrocytes or astrocytic networks process information
themselves and, if so, how.
Some very recent findings, started addressing this question [Mu, Bennett, Rubinov,
Narayan, C.-T. Yang, et al., 2019; Mederos et al., 2020; S. Kang et al., 2020]. Here we will




Figure 1.7: Astrocytes in zebrafish accumulate evidence. A) Locomotion in closed
loop versus open loop. Zebrafish entered a passive behavioral state after repeated swim
failures. B) Averaged neuronal and glial signals near passivity onset for one representa-
tive animal. The average neuronal calcium activity decayed after passivity onset, while
the glial calcium activity increased before passivity onset and peaked soon after. C)
Schematic representation of the circuit hypothesized by the authors: mismatch signals
computed from visual and motor efferent inputs are represented by specific neuronal
circuits. Noradrenergic axons excite glial processes belonging to astrocytes that inte-
grate mismatch signals and suppress swimming through the activity of downstream
GABAergic neurons. Adapted from Mu, Bennett, Rubinov, Narayan, C. T. Yang, et al.,
2019.
Misha Ahrens group studied the interplay of astrocytic and neuronal networks during
swimming adaptation strategies and information integration in larval zebra fish [Mu,
Bennett, Rubinov, Narayan, C.-T. Yang, et al., 2019]. In this task, animals were exposed
to a virtual reality environment where visual feedback was decoupled from motor ac-
tions so that swim behavior failed to trigger the expected visual flow. The animals,
after becoming aware of the futility of their efforts, became passive and stopped mov-
ing, trying again a few seconds later (Figure 1.7A). When the animals switched from
the active to the passive behavioral state, the whole-brain average neuronal activity de-
creased, while the glial activity increased. In this case, activity refers to Ca2+ transients
that started seconds before and peaked after passivity onset (Figure 1.7B).
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The availability of chemical, optical, and genetic tools allows interventional ap-
proaches that can test the causal role of astrocytes in this process. On one hand, the re-
duction of astrocytic Ca2+ activity by two-photon laser ablation of glial cells or blocking
the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor to reduce Ca2+ release from intracellular stores
led to a reduction in futility-induced passivity. On the other hand, using a chemoge-
netic approach to increase intracellular Ca2+ in glia led to an increase in the time spent
in the passive state. This effect was temporally tuned as shown by optogenetic activa-
tion of radial astrocytes (using either CoChR or Opto-a1-AR), suggesting that astrocytic
Ca2+ signals are necessary and sufficient for the expression of this behavior.
Interestingly, the way astrocytes exert this effect on behavior is achieved through
finely tuned interplay between neuronal and astrocytic networks. More precisely, dur-
ing futility-induced passivity, signals from noradrenergic (NE) neurons together with
local circuit activity triggered glial responses, as proven by optogenetically activating
NE neurons, showing that astrocytes integrate both behavioral information and NE
signals. Astrocytes, in turn, activated GABAergic neurons that would most likely sup-
press swimming.
Importantly, through a series of complex but very elegant probabilistic experi-
ments, the group demonstrated that NE neuron signals encode sensory-motor mis-
match signals. Signals are transmitted to astrocytes, which in turn accumulate evidence
that actions are futile and control swimming behavior through GABAercig neurons
(Figure 1.7C).
This study is a beautiful example of the complexity of astrocytic physiology, and it
commbines several of the characteristics of astrocytes discussed in the previous sections
in an orchestrated mechanism and behaviorally relevant context. This study shows
how astrocytes are involved in network state changes, integrate neuronal activity, mod-
ulate downstream circuits, influence behavior and, importantly, process information in
multiple ways.
1.3 Astrocytes encode spatial information in their Ca2+
dynamics
In the following sections, we introduce recent unpublished work from my supervi-
sor’s laboratory in collaboration with Jacopo Bonato and Stefano Panzeri. These results
significantly contributed to the conceptual development of the work presented in this
thesis. As we previously introduced, astrocytes are involved in the processing of infor-
mation in the brain, both by encoding specific aspects of behavioral variables and their
relations with the environment and by interacting with neuronal networks. Astrocytes
and their interactions with neurons have been extensively studied in the hippocampus
[Perea and Araque, 2007; Pascual et al., 2005; Serrano et al., 2006; Andersson, Blom-
strand, and Hanse, 2007; J. Chen et al., 2013; Covelo and Araque, 2018; Fellin, Pascual,
Gobbo, et al., 2004; Fellin, Pozzan, and Carmignoto, 2006]. However as discussed in the
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first part of this introduction, one of the most interesting and thoroughly studied func-
tions of hippocampal networks is the encoding of spatial information and the building
of a cognitive map for spatial navigation. The questions of whether navigational in-
formation is encoded exclusively in neuronal cells or whether it involves the extended
brain network comprising glial cells as well as neurons and whether hippocampal as-
trocytes intervene in, alter, or modulate spatial information encoding in neurons are
still open. In my mentor’s laboratory, we have started tackling these questions. Given
that the experimental results that we obtained required precise quantification of spa-
tial information, in the next section, I will introduce information theory and its main
statements.
1.3.1 Information Theory
C. E. Shannon critically contributed to the development of Information theory. In his
landmark paper A Mathematical Theory of Communication [Shannon, 1948], Shannon de-
veloped a mathematical formalism of communications, considering the coding and
decoding problem of information in noisy channels. This theory extended to many
fields with several practical and theoretical applications-notably, modern computation,
quantum mechanics, quantum computation, and neuroscience. There are several ways
of approaching the notion of information, as in Shannon’s theory, and here, we will
expose a modified version of the one exposed in his original paper. We will start by
initially taking his approach because it relates information to probability distributions
in an intuitive way. However, it’s useful to keep the objective in mind, which is what
we are trying to use information theory to address. The question that we’ll try to an-
swer is as follows: if we look at neuronal activity, how much information do we gain
from a certain behavioral variable (for example, in the context of spatial navigation, the
position of the animal)?
Let us first try to formalize the problem-neurons can be in several states, depend-
ing on how we describe them. We can think of a neuron as a variable with two states,
either firing or not, or with a continuum of states, such as all the possible values of its
membrane potential or of the calcium concentration inside the cell. Let us then con-
sider, in a general way, that each state of the neuron has a certain probability, namely,
state x has probability px of occurring. When we observe a neuron we gain information
about its state, e.g., whether or not the neuron is firing. However, before measuring it,
we can ask the question of how uncertain we are about the state of the neuron if we
know the set of probabilities {p(x)}. This is equivalent to asking the question con-
cerning how much information we will gain when we learn the state of the neuron. In
this example, we use the state of a neuron, but the approach can be generalized to any
probability distribution. To answer a ’how much’ question (either how much uncer-
tainty we have or how much information we gain), we need a quantitative measure.
Let us call this measure H. There are three reasonable properties that H should have,
as follows:
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• H should be a function only of the probabilities, regardless of the identity of the
object to which H refers (e.g., if the object is a cell, then it does not matter whether
the cell is a principal neuron, an interneuron, an astrocyte). What is important is
that the probabilities of states are the same; therefore we can write H(px). In
addition, H should be continuous in px.
• If all events are equally possible, that is, pi = 1n , with n being the number of states,
then H should be a monotonically increasing function of n. Intuitively, this can
be understood as follows: when there are more possible states and all the states
are equally possible, there is more uncertainty.
• The information gained when two independent events occur with individual
probabilities p and q is the sum of the information gained from each event alone.







where K is a positive constant that determines the choice of units of measure. This def-
inition of H falls under the name of entropy. We select the logarithm to be in base 2 (all
logarithms in this thesis will be in base 2 unless otherwise specified), which is achieved
by appropriately selecting the constant K, and define the entropy of the probability






This definition is intuitive and has the advantage that it can be used to quantify the
resources needed to store information. It can be shown that Shannon’s entropy represents
the minimal physical resources required to store the information being produced by a
source in such a way that at a later time, the information can be reconstructed. This
result is known as Shannon’s noiseless coding theorem [Shannon, 1948].
To illustrate some of the properties of H, we provide an example. Let us consider a
simplified neuron with two possible functional states: firing and not firing. The neuron
fires with probability p and is silent with probability q = 1− p. Its entropy is given by:
H = −(p log(p) + (1− p) log(1− p)) (1.3)
We can see the values of H as a function of p in Figure 1.8A. If the neuron is always
silent and never fires, we have no uncertainty regarding its state, and we gain no infor-
mation by measuring its state. Under these conditions, p = 0, and therefore, H = 0.
If, on the other hand, the neuron randomly fires half of the time, we have maximal
uncertainty about its state before measurement, and therefore, we gain the maximum
amount of information after measurement. Thus, p = 0.5, and the entropy is H = 1.
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Figure 1.8: Entropy and information theory. A) Entropy of a binary variable as a
function of the probability p, adapted from Shannon, 1948. B) Schematic entropy and
information Venn diagram, adapted from Nielsen and Chuang book, 2010.
In other words, this means that knowing the state of the neuron gives us 1 bit of infor-
mation. In general, we have H = 0 if and only if all pi = 0 except one, which is 1. The
uniform distribution is the probability distribution with the maximum entropy, and in
this case, the entropy is the logarithm of the number of states. That is, H = log(n), and
it is maximum if and only if pi = 1n ∀ i.
In addition to H, there are other important quantities to define in information the-
ory. Let us hypothesize that we have another variable, Y, with its own states and
probability distribution p(y), that can represent another neuron or set of neurons, or
a behavioral variable such as the position of the animal. We define the joint entropy of
variables X and Y as
H(X, Y) ≡ −∑
x,y
p(x, y) log(p(x, y)) (1.4)
The joint entropy measures the total uncertainty about the pair (X, Y). A third im-
portant quantity applies to the following situation: suppose that we learn the value of
Y, meaning that we gain H(Y) bits of information about the pair (X, Y). How much
uncertainty remains about the pair (X, Y)? Or in other words, how uncertain are we
about X, given that we know the value of Y? This quantity is called the entropy of X
conditioned on knowing Y and is defined as:
H(X | Y) ≡ H(X, Y)− H(Y) (1.5)
With the definition provided above, we now have everything we need to define the
quantity that addresses our initial question, i.e., if we look at neuronal activity, how
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much information do we gain from a certain behavioral variable (for example, the po-
sition of the animal)? Alternatively, how much information is shared between neuronal
activity and the behavioral variable? We can formalize this situation as follows. Let us
consider two variables X and Y, and suppose that we add the information content of
X, H(X) to that of Y, H(Y). If there is information shared between the two variables,
then we will count it twice, and information that is not common will be counted only
once. Therefore, if we subtract from the sum of H(X) and H(Y), the total amount of
information of the pair, which is nothing but the joint entropy H(X, Y), what remains
is the common or mutual information of X and Y:
I(X : Y) ≡ H(X) + H(Y)− H(X, Y) (1.6)
In the last paragraph, we have been using information and entropy as somewhat in-
terchangeable concepts. This is because, as we said at the beginning of this section, en-
tropy quantifies the amount of uncertainty about a variable before knowing its state or,
equivalently, how much information we gain about that variable when we measure its
state. However, we could arrive, at the expression for mutual information in a slightly
different but equivalent way. As we saw before conditional entropy H(X | Y) represents
the uncertainty that remains in X given that we learned the value of Y. Thus, the com-
plement of the uncertainty that remains is the information that we gained about X by
knowing Y. Formally, we can then define mutual information as:
I(X : Y) ≡ H(X)− H(X | Y) (1.7)
The equivalency of expressions 1.6 and 1.7 is trivially shown simply by replacing 1.5
in 1.6. A useful way of visualizing the various definitions of entropic quantities is the
’entropy Venn diagram’ shown in figure 1.8B.
Information theory has been widely applied in neuroscience, starting from the
works of Richmond and Optican in 1990 [Richmond, Optican, and Spitzer, 1990; Rich-
mond and Optican, 1990] on the primate visual cortex and the Skaggs formula for spik-
ing activity in 1992 [W. E. Skaggs et al., 1992]. There are several reasons for the success
and usefulness of information theory approaches for studying the brain. First, infor-
mation theory is model-independent in the sense that there is no a priori model of the
interaction between the variables of the system under study. This does not mean that
information theory is assumptions-free. Rather, there are several assumptions about the
data that need to be made. For example, it is required to assume the data to be station-
ary, i.e., if a neuron encodes information about a behavioral variable at the beginning
of the experiment, it will do so at the end. Second, because of its probabilistic nature,
information theory is applicable regardless of the data type, meaning that we can use
it if one of the variables is represented by a binary signal, as in the case of spikes in a
neuron, or if it is a continuous variable, as in the speed of an animal in cm/s. Third,
information theory can uncover nonlinear relations between variables. Finally, all the
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quantities presented so far are easily scalable to many variables and are therefore appli-
cable to many neurons or combinations of a neuron and several behavioral variables.
Information theory also has limitations when applied to neuroscience. For exam-
ple, information theory would require knowledge of the true probability distributions
of considered variables, but this information is not available in the experimental neu-
roscience setting. Most of the time, experimentally measured probability distributions
are only good approximations of true distributions. The bias implied by using empir-
ical probability distributions has been extensively studied, and several alternatives for
correcting such bias have been proposed [Panzeri, Senatore, et al., 2007; Panzeri and
Treves, 1996; Treves and Panzeri, 1995].
Information theory approaches have been traditionally used for studying spiking
trains and therefore electrophysiological data [W. E. Skaggs et al., 1992]. However, as
we said before, this approach can be used regardless of the nature of the data types, and
more recently, it has been used for analyzing the information content and correlations
in calcium activity as recorded by 2-photon imaging [Shuman et al., 2020; Stefanini et
al., 2020; Rubin et al., 2015a; Sheintuch et al., 2017b; Runyan et al., 2017].
1.3.2 Astrocytes and spatial information
In the context of information theory and spatial navigation, the first outstanding ques-
tion is whether astrocytes encode spatial information about the position of the animal in
the dynamics of intracellular calcium signals. Here, we will summarize recent unpub-
lished data from my mentor’s laboratory that contribute to answering this question.
To test this hypothesis, mice were trained to run head-fixed in a virtual reality corridor
(Figure 1.9A) [Gauthier and Tank 2018]. Astrocyte-specific expression of the genetically
encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f [T.-W. Chen et al., 2013; Haustein et al., 2014] was
used together with two-photon functional imaging to capture the subcellular calcium
dynamics of hippocampal CA1 astrocytes (Figure 1.9C). It was found that a fraction of
subcellular regions carried significant information about the spatial position of the an-
imal in the virtual track (Figure 1.9B,D). In this context, significant amount of information
is related to how the mutual information value compares to surrogate distributions of
MI values built by temporally shuffling the data (see methods for details). The distribu-
tion of response field positions covered the entire length of the virtual corridor (Figure
1.9D), suggesting a full map of the environment produced by astrocytes, which was
parallel (or complementary) to that of the neuronal network. Similar to neurons, when
exposed to a bidirectional environment, astrocytic ROIs showed significant direction
selective spatial modulation in their response field.
It was found that both cell bodies and processes encoded spatial information and
that a similar fraction of somas and processes were modulated by the spatial position
of the animal (Figure 1.10A,B). The preferred field position of astrocytes was not en-
tirely random. This was observed first because the correlation between the calcium





Figure 1.9: Calcium dynamics in astrocyte networks in the hippocampus encode spa-
tial information. A) Schematics of the experimental setup. Head-restrained mice run
on a treadmill while navigating a virtual corridor. B) Normalized astrocytic calcium
responses as a function of position for astrocytic ROIs that contain significant amount
of spatial information. Yellow dots indicate the center position of the response field,
and magenta dots indicate its width (vertical scale: 50 ROIs) C) Median projection of
GCaMP6f-labeled astrocytes in the CA1 pyramidal layer. Segmented ROIs are shown
in white; scale bar, 20 µm. D) Distribution of response field positions. Adapted from
Curreli, Bonato, Romanzi, Panzeri and Fellin, submitted.
activity of pairs of informative ROIs decreased as a function of the pair distance (Fig-
ure 1.10D). Second, the difference between the field positions of the two informative
ROIs in a given pair increased as a function of the pair distance within 0− 40µm and
reached a constant value, indicating that informative calcium signals were coordinated
across cells (Figure 1.10C). Similarly, when looking at the single cell-level, the difference
between the field position of an informative process and the corresponding somas in-
creased as a function of the process distance from the soma (Figure 1.10E), demonstrat-
ing that spatial information is differentially encoded in topologically distinct locations
of the same astrocyte. Overall, these results demonstrate that astrocytes encode spatial
information in the hippocampus during virtual navigation, and that a complete map
(at least in a unidimensional virtual track) could be encoded in the astrocytic network
(meaning that the place fields of all astrocytes observed spanned the whole length of
the virtual corridor).





Figure 1.10: Spatial information is encoded differentially in astrocyte somas and pro-
cesses. A) Normalized astrocytic calcium responses as in 1.9B for ROIs corresponding
to somas (top) and processes (bottom) (vertical scale: 10 ROIs). B) Median projection
of a t-series displaying GCAMP6f-labeled astrocytes in the CA1 pyramidal layer. ROIs
are separated into somas (yellow) and processes (magenta). Pairwise Pearson’s cor-
relation (D) and difference between response field positions (C) for pairs of astrocytic
ROIs across the whole FOV as a function of the ROI pairwise distance. E) Difference in
the response field position of a process with respect to the field position of the corre-
sponding soma as a function of the process distance from the cell soma. Adapted from
Curreli, Bonato, Romanzi, Panzeri and Fellin, submitted.
1.3.3 Decoding of position
Is it possible to decode the animal’s position based on the calcium dynamics of astro-
cytes during navigation in the virtual corridor? To answer this question, a support
vector machine (SVM) was trained to solve the classification problem of decoding the
mouse’s position using single-trial astrocytic calcium signals according to a set of dis-
crete locations. Decoder performance was tested for different granularities; that is, for
different number of discrete locations used for the decoder. Animal’s spatial location
was predicted across granularities as shown in the confusion matrices (Figure 1.11A).
The decoder decoded spatial information was significantly above chance level, regard-
less of how many discrete locations were available in the space domain (Figure 1.11B,
chance bars are not visible because chance decoded information was 0 bits for all gran-
ularities). Disrupting temporal coupling within astrocytic population vectors while
preserving single-ROI activity patterns and spatial information, which was achieved
by shuffling calcium events occurrences for each spatial bin between different passes
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in other trials through that same location (as in Stefanini et al., 2020), consistently de-
creased decoded spatial information (Figure 1.11B). This is important because it means
that a downstream neuron (or network) would be able to decode animal’s position
by integrating astrocytic calcium transients information, suggesting the potential be-
havioral relevance of this process. Misclassifications were more likely to occur among
nearby locations across all granularity conditions (Figure 1.11C), meaning that decoder
errors are not uniformly distributed and suggesting that errors made are reasonable er-




Figure 1.11: Animal spatial location can be efficiently decoded from astrocytic cal-
cium signals. A) Confusion matrices of a SVM classifier for different decoding granu-
larities (number of spatial bins used, G = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24). The actual position of the
animal is shown in the x axis, the decoded position in the y axis. The grey scale indi-
cates the number of events in each matrix element. B) Amount of information in bits
retrieved by the SVM decoder as a function of the granularity on real (white), chance
(dark gray, chance levels computed were 0 across granularity and therefore not visible
in the plot), and trial shuffled (grey) data. Trial-shuffling disrupts temporal coupling
within astrocytic population vectors, while single-ROI activity patterns are preserved.
C) The decoding error (fraction of misclassifications) as a function of the error position
(distance between the true position and the classified one) within a confusion matrix.
The decoding granularity is represented as different lines. Adapted from Curreli, Bon-




Neural place cells in the hippocampus encode navigational information through the
modulation of their firing rate as a function of the animal’s spatial location [O’Keefe,
1976], providing a cellular substrate for spatial cognition. Whether navigational infor-
mation is processed exclusively in neuronal cells or it involves other cell types in the
brain is currently unknown. Astrocytes, a major class of glial cells in the brain, display
complex dynamics in their intracellular calcium concentration [Bazargani and Attwell,
2016]. These intracellular signals can be spatially restricted to individual subcellular
domains (e.g., cellular processes vs somas), be coordinated across astrocytic cells, and
trigger the release of neuroactive molecules which deeply influence synaptic transmis-
sion and neuronal excitability. Recent unpublished work from my mentor’s laboratory
in collaboration with Jacopo Bonato and Stefano Panzeri shows that astrocytes encode
navigational information in their intracellular calcium dynamics, suggesting that astro-
cytes may contribute to the modulation of the neuronal representation of space. In this
thesis work, I developed an analysis pipeline to directly test this hypothesis using sta-
tistical methods and Information Theory approaches. The developed analytical tools
were applied to two experimental data sets in which neuronal place cells in the hip-
pocampus were imaged using two-photon microscopy while selectively manipulating







All experiments involving animals were approved by the National Council on Animal
Care of the Italian Ministry of Health and carried out in accordance with the guidelines
established by the European Communities Council Directive authorization (61/2019-
PR). From postnatal days 30, animals were separated from the original cage and group
housed (2–5 per cage) in a 12-hours light-dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and
water. Only animals older than 10 weeks underwent experimental procedures.
3.1.2 AAV injection and surgery for chronic hippocampal imaging
Neuronal-specific GCaMP6f expression was obtained using AAV1.CamKII.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40
(Addgene viral prep # 100834-AAV1). Astrocytic-specific GCaMP6f expression was ob-
tained using pZac2.1 gfaABC1D-cyto-GCaMP6f (Addgene viral prep # 52925-AAV5 a
gift from Dr. Khakh, Haustein et al., 2014; Srinivasan et al., 2015). Astrocytic-specific
DREADD expression was obtained using AAV-GFAP-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry (Addgene
viral prep # 50478-AAV5)
Male C57Bl6/j mice were placed into a stereotaxic apparatus (Stoelting Co, Wood
Dale, IL), maintained on a warm platform at 37◦C and anesthetized with 2% isoflu-
rane/0.8% oxygen. Before surgery, a bolus of Dexamethasone (4 mg/kg, Dexadreson,
MSD Animal Health, Milan, IT) was provided with an intramuscular injection. A small
circular craniotomy (diameter, 0.5 mm) was drilled on the right hemisphere (1.75 mm
posterior, 1.35 mm lateral to bregma) after scalp incision. A micropipette loaded with
AAV was then lowered into the CA1 region of the hippocampus (1.40 mm deep to
bregma). 800 nl of solution containing the two AAVs for GCaMP6f (dilution, 1:5) and
DREADD (dilution, 1:8) was injected at 100 nL/min using a hydraulic injection ap-
paratus driven by a syringe pump (UltraMicroPump, WPI, Sarasota, FL). After viral
injection, a stainless-steel screw was positioned on the skull of the left hemisphere and
a chronic hippocampal window was implanted following (D. A. Dombeck, Harvey,
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et al., 2010, Sheffield and D. Dombeck, 2015). A 3 mm craniotomy centered at coor-
dinates 2.00 mm posterior and 1.80 mm lateral to bregma was opened using a drill
and the dura was removed using fine forceps. A blunt needle coupled to a vacuum
pump was used to carefully aspirate the cortical tissue overlaying the hippocampus.
The exposed tissue was continuously irrigated during aspiration with HEPES-buffered
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). Aspiration was interrupted when the thin fibers
of the external capsule were visible. A cylindrical cannula-based optical window was
then positioned at the craniotomy touching the external capsule. A thin layer of sili-
cone elastomer (Kwik-Sil, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) was used to fill
and isolate the space between the steel surface of the optical window and the brain
tissue. Epoxy glue was used to attach a custom stainless-steel headplate to the skull.
Black dental cement was used to secure each component in place. An intraperitoneal
bolus of antibiotic (BAYTRIL, Bayer, DE) was administrated to animals after surgery.
Optical windows consisted of stainless-steel cannula segments with thin walls
(outer diameter, 3 mm; inner diameter, 2.77 mm; height, 1.50 - 1.60 mm). At one end of
the cannula a 3.00 mm diameter round coverslip was attached by means of UV curable
optical epoxy (Norland optical adhesive 63, Norland, Cranbury, NJ). Bonding residues
and Edges were smoothed with a diamond coated cutter.
3.1.3 Two-photon imaging
Two-photon calcium imaging was performed using an Ultima Investigator or an Ul-
tima II scanheads (Bruker Corporation, Milan, IT) equipped with raster scanning gal-
vanometers (mirror dimension, 6 mm or 3 mm) a 16x/0.8 NA objective (Nikon, Mi-
lan, IT), and multi-alkali photomultiplier tubes. For GCaMP6f imaging, the excitation
pulsed laser sources were either a Chameleon Ultra or a Chameleon Ultra II, both tuned
at 920 nm (repetition rate, 80 MHz; Coherent, Milan, IT). Before every experimen-
tal session, each FOV was imaged at 740 nm to confirm the expression of DREADD-
mCherry construct. Laser beams intensity was adjusted using Pockel cells (Conoptics
Inc, Danbury, CT). Imaging average power at the objective focus was ∼ 80− 110mW.
Fluorescence emission was collected using multi-alkali PMT detectors downstream of
appropriate emission filters (525/70 nm for GCaMP6f, 595/50 nm for red reporter flu-
orophores). Detector signals were digitalized at 12 bits. Imaging was conducted in
raster scanning mode at ∼ 3 Hz using 5x optical zooming factor. Images contained 256
pixels x 256 pixels field-of-view (FOV). The pixel dwell-time was set at 4µs. The pixel
size was 0.634µm for the Investigator scanhead and 0.509µm for the Ultima II scanhead.
For recordings in which we imaged the same FOV over days (longitudinal recordings),
imaging was performed at 9.972 Hz with 3x optical zoom factor. Images contained 128
x 128 pixels, dwell-time was set at 2.8µs and pixel size was 2.144µm.
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3.1.4 Longitudinal recordings
To perform longitudinal recordings, we implemented a protocol to precisely image the
same FOV over different days based on a series of acquired coordinates and images.
More specifically, we first head fixed using a Luigs&Neumann apparatus, which allowed
movements according to 5 coordinates. These coordinates were chosen to minimize
the tilting of the cannula relative to the wheel, annotated, and saved for the following
sessions. Moreover, a laser pointer was attached close to the mouse head and the posi-
tion of the laser spot projected ∼ 40 cm away from the mouse was also annotated and
used as an additional spatial reference. Several two-photon images at high resolution
(1024x1024) of the FOV were acquired. Images were taken at the level of the fibers of the
corpus callosum where the Z axis was zeroed and at the level of the hippocapal stratum
pyramidale without zoom and at 3x zoom. Functional imaging was then performed in
the first session of a longitudinal imaging experiment. During subsequent imaging
sessions, the mouse was positioned according to the previously annotated coordinates
and the projection of the laser pointer was aligned with the reference position. A wide
field image of the FOV was acquired with a basler camera both with a 5x objective and
the 16x objective. This images were used to finely re-positioning the FOV, mostly based
on the position of the vasculature, which provided clear and stable landmarks. Fine
and final re-positioning was obtained using the median projection of short t-series.
3.1.5 Animal habituation
After 7-14 days from surgery, animals were subjected to water restriction and deliv-
ered 1 ml of water per day. Mouse weight was monitored on a daily basis to maintain
the animal’s weight between 80 % and 90 % of the ad libitum weight throughout the
complete duration of the experiments. A minimum of two sessions of “handling” (i.e.
mouse habituation to the experimenter) was performed two days after water schedul-
ing. In subsequent training sessions, mice were then habituated to the VR setup. This
was achieved by head-restraining the animals for progressively longer periods (up
to 1 hour) in multiple training sessions (one per day). In each training/habituation
session, mice were exposed to the noise generated by the two-photon imaging setup
(galvanometer scanning noise, shutter noise), even when no imaging was performed.
Training in the setup was performed until animals routinely ran along the linear track.
On experimental days, mice were head-tethered, and VR session begun after a suitable
FOV was identified. 3 to 6 t-series (750 frames/series, ∼ 250s), interleaved by 5 min-
utes breaks, were acquired during ∼ 1 hour virtual navigation session. At the end of
each imaging session, animals were returned to their home cage.
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3.2 Data acquisition and pre-processing
3.2.1 Virtual reality Linear track
A custom virtual reality (VR) setup was design and implemented using Blender, an
open source 3D creation suite (blender.org, version 2.78c). VR was rendered with
Blender Game Engine and displayed at a video rate of 60 Hz. The VR environment
was a linear corridor with lateral walls depicting three different white textures (vertical
lines, mesh, and circles) on a black background (see Figure 1.9A). Extremes of the corri-
dor were represented as green walls labeled with a black cross. The corridor was 180 cm
long and 9 cm wide. The animal was represented in the VR environment with a spheri-
cal avatar of radius 2 cm. To simulate touch-interactions with the environment, a touch
sensor represented with a rectangular cuboid of dimensions (x = 5, y = 1, z = 1cm)
was included, protruding the animals avatar parallel to the corridor floor. The avatar
was used to emulate the real dimensions of the animal in the virtual environment and
was never visible to him. Practically, when arriving to a location in the track (reward
position, the end of the track or any other position) the animal saw that position at
a 7 (5 + 2) cm distance. Composite tiling of five thin-bezel led screens were used to
project the avatars point of view in the VR environment (220◦ horizontal, 80◦ vertical)
(see Figure 1.9A). Mice could virtually navigate the environment by running on a cus-
tom 3D printed wheel (radius 8 cm, width 9 cm). Motion was captured with an optical
rotary encoder (Avago AEDB-9140-A14, Broadcom Inc., San Jose, CA), whose signal
was converted into a serial mouse input by a single board microcontroller (Arduino
Uno R3, Arduino, Ivrea, Italy). Physical motion performed by the animal and mea-
sured by input devices was then mapped with a 1:1 correspondence to the virtual envi-
ronment. To motivate mice to explore and navigate the virtual corridor, a ∼ 4µl water
reward was delivered when the mouse reached the position 115cm along the VR corri-
dor. Rewards were delivered through a custom steel lick-port controlled by a solenoid
valve (00431960, Christian Bürkert GmbH & Co., Ingelfingen, DE) and licks were mon-
itored using a capacitive sensor (MTCH102, Microchip Technology Inc., Chandler, AZ).
Upon reaching the end of the corridor, animals were teleported back to the beginning
of the track and a new trial was started. If instead the mouse failed to reach the end of
the track within 120 s, the trial was automatically terminated and the animal teleported
to the beginning of the track. After trial termination, either by reaching the end of the
track or in terminated runs, a timeout interval of 5s was applied before a new trial
started. VR rendering and two-photon imaging acquisition were synchronized using
the command signal of the x galvanometer.
3.2.2 Motion correction
2-photon microscopy experiments produced t-series consisting of sequential .tiff im-
ages. All images corresponding to a t-series were first concatenated to produce an
.avi video with no compression. Motion correction was performed using the NoRM-
Corre algorithm [Pnevmatikakis and Giovannucci, 2017], that corrects non-rigid motion
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artifacts by estimating motion vectors with subpixel resolution over a set of overlap-
ping patches within the FOV. These estimates were used to infer a smooth motion field
within the FOV for each frame. The inferred motion fields were applied to the original
data frames. For NoRMCorre correction the following characteristics was used: patch
size (48, 48) pixels, maximum overlap of (24, 24) pixels between patches, max rigid
shift of (6, 6) pixels, and a maximum relative shift of each patch with respect to rigid
shifts of 3 pixels.
Motion correction was applied in two steps, first each t-series was motion corrected
individually. Then, all t-series from the same day and same animal were concatenated
and motion corrected again. For longitudinal recordings a third step of motion correc-
tion was included. After each day was motion corrected, all days belonging to the same
FOV were concatenated and motion correction was performed again to maximize the
correspondence across days. Motion corrected recordings were finally split again and
analyzed separately for each day.
3.3 Video Segmentation
To infer neuronal activity, imaging data were first segmented using the customized al-
gorithm CITE-on (Cell Identification and Trace Extraction online). CITE-on was a con-
volutional neural network-based algorithm for automatic online cell identification, seg-
mentation, identity tracking, and trace extraction in two-photon calcium imaging data.
The off-line cell identification suit was used on the median projection of the full length
concatenated recordings. By using the median projection of the full motion corrected
concatenated recordings, the amount of detected neurons was maximized. CITE-on im-
plemented an image detector based on the publicly available convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) RetinaNet [Lin et al., 2020]. The output of the CNN image detection was
a set of boxes tightly surrounding each detected neuronal soma, from here on called
bounding boxes. Coordinates and identity of the bounding boxes were saved and used
in the following steps. Because the motion correction was performed across t-series
and the median projection was calculated on the full-length recording, the coordinates
and identities of the bounding boxes were preserved across frames and t-series and did
not require any adjustment or tracking across frames. CITE-on required an upscaling
factor that depended on the ratio between the FOV surface and the average surface of
the neuronal somata. This parameter was optimized to obtain the tightest fit of bound-
ing boxes to cell somatas. in all recordings presented in this work this parameter was
set to 0.7.
3.4 Longitudinal tracking
In longitudinal recordings, video segmentation was applied separately for each day,
and cell identities were matched a posteriori. To compare sets of bounding boxes, we
computed the intersection over union (iou) for all pairs of boxes. Pairs with iou > 0.5
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were considered matching identities, if a box from one set satisfied this condition with
more than 1 box from the other set, then the pair with the biggest iou was considered
as matching identities. Matching procedure was applied between the set of bounding
boxes from first day of recording and the second and then between the first and third
day of recordings. The intersection between both matching sets were the cells that we
considered as tracked. All cells that had not a matching identity between first and
second day and/or first and third day were considered as non tracked cells.
3.5 Trace extraction
After cell identification, the following step to infer neuronal activity consisted in ex-
tracting functional calcium traces from identified cells. This was achieved using the al-
gorithm CaImAn, a popular state-of-the-art method based on Constrained Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization (CNMF) [Giovannucci et al., 2019]. We used the bounding boxes
generated offline by CITE-On to build binary masks that were used as seeds to initialize
the seeded-CNMF algorithm. Seeded-CNMF calculated first the temporal background
component of the recording using pixels that were not included in any mask. This
background component was later subtracted from each neuronal factor. It represented
the background noise shared across all signals, including the neuropil activity. The
seeded-CNMF algorithm then estimated the temporal component and spatial footprint
for each bounding box, constrained to be non-zero only at the location where the bi-
nary masks were positioned. Parameters for seeded-CNMF were explored and tuned
manually. Specifically: the number of global background components was 2; no merg-
ing was performed; the expected half size of neurons in pixels was = (7, 7); no spatial
or temporal subsampling was performed. Finally, for each component the ∆F/F0 was
computed with the CaImAn detrend_df_f function (see Giovannucci et al., 2019), using
the 50th quantile as baseline and a 2000 frames running window to compute quantiles.
At the end of the trace extraction procedure a spatial footprint and a temporal ∆F/F0
trace was obtained per bounding box.
The combination of off-line CITE-on and CaImAn presented several advantages
for the analysis of our dataset. Off-line CITE-on localized putative neurons considering
only anatomical aspect, regardless of their activity profile. CaImAn then refined the
segmentation for each binding box and provided denoised calcium traces. Neither
deconvolution nor spike inference were used.
3.6 Event detection
For each component obtained after trace extraction, statistically significant calcium
events were detected on the ∆F/F0 traces with a modified implementation of the al-
gorithm described in [D. A. Dombeck, Khabbaz, et al., 2007]. Briefly, the standard
deviation σ1 of the signal was computed and points with absolute value larger than σ1
were removed from the trace. This procedure automatically excluded large transients.
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Then, the standard deviation, σ2, of the resulting trace was computed. Fluorescence
transients were identified as events in the original ∆F/F0 that:
i) were bigger in absolute value than 3 σ2
ii) didn’t return within 2 σ2 before 0.5 s [D. A. Dombeck, Khabbaz, et al., 2007].






where NEp and NEn were the numbers of identified positive and negative deflections
of the ∆F/F0 trace, respectively. As described in D. A. Dombeck, Khabbaz, et al., 2007,
out-of-plane motion would be expected to cause an equal number of positive and neg-
ative false fluorescence transients. With this procedure we reduce the number of posi-
tive deflection detected as events due to out-of-plane motion, which should be similar
in number to the negative ones. An event trace could be obtained by setting all fluores-
cent values from the ∆F/F0 trace that did not belong to a positive event to 0. We called
such trace the event trace.
3.7 Place Cell detection
3.7.1 Response profiles and response fields
Only instants in which the animal was running at a speed > 1cm/s were considered
for the analysis. The virtual corridor was binned using 81 equally spaced bins and the
occupancy map was calculated for each animal. The occupancy map represented the
total amount of time spent in each spatial bin. The activity map was then computed
for each ROI as the average fluorescence value from the event trace in each spatial bin.
Both the activity and the occupancy maps were independently normalized to sum 1
and convolved with a Gaussian kernel with a width of 3 spatial bins. We defined the
response profile of a ROI (RP) as the ratio of its activity map over the occupancy map.
For each RP, we defined and computed a response field (RF) as follows:
i) we identified all local maxima greater than the 25th percentile of the response
profile values C = (c0, c1, ..., cn)
ii) we fitted the response profiles as the sum of n parametrized Gaussian functions,
with means equal to the elements of C. The amplitude, ai, and standard devia-
tions, σi, were constrained to take values 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ σ ≤ 90cm, respec-
tively. The fitting was performed by solving a non-linear least squares problem
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With the following constrains:
0 ≤ ci ≤ 180 ∀ ci ∈ C
0 ≤ ai ≤ 1 ∀ ai ∈ A
0 ≤ σi ≤ 90 ∀ σi ∈ S
(3.3)
iii) the RF was defined as the fitted gaussian with the highest amplitude, and its
width as 2 σi
RF = ai exp
−(x− ci)2
2σ2i
with i = argmax(A) (3.4)
In this way we considered only the main response area of each neuron and, in the case
of place cells, the main place field [Turi et al., 2019]. Other properties of neuronal activ-
ity such as secondary peaks were not included in the analysis, however no hypothesis
was done on the firing profile of the neurons analyzed, meaning that neurons with
complex or noisy response profiles were studied by only looking at their main area of
response.
3.7.2 Place cells analysis
Only periods in which the animal running speed was > 1cm/s were used to analyze
the spatial modulation of neuronal cell activity. We defined spatial modulation based
on information theory (see section 1.3.1, Shannon, 1948, Quiroga and Panzeri, 2013).
We computed the mutual information between position in the linear track P and the
neuronal calcium event trace F using equation 1.6:
I(F : P) = H(F) + H(P)− H(F, P) (3.5)
Where H is the Shannon entropy as defined in equation 1.2:
H(X) = − ∑
x∈X
p(x) log2(p(x)) (3.6)
Here X = (x0, x1, ..., xn) represented all possible discrete values of either F or P. And
H(F, P) is the joint entropy as defined in equation 1.4.
To answer the question of whether a cell carried significant amount of informa-
tion in its calcium activity, we compared the mutual information of that cell with a
surrogate distribution of mutual information values. These values were obtained by
calculating the mutual information of surrogate traces that were cyclic permutations of
the temporally inverted original trace. The permutations were done shifting the traces
by a random amount of time bigger than the 5% of the length of the trace and smaller
than the 95%. Importantly, this surrogate method preserved many features of the trace,
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such as auto-correlation, temporal structure, mean value, etc.., but destroyed the tem-
poral relationship between neuronal activity and position. This procedure was perform
1000 times for each ROI to build the null distribution of mutual information values. A
cell whose mutual information value was higher than the 95th percentile of the null
distribution was considered a place cell.
It is important to note that with this definition, cells with multi-modal, or more
complex response profiles could also be detected as place cells. The use of mutual
information to detect place cells has been widely used and represents a model free
notion of place cell that we preferred to other more post-hoc alternatives, e.g. using
width, amplitude, reliability or other properties of response profiles.
3.7.3 Bias correction and parameter selection
As mentioned in the introduction (see section 1.3.1), using an empirical probability dis-
tribution as approximation of the true underlying probability distribution produced
biased values of mutual information (MI). The contribution of the bias to the MI value
strongly depended on how we binned the variables; higher number of bins better de-
scribed the data but produces bins with less counts and therefore worst estimates of





with Ns being the average number of counts in position bins, and R the number of
stimulus bins (that is the amount of steps in which we binned calcium intensities).
NsR gave a quantitative measure of how well we could estimate the probability distri-
butions: the larger it is, the smaller the bias. We considered NsR = 3 as a conservative
threshold, above which the description quality was good. For each recording, we calcu-
lated NsR for different number of intensity bins (rbins = [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 20]) and position
bins (sbins = [4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 40, 60, 80, 100, 160]). We then calculated the contribution
of the bias for each ROI as the mean of the null distribution, that is, the mean of the MI
values calculated between position and surrogate responses obtained by shuffling as
described in the previous section. The unbiased value of MI was thus defined as the
MI value calculated as in equation 3.5 minus the bias:
MIunbiased = I(F : P)− 〈I(Fs : P)〉surrogates (3.8)
We calculated the average unbiased MI value across ROIs for each combination of num-
bers of intensity and position bins and their standard deviation. We then split these
averages in place cells and non-place cells. By doing so, we studied the contribution of
the bias as a function of the binning of the variables. Higher contribution of the bias
decreased the value of the unbiased MI. At the same time, we expected that if the bias
was correctly subtracted, the non place cells had unbiased MI values close to zero, while
place cells had positive MI values. We therefore selected the appropriate combination
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of space and intensity binning as that with the highest number of bins which had a
NsR > 3 and which maximized the unbiased MI. This procedure allowed comparison
of MI values across recordings, experimental conditions, and ROIs. We performed all
the aforementioned steps for two binning procedures for space: i) uniform width bins;
ii) uniform count bins yielding a uniform distribution of space occupancy. This last
computational step served as a control for the consistency of the unbiased MI values
across binning procedures.
3.8 Statistical testing
To compare distributions we first performed normality tests and, when negative, the
non parametric test Mann-Whitney U was used for independent samples. For related
paired samples we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. All test were implemented with
the Scipy [www.scipy.org] ecosystem for python.
The question whether CNO application had an effect on information content in
place cells involved comparisons across conditions for different animals and with dif-
ferent numbers of cells for each recording. The contribution of animal variability could
in principle mask the statistical significance of the condition effect, and the difference
in counts broke the symmetry needed for some standard statistical tests. For these rea-
son, to explore the difference in the information content of cells in both conditions, but
excluding the animal variability, we used a Linear Mixed Effects Model (LMEM) with
treatment (CNO or Saline injection) as the fixed effect, and animal (or FOV depending
on the experimental paradigm) as the random effect. LMEM was fitted using the lme4
and lmerTest and car libraries from R [R Core Team, 2017]. We compare two models
described as follows:
MI ∼ treatment + (1|animal) (3.9)
MI ∼ treatment + (1 + treatment|animal) (3.10)
Equation 3.9 represents a model with one fixed effect and a random intercept for the
animal. Equation 3.10 adds a random slope to the previous model. To compare both
models, an ANOVA test was performed. If the more complex model described signif-
icantly more variance, then model 3.10 was used. If, on the other hand, there was no
significant difference across models, the simpler one (3.9) was preferred. After fitting
the model, statistical significance of the fixed effect was tested using a Type II Wald




4.1 Pharmacogenetic manipulation of astrocytic calcium
activity in vivo
In this thesis, we developed an analysis pipeline to investigate the effects of the ma-
nipulation of astrocytic calcium signals on neuronal spatial information encoding. As-
trocytic calcium signals were manipulated by pharmacogenetic intervention using de-
signer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADD) technology [B. L.
Roth, 2016; B. Armbruster and B. Roth, 2005; B. N. Armbruster et al., 2007]. DREADDs
(Figure 4.1) perform signal transduction upon binding with their specific designer drugs.
The DREADD receptor agonist is clozapine-n-oxyde (CNO), which is an endogenous
product of the oxidative metabolism of clozapine. Upon binding, DREADDs activate
A B
Figure 4.1: Tools used to manipulate and visualize astrocytic calcium signaling. A)
DREADDs (designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs) are engineered
GPCRs that can be activated by inert chemicals and not by endogenous ligands. We
used the hM3Dq-receptor moiety, which is designed to bind CNO, mediating the ac-
tivation of the Gq GPCR pathway. In astrocytes, this pathway activates the signaling
cascade of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor (IP3R), mediating Ca2+ release from
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). B) GCaMP6f is a fast variant of the GCAMP family
of genetically encoded calcium indicators (adapted from T.-W. Chen et al., 2013) (Kd
375 nM). To investigate calcium dynamics either in astrocytes or neurons, we relied on
cell-specific promoters and optimized rAAV tropism (see methods 3.1.2).
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G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling pathways (Figure 4.1). DREADDs were
generated in two classes to selectively manipulate either the Gq or Gi intracellular path-
way. We selected the hM3Dq version of the DREADD receptor because it allowed spe-
cific action on the Gq pathway. This manipulation was previously shown to promote
calcium elevations in astrocytes [Mu, Bennett, Rubinov, Narayan, C. T. Yang, et al.,
2019; Adamsky et al., 2018]. Throughout this thesis, hM3Dq activation was mediated
via intraperitoneal injection of CNO (see methods 3.1.2). In both astrocytes and neurons
(see methods 3.1.2) calcium activity was monitored using the fast genetically encoded







Figure 4.2: Viral strategy to perform temporally restricted pharmacogenetic pertur-
bation of astrocytic calcium signaling. A) Adult mice were injected with serotype
5 rAAV encoding for the fusion construct hM3Dq-mCherry under the control of the
astrocyte-specific promoter GFAP. Injection was performed using stereotaxic coordi-
nates to target the right hippocampus. B) Schematic of virally transduced astrocytes
in hippocampal CA1 area. C) Confocal micrographs of CA1 area of mice expressing
hM3Dq-mCherry construct. Astroglia was immunolabeled with the astrocyte-specific
marker S100β. Top: low magnification micrographs highlighting infection diffusion
(scale = 100 µm). Bottom: high magnification micrographs show that the expression of
hM3Dq-mCherry construct is restricted to astrocytic cell membrane (scale = 30 µm).
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We used recombinant adeno-associated viral particles (rAAV) to deliver a DREADD-
hM3Dq-mCherry fusion construct (hM3Dq-mCherry) into astrocytes. The construct
was under the control of the astrocyte-specific promoter GFAP (Figure 4.2A), and rAAV
particles were pseudotyped with serotype-5 capsid proteins to improve astrocytic tropism.














Figure 4.3: Viral strategy to investigate astrocytic calcium signaling upon pharmaco-
genetic intervention. A) Adult mice were injected with two serotype 5 rAAV. One vec-
tor encoded for the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f. The second vector
encoded for the fusion construct hM3Dq-mCherry. Both constructs were under the con-
trol of the astrocyte-specific promoter GFAP. Injection was performed using stereotaxic
coordinates to target the right hippocampus. B) Schematic of the chronic optical access
to hippocampal CA1 area. Optical access was granted by the implant of a chornic hip-
pocampal imaging window above CA1 area. C) Confocal micrographs of CA1 area of
mice transduced with GFAP::GCaMP6f and GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry rAAVs. Images
show astrocytes-specific co-expression of the two viral constructs in large volumes of
hippocampal CA1 area. Top: low magnification micrographs highlighting infection
diffusion (scale = 200 µm). Bottom: high magnification micrographs showing in detail
that the vast majority of astrocytes expressed simultaneously hM3Dq-mCherry fusion
protein and GCaMP6f indicator (scale = 30 µm).
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B
Figure 4.4: In vivo two-photon calcium imaging of CA1 astrocytes during pharmaco-
genetic intervention. A) Schematic of the optical preparation to perform two-photon
calcium imaging in astrocytes expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator
GCaMP6f and the pharmacogenetic actuator hM3Dq. B) Temporal median projection
of a sample field of view (top, scale 30 µm, field of view size approx (160 µm)2). Astro-
cytic regions of interest (ROIs) have been manually selected on the median projection
according to anatomical structures (bottom). C) Representative calcium traces for 40
out of 135 ROIs shown in panel B. We performed six·248s temporal serieses interleaved
by 300s intervals. Blue shaded areas indicate baseline spontaneous activity. CNO was
administered intraperitoneally few seconds before starting the third temporal series
(red arrow). Red shaded areas indicate recordings under putative activation of hM3Dq-
receptor. CNO administration resulted in a sudden increase of calcium activity (third
temporal series), followed by a phase in which astrocytes decreased their calcium dy-
namics (fourth to sixth temporal series).
hippocampus (Figure 4.2B). This strategy resulted in the vast majority of CA1 astro-
cytes expressing the hM3Dq fusion construct, as verified by immunolabeling with the
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astrocyte specific marker S100β (Figure 4.2C). Importantly, within the virally trans-















Figure 4.5: Viral strategy to investigate neuronal calcium signaling under phar-
macogenetic manipulation of astrocytic calcium signaling. A) Adult mice were in-
jected with two viral vectors: i) one vector encoded for the genetically encoded cal-
cium indicator GCaMP6f under the control of the neuronal specific promoter CAMKII;
ii) serotype 5 rAAV encoding for the fusion construct hM3Dq-mCherry. Injection
was performed using stereotaxic coordinates to target the right hippocampus. B)
Schematic of the chronic optical access to hippocampal CA1 area. Optical access was
granted by the implant of a chornic hippocampal imaging window above CA1 area.
C) Confocal micrographs of CA1 area of mice transduced with CAMKII::GCaMP6f
and GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry rAAVs. Images show astrocytes-specific expression of
hM3Dq-mCherry fusion construct and neuronal specific expression of GCaMP6f. In-
fection spread in large volumes of hippocampal CA1 area. Top: low magnification
micrographs highlighting infection diffusion (scale = 200 µm). Bottom: high magnifi-
cation micrographs showing in detail astrocytic expression of hM3Dq-mCherry fusion
protein and neuronal specific expression of GCaMP6f indicator (scale = 30 µm).
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To validate the effects of hM3Dq activation in vivo, we simultaneously labeled
astrocytes with GCaMP6f and hM3Dq-mCherry. Coexpression was obtained by coin-
jection of two viral constructs under the control of the GFAP promoter and packaging
in pseudotyped type-5 viral particles (Figure 4.3A-B). Under these conditions, coinfec-
tion was optimal, and it resulted in most hM3Dq-mCherry-expressing astrocytes being
colabeled with GCaMP6f (Figure 4.3C).
We performed in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging in animals coexpressing hM3Dq
and GCaMP6f. Optical access to the CA1 area of the hippocampus was obtained through
a chronic hippocampal window [D. A. Dombeck, Harvey, et al., 2010] (Figure 4.4B). In
anesthetized mice, we recorded the astrocytic calcium activity, which was characterized
by heterogeneous dynamic signals involving astrocytic somata and processes (Figure
4.4C). We observed that CNO administration resulted in a sudden and synchronous
increase in GCaMP6f fluorescence in astrocytes at the beginning of CNO application.
This GCaMP6f signal increase was followed by a prolonged phase in which astrocytes
showed decreased calcium dynamics (Figure 4.4C).
We used a viral delivery strategy to investigate the effects of the perturbation of
astrocytic calcium dynamics on spatial information encoding in hippocampal neuronal
cells. To monitor neuronal activity, we used a viral construct under the control of the
CAMKII-promoter to express GCaMP6f in CA1 neurons (Figure 4.5A). CA1 astrocytes
expressed hM3Dq-mCherry under the control of the GFAP promoter (Figure 4.5A).
Within the virally transduced region, we reliably obtained GCaMP6f-labeled neurons
and hM3Dq-mCherry-labeled astrocytes (Figure 4.5C).
4.2 Imaging neuronal place cells during pharmacogenetic
manipulation of astrocytes in vivo: nonlongitudinal
recordings
To investigate the effects of the perturbation of astrocytic calcium dynamics on spatial
information encoding in hippocampal neuronal cells, we trained head-tethered mice to
navigate in a unidirectional virtual environment while we performed two-photon func-
tional imaging of neuronal cells (Figure 4.6, Saleem, Diamanti, et al., 2018). We com-
bined astrocyte-specific expression of hM3Dq and neuronal-specific expression of the
genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f (Figure 4.7A) to capture hippocampal
CA1 neuron activity.
To extract the calcium activity traces of neurons in CA1, we first computed the me-
dian temporal projection of the field of view on motion-corrected two-photon calcium
imaging t-series (Figure 4.8A top). We used CITE-on (see methods 3.3 and appendix
B), which is a deep learning-based algorithm for fast segmentation of neurons in two-
photon imaging data (see appendix B), to detect neuronal cells in the median projec-
tions, obtaining rectangular regions of interest (bounding boxes) tightly surrounding
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Figure 4.6: Two photon functional imaging during virtual spatial navigation. A)
Schematic of virtual reality and imaging setup. Mice run along a virtual corridor pro-
vided with visual features (B), at the end of each run they get teleported back to the
beginning of the track. B) Sample of mouse visuals from the beginning of the linear
track.
putative neuronal somas (Figure 4.8A bottom). To perform segmentation on bounding
boxes, we used a spatially confined version of the nonnegative matrix factorization al-
gorithm (seeded-CaImAn, Giovannucci et al., 2019). Seeded-CaImAn was initialized
on each bounding box, yielding precise segmentation of the putative neuronal source











Figure 4.7: In vivo two-photon calcium imaging of CA1 neurons and pharmacoge-
netic astrocytic manipulation during virtual navigation. A) Schematic of the optical
preparation to perform two-photon calcium imaging in CA1 neurons labeled with the
genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f while astrocytic activity was manipu-
lated using the pharmacogenetic actuator hM3Dq. B) Temporal median projection of a
sample field of view (scale = 30 µm, field of view size approx (160 µm)2).
(Figure 4.8B top), and calcium events were detected with a threshold criterion based on
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the ∆F/F0 trace (see Methods 3.6). To build the event trace, all time instants that did not
belong to an event were set to zero. Calcium events corresponded to above-threshold
calcium transients generated by putative neuronal spikes (Figure 4.8B zoom-in).
A B
Figure 4.8: Segmentation and trace extraction of 2-photon imaging data. A) Me-
dian projection of a representative recording of CA1 neurons (top) and the detected
boxes segmented with CITE-on in red (bottom) (scale 30 µm, field of view size approx
(160 µm)2). B) Representative ∆F/F0 trace extracted using seeded-CaImAn in blue, and
the event trace in orange. A zoom of one minute of recording is shown in the bottom
panel. The trace corresponds to the green box in bottom panel A.
To study how neuronal activity is related to the animal position, calcium traces
from neuronal populations were analyzed in the context of mice running in a 1-dimensional
virtual corridor (or linear track). ∆F/F0 traces were averaged across trials (runs in the
linear track) to obtain the average calcium intensity as a function of position in the
track, which is hereafter termed the response profile. Response profiles were modeled
as a sum of gaussians with different centers, widths (or sigmas), and amplitudes (see
methods 3.7.1). For each response profile, we considered the gaussian component with
the highest amplitude as the response field (RF). Intuitively, this is the fraction of the
linear track in which each cell showed the highest average activity. Five representative
response profiles are shown in Figure 4.9, together with the corresponding response
field functions (gray dashed lines) and response field widths (gray shadowed areas).
Modeling, fitting, and estimation of the centers and widths of response profiles were
performed for all detected regions of interest.
We studied how neuronal activity is related to the animal position in the linear
track as a function of the pharmacogenetic perturbation of astrocytic calcium activity.
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In detail, 20 recordings from 7 animals were analyzed. Animals received an intraperi-
toneal injection of either saline solution (control; n = 10) or clozapine-n-oxyde (CNO;
n = 10). Saline or CNO injection experiments were performed in different days. Af-
ter injection, animals were positioned under the two-photon microscope and imaging
started 30 minutes after injection. Experimental timeline was defined as in Adamsky
et al., 2018. In this first dataset, imaging was performed in different field of view for
each condition. This meant that the same cell could not be monitored across conditions
(nonlongitudinal recordings). 3 to 6 t-series (750 frames/series, ∼ 250s), interleaved
by 5 minutes breaks, were acquired during ∼ 1 hour virtual navigation session. One
recording of each treatment (CNO or saline) was analyzed for each animal, with the ex-
ception of animal 0001 (2 recordings for each condition) and animal 0002 (3 recordings
for each condition). On average, 109 cells were detected per FOV (min 50; max 165),
resulting in a total of 2193 cells studied. Further imaging sessions were performed
in all animals, but they were discarded due to technical issues (e.g., large movement
artifacts).
Figure 4.9: Place field es-
timation. Representative
examples of the normal-
ized response profiles of
five cells (black line) with
their gaussian fit (dot-
ted gray lines) to estimate
place fields. The gray-
shadowed areas show the
width of the place fields,
which is defined as µ ±
σ, with µ and σ being the
mean and standard devia-
tion of the fit, respectively.
Vertical scale bar = 1
We then applied an information theory approach (see introduction) to compute the
amount of spatial information contained in each identified neuron. More specifically,
we computed the Shannon entropy (eq. 1.2 of the introduction) and then the mutual
information (eq. 1.7 of the introduction) about the spatial variable contained in the cal-
cium signal extracted from each identified neuron. To correct for biases in MI values,
we first computed the NsR parameter (eq. 3.7) for all recordings as a function of the
number of response (calcium activity) and stimulus (position) bins (Figure 4.10A). Note
that NsR parameter depends only on spatial occupancy map and binning choice and
not in cell activity, therefore it has to be computed once for each experimental session
(and not for each cell). NsR = 3 was considered a threshold above which description
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of the variables with respect to the number of trials was acceptable (red squares). We
then computed average mutual information values for different binning of response
and stimulus (Figure 4.10B). Without bias correction values of mutual information in-
creased with higher number of bins in both variables. We then calculated the contribu-
tion of the bias computed as described in section 3.7.3 of the methods (Figure 4.10C).
As expected, the bias increased with higher number of bins, which was represented
in the raw mutual information values. We calculated the average mutual information
values after bias subtraction (eq. 3.8) for different configurations of binning (Figure
4.10D). Bias-corrected mutual information values initially increased, then plateaued,
and finally decreased with the number of spatial bins (Figure 4.10D). In those cases,
the bias term highly contributed to the mutual information value, and its subtraction
resulted in a strong decrease in the bias-corrected MI values, which, in turn, was ob-
served as a negative change in the slope of the curves. For each ROI and each binning
combination, we calculated whether the amount of spatial information was significant
by comparing the mutual information of that cell with a surrogate distribution of mu-






Figure 4.10: Bias correction and binning selection for mutual information calcu-
lation. A) Matrix of log(NsR) parameter values averaged across FOVs for different
response and stimulus binning. log(NsR) = 3 was considered an adequate quality
threshold. B) Across ROIs average MI values before bias correction as a function of
spatial binning, each line corresponds to a different response binning. C) Average con-
tribution of the bias in MI values in (B) calculated as described in methods 3.7.3, colors
and axis as in (B). D) Across ROIs average bias-corrected MI values as a function of spa-
tial binning, colors as in (B). E) Bias corrected MI values as in (D) separated in cells with
significant information content (filled lines) and without (dotted lines). F) Fraction of
ROIs with significant information content as a function of binning as in (B).
for ROIs with significant information content from those without implies a clear split
in the bias-corrected MI values (Figure 4.10E), with non-place cells having distributions
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close to zero. Finally, we calculated the average fractions of significant ROIs as a func-
tion of binning (Figure 4.10F). Plots 4.10A,D,E and F were performed and inspected
separately for each dataset, and appropriate binning was selected such that the level of
description was as high as possible (higher number of bins) while having SnR > 3 and
maximized bias corrected MI values (before the change in slope). The same selected
binning parameters where used for all recordings and all FOVs from the same dataset.
After appropriate selection of response and stimulus binning, we calculated, for
each neuron, whether the amount of spatial information was significant by comparing
the mutual information of that cell with a surrogate distribution of mutual informa-
tion values (see methods 3.7.2). In figure 4.11, we show the normalized calcium re-
sponses of all neurons with significant information content about space (see methods
3.7.2) ordered according to the position of the center of the response field in increasing
order. The left panel shows recordings after saline injection, and the right panel shows
recordings after CNO injection (193 and 261 informative ROIs out of 1192 and 1001
total, respectively). In both cases, the place field of neurons spans the whole virtual
corridor, allowing for complete mapping of the space, regardless of treatment. In the
case of place cells, the centers µ and widths σ of the principal gaussian component had
a straightforward interpretation as the center and width of the principal place field.
For cells without significant information content about space, the µ and σ parameters
give us information about where the cells responded maximally on average and how
spread out the response was in space (Figure 4.9). This information is relevant when
trying to uncover the effects of alterations in calcium activity in astrocytes on neuronal
networks in the hippocampus beyond place cell encoding.
Figure 4.11: Normalized calcium re-
sponses as a function of position for
neurons that contain significant amount
of spatial information. Left panel, re-
sponses from recordings in which the an-
imal was injected with saline solution
(n = 193 informative ROIs out of 1192
total ROIs, 10 imaging sessions from 7
animals). Right panel, responses from
recordings in which the animal was in-
jected with CNO solution (n = 261 infor-
mative ROIs out of 1001 total ROIs, 10
imaging sessions from 7 animals). Re-
sponses are ordered according to the po-
sition of the center of the response field
(from minimum to maximum). As de-
scribed in the results, the FOV which was
imaged in the saline condition was dif-
ferent from the one recorded in the CNO
condition (nonlongitudinal recordings).
To study the effect of CNO injection on the information content about animal po-
sition in CA1 neuronal calcium activity, we calculated and compare the bias-corrected
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MI distributions for all cells, that is, considering also non-place cells (Figure 4.12), and
for place cell only populations (Figure 4.15), in each condition. In the first case (Figure
4.12) we first compared the distribution of MI values after saline or CNO injection for
each animal. Boxplots and statistical testing are reported in each of the 7 panels. Here,
both place cells and nonspatial encoding cells are pooled together; thus, the distribu-
tions are centered close to zero and heavy tailed towards positive values. To obtain a
better sense of the the impact of the manipulation, we normalized the MI values to the
maximal amount of MI possibly conveyable by the neurons, that is, dividing the MI





And performed the same comparisons (Figure 4.13). Tendencies and statistical sig-
nificance for each animal are analogous to those without normalization (Figure 4.12).
All future comparisons between MI values were performed separately after normal-
ization and general tendencies were maintained (data not shown). Although not all
Figure 4.12: Difference in information content about animals position in neuronal
cells after CNO application for each animal. Box plots of bias corrected MI values
for each animal (each panel represents an animal) after saline or CNO injection. Not
all animals have significantly different information content, and there’s heterogeneity
in the overall trends for each animal, in 4 out of 6 animals cells increase their mean
information content.
animals had significantly different MI distributions (Mann-Whitney U test was per-
formed in each case), when comparing averages across animals, we observed a signif-
icant increase in information content in experiments following CNO injection for bias
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corrected values (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.028, Figure 4.14 left panel), normalized
values (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.028, Figure 4.14 right panel) and for the percentage
of variation (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.028, Figure 4.14 middle panel).
Figure 4.13: Tendencies in information content difference after CNO application for
each animal persist when normalizing MI values. Box plots of bias corrected normal-
ized MI values for each animal (each panel represents an animal) after saline or CNO
injection. Tendencies and significance in treatment differences are maintained for all









Figure 4.14: Higher information content about animals position in neuronal cells
after CNO application. Not all animals have significantly different information con-
tent, but they do when averaged together (left panel, Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.028).
To get a better sense of the impact of the manipulation we computed the percentage
of variation per animal in CNO compared to saline condition (middle panel, Wilcoxon
paired test, p = 0.028). The increase of MI was still significant when comparing average
normalized mutual information (right panel, p = 0.028).
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Variability between data from different animals could bring differences across dis-
tributions that might mask the effect of CNO treatment. To account for this effect, we
used a linear mixed effect (LME) model, taking the treatment (CNO or saline injec-
tion) as a fixed effect and the animal identity as a random effect (see methods 3.8). In
each case, we compared 2 models-one with a random intercept (LME1, eq. 3.9) and
another with a random intercept and a random slope (LME2, eq. 3.10). If the model
that included the random slope explained significantly more variance, then this model
was preferred (ANOVA test for model comparison). If, in contrast, the models were
not significantly different, the simpler test was used. When comparing all cells from
all animals, the LME2 model was used (LME2 explained significantly more variance
than did LME1, using ANOVA for model comparison, p = 6 · 10−4). The fitted slope
of the LME2 model was -0.01 (negative values implied a decrease in information for
saline conditions), and the effect of the treatment was found to be statistically signifi-
cant (Type II Wald chi-square tests, p = 0.005).
Figure 4.15: Difference in information content about animals position in place cells
after CNO application. Box plots of bias corrected MI values for each animal (each
panel represents an animal) after saline or CNO injection for place cells populations.
Not all animals have significantly different information content, when averaged to-
gether there is an increase tendency close to significance (bottom right panel, Wilcoxon
paired test, p = 0.063, but see main text for LMEM statistical testing).
Because place cells contributed the most to the information content about the ani-
mal position, we asked whether changes in MI values were observed when comparing
CNO and saline conditions and when only place cells were considered (Figure 4.15).
We fitted LME1 considering only place cells (note that this is a test on a subsample of
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Figure 4.16: Increased number of place cells after CNO injection. The number of cells
segmented per animal was not significantly different between conditions (Left panel,
Wilcoxon paired test p = 0.18). The number of place cells and fraction of place cells
from the total number of cells was significantly higher following CNO injection (center
panel p = 0.046, and right panel p = 0.017 respectively).
the previous distribution), obtaining a slope of -0.026 and an even more significant ef-
fect (p = 4 · 10−6). These results showed that the increase in the information content
after CNO injection was higher when considering only place cells. On the other hand,
when performing a Wilcoxon test on animal averages, the difference was not significant
(Figure 4.15 bottom right panel), this evidenced the importance of performing adequate
and sufficiently powerful statistical tests considering the full extent of the data.
To determine whether the effect could be influenced by the number of cells in each
condition or whether CNO injection could have an effect on the number of cells de-
tected, we compared the number of cells found in each condition (Figure 4.16 left panel)
and found no significant difference (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.18). We then quanti-
fied the number of place cells in each case (Figure 4.16 center panel) and found a small
but significant increase after CNO injection (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.046). We then
computed the ratio between the number of place cells and the total number of cells for
each animal (Figure 4.16 right panel), which was found to be significantly higher for
the CNO condition (Wilcoxon paired test, p = 0.017).
We further explored whether CNO application changed other properties of neu-
ronal place cells. We compared the center and width of response profiles and/or place
fields after saline injection and after CNO injection (Figure 4.17). When considering
all cells, the response profile width was slightly but significantly higher after CNO in-
jection (Figure 4.17 top left panel, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p = 0.005), as evidenced
by a small shift to the right in the empirical distribution function (EDF). The distribu-
tions of response profile centers were significantly different (Figure 4.17 top right panel,
p = 9 · 10−4). We then considered the same comparisons for place field widths and cen-
ters, taking into account exclusively place cells (Figure 4.17 center left and right panels,
respectively). In both cases, the difference between distributions was not significant
(p = 0.1 for PF width and p = 0.13 for PF centers), however, median PF width was
significantly higher in CNO condition (Mann-Whitney U test p = 0.024). Finally we
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compared response profile widths and centers for non-place cells (Figure 4.17 bottom
left and right panels, respectively). Distribution of both, response profile widths and




Figure 4.17: Difference in response profiles and place fields width and center dis-
tributions after CNO injection and after saline injection. Distribution of response
profiles width (top left panel, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on distributions p = 0.005
) and centers (top right panel, p = 9 · 10−4) for all cells detected (n = 1192 saline,
n = 1001 CNO). Distribution of place fields width (center left panel, p = 0.10, but
a Mann-Whitney U test showed significantly higher median place field size for CNO
p = 0.024) and centers (center right panel, p = 0.13) for place cells (n = 193 saline,
n = 261 CNO). Distribution function of response profiles width (bottom left panel,
p = 0.03) and centers (bottom right panel, p = 10−4) for non-place cells (n = 999 saline,
n = 740 CNO). All comparisons and tests were performed between full distributions
with the exception of the median test for place field width.
Taken together, these results suggest that CNO application, and, consequently, the
modification of calcium signaling in astrocytes significantly affected the neuronal rep-
resentation of space and some aspects of neuronal response properties in the hippocam-
pus of mice navigating in a unidimensional virtual corridor. There are, however, two
aspects of the data presented that should be considered. First, the dataset presented
above had large differences in the number of cells detected across FOVs. This could in
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principle introduce biases in the comparisons, with FOVs with a higher number of cells
having a larger influence on the result. Second, in the dataset described above, differ-
ent FOVs were imaged under each experimental condition. Thus, statistical testing of
the effect of the treatment (CNO vs. saline injection) was always performed on differ-
ent sets of neurons, precluding a paired comparison. To address these limitations, we
developed a more accurate protocol to repetitively position the animal under a two-
photon microscope, allowing imaging of the same FOV over different experimental
sessions (longitudinal recordings) and leading to a larger number of imaged neurons.
The analysis of this new dataset is presented in the next section.
4.3 Imaging neuronal place cells during pharmacogenetic
manipulation of astrocytes in vivo: longitudinal record-
ings
To study the same population of cells across conditions and across days, we performed
longitudinal 2-photon imaging recordings in three sessions: day 0 - saline injection,
day 1 - CNO injection, and day 3 - saline injection (see methods 3.1.4). The new exper-
imental protocol (see methods 3.1.4) allowed us to successfully image the same FOV
across sessions, as seen in the representative median projections of the acquired t-series
in Figure 4.18. Segmentation was performed in the t-series concatenated across days
(Figure 4.19A) and in individual t-series (Figure 4.19B). To compare segmentations of
concatenated vs. individual t-series, we computed the F-1 score, which is defined as:
tp
tp + 12 ( f p + tn)
where tp, f p and tn are the true positives, false positives, and true negatives, respec-
tively. The F-1 score ranges between 0 and 1. In each case, to compute these values, the
Figure 4.18: Fields of view were successfully tracked and recorded across days. From
left to right, median projection of first day of saline, CNO and second day of saline
injections of a representative FOV (scale 60 µm)
segmentation of one of the t-series was considered the ground truth, and the other was
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A B C
Figure 4.19: Segmentation and ROI tracking in longitudinal recordings. A) Seg-
mented boxes (red) performed on the concatenated recording median projection of a
two-photon t-series (scale 60 µm). B) Segmentation from different recording days are
shown superimposed. Identities successfully tracked across days are shown in red,
green and blue for each day respectively (190 tracked identities out of 300 total, scale
as in A). C) F-1 matrix for detections performed in the concatenated t-series and the 3
different days.
used for comparison. The closer to 1 the F-1 score was, the larger was the overlap be-
tween segmentations in different t-series. In the example shown in Figure 4.18, the F-1
score varied between 0.75 and 1 for all pairs of recordings (Figure 4.19C), meaning that
for any pair of t-series, the overlap between segmentation was higher than 75%. Iden-
tities shared across all 3 recording days (saline, CNO, and saline) and segmentations
were considered successfully tracked.
Figure 4.20: Normalized calcium re-
sponses as a function of position for
neurons that contain significant amount
of spatial information. Left panel, re-
sponses from recordings in which the an-
imal was injected with saline solution (n
= 488 informative ROIs out of 1740 total
ROIs, 6 imaging sessions from 6 FOVs).
Center panel, responses from recordings
in which the animal was injected with
CNO solution (n = 476 informative ROIs
out of 1708 total ROIs, 6 imaging ses-
sions from 6 FOVs). Right panel, re-
sponses from recordings in which the an-
imal was injected with saline solution af-
ter the CNO day (n = 472 informative
ROIs out of 1758 total ROIs, 6 imaging
sessions from 6 FOVs). Responses are
ordered according to the position of the
center of the response field (from mini-
mum to maximum), scale = 50 ROIs.
We computed the normalized calcium responses of all neurons with significant
information content about space, as shown in Figure 4.11, for each of the 3 days of
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recordings (Figure 4.20). Identities were ordered according to the position of the center
of the response field in increasing order. The first day of saline injection recordings is
shown in the left panel, CNO injection recordings are shown in the middle panel, and
the second day of saline recordings is shown in the right panel (488, 476 and 472 infor-
mative ROIs out of 1740, 1708 and 1758 total, respectively). As in the nonlongitudinal
recordings, in every condition, PF spans the whole trace, allowing for the complete
mapping of space regardless of treatment. Recordings from 3 animals were analyzed.
Figure 4.21: Bias corrected MI distributions under the different experimental con-
ditions. Each panel represents a different FOV, with the box plots of MI distributions
for first saline injection day, CNO injection day, and second saline injection day. Panels
in the same column correspond to the same animal. Right-most panel shows the dif-
ference between MI values averages for each FOV (gray lines) and the overall average
(black line), with no significant difference between different days (Wilcoxon paired test
with Bonferroni correction, saline 0 vs CNO p = 0.91; saline 0 vs saline 1 p = 0.91;
CNO vs saline 1 p = 0.34)
Although the procedure to track neurons was successful, the sets of neurons in
each session were not entirely overlapping: not all cells from each recording had a cor-
responding one in the following sessions. For this reason, we first studied how alter-
ations in astrocytic calcium activity influenced spatial mapping in the same population
of neurons, by comparing the distributions of MI values after saline (first and second
saline days) or CNO injection for each animal, considering the set of neurons in each
FOV as independent from the others, analogously to the nonlongitudinal recordings
(section 4.2), and then we compared only the tracked identitities (see bellow). Boxplots
and statistical tests for the nonlongitudinal-like analysis are reported in each of the 6
panels of Figure 4.21.





Figure 4.22: Response profiles, place field widths, and place field centers in CNO and
saline for longitudinal recordings. Distribution of response profiles width (top left
panel, kolmogorov-smirnov test p = 0.62) and centers (top right panel, p = 0.009) for
all cells detected. Distribution of place fields width (bottom left panel, p = 8.8 · 10−6)
and centers (bottom right panel, p = 0.001) for place cells.
Both place cells and nonspatial encoding cells were pooled together; thus, the dis-
tributions were centered close to zero and heavy tailed towards positive values. Dis-
tributions of MI across conditions showed heterogeneous behavior across animals, and
in contrast to observations for nonlongitudinal recordings, the difference in the aver-
ages was not significantly different for any of the comparisons between conditions (4.21
right-most panel, Wilcoxon paired test with Bonferroni correction; saline 0 vs. CNO,
p = 0.91; saline 0 vs. saline 1, p = 0.91; CNO vs. saline 1, p = 0.34).
To account for FOV variability and asymmetries in the number of elements per
condition per animal, we again used an LMEM with treatment as a fixed effect and FOV
as a random effect with either a random intercept (LME1) or a random intercept and a
random slope (LME2). First, we fitted an LME2 model, considering only treatment as
the fixed effect. The fitted slope of the LME2 model was small, at 5 · 10−4, and positive,
which implies a small increase in the information content on saline days. In contrast
to observations for nonlongitudinal recordings, the effect of treatment was found to be
statistically nonsignificant (Type II Wald chi-square tests, p = 0.87). We then examined
the effect of CNO injection when considering only place cell information content. We
fitted an LME1 model with similar results-the fitted slope was 0.001, and the effect was
nonsignificant (p = 0.87).
In doing this analysis, we pooled together two different days of saline injection,
with one taking place before and one after the CNO injection day. To better compare
the results of the analysis of this dataset with those of the nonlongitudinal recording
(wherein only one saline condition was available), we limited the analysis to the first
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day of saline injection and the following CNO injection day. We fitted an LME2 model
for all cells and found that the effect of the treatment was not significant (p = 0.96)
and that the slope was negative, at −2 · 10−4. We then fitted an LME1 model, taking
into consideration only place cells from the first two days and obtained a fitted slope
of -0.001 (10% decrease on saline day, p = 0.57). Finally, we fitted the LME2 model to
compare the two saline days, and again, we found no statistically significant difference
(p = 0.74).
We then compared the center and width of the response profiles and/or place
fields for the first day of the saline injection and CNO injection experiments (Figure
4.22), again, in the same way as with the nonlongitudinal dataset: considering all cells
from each FOV (including not tracked cells) and taking each FOV as independent from
the rest. When considering all cells, the response profile width was not significantly
different after CNO injection (Figure 4.22 top left panel, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
p = 0.62). The distributions of response profile centers were significantly different
(Figure 4.22 top right panel, p = 0.009). When considering the subset formed by only
place cells and observing place field widths and centers (Figure 4.22 bottom left and
right panels, respectively), we observed a statistically significant increase in PF width
(p = 8.8 · 10−6) and a significant difference between PF center distributions (p = 0.001).
Figure 4.23: Normalized calcium re-
sponses as a function of position for
all tracked ROIs. Left panel, responses
from recordings in which the animal was
injected with saline solution ordered ac-
cording to the position of the center of the
response field (from minimum to max-
imum). Center panel, responses from
recordings in which the animal was in-
jected with CNO solution, ordered as in
left panel. Right panel, responses from
recordings in which the animal was in-
jected with saline solution after the CNO
day, ordered as in left panel (n = 851
tracked ROIs, 6 imaging sessions from 6
FOVs, scale = 50 ROIs).
We then analyzed the effect of CNO injection on the same cells. For this, we
tracked cell identities belonging to the same FOV across days (see methods 3.4). We
computed the normalized calcium responses of all tracked ROIs with and without sig-
nificant information content about space, for each of the 3 days of recordings (Figure
4.23). In this latter case, because identities were tracked, and therefore each ROIs had
a corresponding one in the following days, we could compare the change in response
profile center for each day. We did so by computing the order according to the maxi-
mum response for the first day (saline 0) and maintaining the order for the CNO and
Saline 1 days. We observed that some cells maintained a similar response profile center
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Figure 4.24: Bias corrected MI values for tracked cells across days. Each gray line
corresponds to a tracked ROI and black lines to averages. Missing points (interrupted
lines) correspond to cells that were silent in one of the days (paired Wilcoxon tests
with Bonferroni correction where performed in each case). Information could not be
computed in sessions in which neurons did not show activity. Right-most panel shows
the difference between MI values averages for each FOV (gray lines) and the overall
average (black line), with no significant difference between different days (Wilcoxon
paired test with Bonferroni correction, saline 0 vs CNO p = 0.91; saline 0 vs saline 1
p = 0.91; CNO vs saline 1 p = 0.34)
in the following day while other do not. The order got even more scrambled for the
3rd recording day. This result is consistent with normal remapping of CA1 neurons as
reported in literature [Ziv et al., 2013] and does not allow us to infer a causal relation
with the CNO pharmacological manipulation.
We compared the MI values for each cell across days (Figure 4.24). The differences
and results were heterogeneous and did not show statistically significant differences
across days on average (Figure 4.24 right-most panel, Wilcoxon paired test with Bon-
ferroni correction, saline 0 vs. CNO, p = 0.91; saline 0 vs. saline 1, p = 0.91; CNO vs.
saline 1, p = 0.34). Note that these values are a subset of the data shown in figure 4.21,
but here, each line represents one cell that has been tracked across all 3 days. It is im-
portant to note that the paired analysis could not be done while considering only place
cells because cells changed their state across days: e.g., some cells that were defined as
place cells in the first day of saline were not in the CNO application day (consistently
with what is reported in Ziv et al., 2013).
Finally, we studied cell-wise variation in the place field and response profile widths
and centers. We computed the difference between CNO and saline (first application) re-
sponse profile centers for all tracked cells in all FOVs. The histogram of the differences
showed an approximately symmetric distribution with respect to zero (Figure 4.25 top
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Figure 4.25: Place field width and center difference for tracked cells between first
day of saline injection vs CNO injection. Top left panel shows position of PF centers
in CNO day vs Saline 0 day, each dot is a cell and the color of the dot represents the
difference in MI values between CNO minus Saline 0, dotted gray lines are the diag-
onal (representing equal centers position) and the reward location for each day. Top
right panel, histogram of the difference between CNO minus Saline 0 days PF centers.
Bottom panels as top panels for width of place fields.
right panel), with a higher number of cells in the two central bins, meaning that a high
percentage of cells tended to maintain their response profile centers. We asked whether
variations in response centers could be related to differences in information content. In
the top lef panel of Figure 4.25, we can see the distributions of tracked cells in the
plain defined by the centers of the response profile in each day. Each circle represents a
tracked cell, and its color represents the difference in the MI value (CNO minus saline
0). No clear asymmetry in the distribution of cells in the plane or relationship with the
change in information content was observed, besides the higher number of dots on the
diagonal (as expected from the histogram), regardless of the variation in the MI con-
tent. Similarly, we computed the differences in the response profile width, with the vast
majority of cells having a variation of less than 20cm (Figure 4.25 bottom right panel).
This was further confirmed by the distribution in the plain defined by the width on
different days (Figure 4.25 bottom left panel), which also had no clear relationship with
the difference in MI values.
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Taken together, the analysis of the longitudinal recordings showed that CNO ap-
plication did not have major effects on the content of information or on the features of
neuronal place cells, in contrast to the results of the nonlongitudinal recordings. We




Unpublished work from my mentor’s laboratory in collaboration with Jacopo Bonato
and Stefano Panzeri indicate that hippocampal astrocytes encode spatial information in
their calcium dynamics during virtual navigation (see introduction 1.3.2). Given that
calcium signals in astrocyte has downstream effects on synaptic transmission [Panatier,
Theodosis, et al., 2006; Henneberger et al., 2010; Fellin, 2009] and neuronal excitabil-
ity [Jourdain et al., 2007; J. Kang et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2004], this observation raises
the hypothesis that space-encoding calcium dynamics into astrocytes may modulate
the neuronal representation of space. In this thesis work, we developed an analyti-
cal pipeline to study the effects of manipulating astrocytic calcium activity on spatial
information encoding in CA1 neurons of the mouse hippocampus during virtual nav-
igation. To manipulate astrocytic calcium signals, we used pharmacogenetic interven-
tions [B. L. Roth, 2016; B. Armbruster and B. Roth, 2005; B. N. Armbruster et al., 2007]
using astrocyte-specific expression of DREADDs in combination with intraperitoneal
CNO injection [Adamsky et al., 2018]. We found that CNO injection induced an initial
synchronous increase of calcium activity in the majority of imaged astrocytes followed
by a prolonged period of synchronously decreased calcium signals (Figure 4.4). To
image neuronal representation of space during virtual navigation, we expressed the
fluorescent functional indicator GCaMP6f [T.-W. Chen et al., 2013] in neurons and we
compared neuronal spatial information encoding under control conditions (after saline
injection) and after CNO injection using two-photon GCaMP6f imaging (Figure 4.12).
Initially, we used nonlongitudinal recordings of neurons, meaning that different FOV
were imaged across experimental conditions (e.g., control vs. CNO) similarly to D. A.
Dombeck, Harvey, et al., 2010. In this first data set, we found that CNO injection re-
sulted in a significant increase in the average information content in neurons. Impor-
tantly, using a LME model [Pinheiro and Bates, 2000] to compare full distributions of
mutual information values and excluding animal variability produced similar result.
The effect was stronger when comparing place cells subpopulations for each animal.
Moreover, the ratio of place cells per field of view increased after CNO injection (Figure
4.16). We compared width and centers of response profiles for all cells and found a sig-
nificant increase in response profile width after CNO injection (Figure 4.17). Response
profiles centers were also significantly different across the two conditions (saline vs.
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control). However, when considering only place cells, the distribution of place field
width and place field centers were not significantly different. On the other hand, when
considering only non-spatial encoding cells, the distribution of response profile width
and centers were significantly different.
The results of this preliminary set of experiments (non-longitudinal recordings)
suggested that CNO application (i.e., manipulation of calcium signalling in astrocytes)
significantly affected neuronal representation of space in the hippocampus of mice nav-
igating in a virtual corridor. However, to correctly interpret these preliminary findings
two aspects of the data should be taken into consideration. First, there was a large
variability in the number of cells detected across FOV and conditions. This could, in
principle, introduce biases in the statistical comparison. For example, conditions with
larger number of cells could influence more the result. Moreover, the low number of
detected cells under certain conditions could represent a biased estimate of the full dis-
tribution because of subsampling. Second, different FOVs were imaged under each
experimental condition. Thus, the effect of the treatment was assessed on different sets
of neurons in each conditions, preventing pairwise statistical comparison.
To overcome these limitations, we developed and implemented a protocol to re-
liably image the same FOV over different experimental sessions across days (longitu-
dinal recordings). At the same time, the recording protocol was modified to image
more neurons per FOV. We succeeded in imaging the same FOV across sessions. How-
ever, the sets of neurons in each session were not entirely overlapping: not all cells
from each recording had a corresponding one in the following sessions. This could be
due to different activity levels leading to different basal fluorescence across conditions
[T.-W. Chen et al., 2013]. As with the non-longitudinal recordings, we first compared
the distribution of MI values after saline (two saline injections were performed in the
longitudinal recordings, one preceding and one following the day of CNO application)
and after CNO injection for each animal considering all cells from each session (Figure
4.21). In contrast to what we observed in the nonlongitudinal recordings, the mutual
information averages were, in this second data set, not significantly different for any
pair of days (first vs. second day of saline; first day of saline vs. CNO day; CNO day
vs. second day of saline). To account for animal variability, we fitted a LME model
with treatment as fixed effect and FOV as random effect with either a random intercept
or a random intercept and a random slope. The fitted slope was small and positive,
suggesting a small but not significant decrease of information content after CNO in-
jection. Similar results were found when comparing only the subset of neurons that
displayed significant amount of spatial information (i.e., place cells). To make the anal-
ysis more comparable with the one performed in the nonlongitudinal recordings, we
fitted a LME model considering only the first day of saline injection and discarding the
day of saline injection which followed CNO application. The fitted slope was nega-
tive, showing the general tendency of the nonlongitudinal recordings. However, the
effect was statistically non significant. Comparing only place cells for these two days
increased the absolute value of the negative slope, but the effect was still statistically
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not significant. We fitted a LME model to compare the two saline days and found no
significant difference. We then compared the center and width of response profiles and
place fields for the first day of saline and CNO injection sessions (Figure 4.22). We
observed a significant increase in place field width (i.e. considering only place cells),
but no significant difference in response profile width when considering all cells. Field
center distributions were, instead, significantly different in both cases.
The richness of this data set relies, however, on the possibility to compare single
cells activity across conditions. To this end, we developed an analytical pipeline to
detect and track identities across experimental sessions. We then compared mutual in-
formation values for each cell across session, with heterogeneous results across FOV,
and no significant difference on distribution averages (Figure 4.24). While it is true
that this is a comparison between subsets of the full distributions for each FOV, the
statistical advantage of this comparison lies on the possibility of performing pairwise
testing. This allowed us to compare not only trends in population values but single cell
differences across days. To further exploit the longitudinal aspect of these recordings,
we compared response profile and place field properties for each cell (Figure 4.25). We
observed a symmetric distribution of both response profile centers and width differ-
ences between treatments, meaning that cells tended to increase their response width
and center upon CNO application as much as they tended to decrease it. Moreover, a
large proportion of cells maintained their values across conditions, evidenced by a high
number of counts in the central bins of the difference histograms in figure 4.25 (right
panels). To uncover possible relationships between changes in response profile centers
and width with variations in information content per cell, we plotted each cell in the
plane defined by either centers or widths in each day, and colored it according to the
cell’s variation in information content (Figure 4.25 left panels). Beyond a higher density
of points in the diagonal, representing the aforementioned high percentage of cells that
tended to maintain their properties across days, no other asymmetry in the distribution
of dots or colors was observed. Moreover, dots along the diagonal had different colors,
meaning that cells that preserved their response properties did not necessarily preserve
also their information content.
The observation that CNO application changes the neuronal representation of space
in the hippocampus in the non-longitudinal recordings is suggestive of a role of astro-
cytes in the control of neuronal place cells. However, the preliminary nature of this
data set and the contrasting results coming out from the longitudinal recordings, im-
poses us to critically discuss limitations and biases that may affect the analysis of these
recordings. First, the observation that in the nonlongitudinal recordings neurons after
CNO injection have higher overall information content could be explained by the fact
that the ratio of place cells increased upon pharmacological treatment. Given that, in
some cases, the number of cells detected was small, this poses the question of whether
we may have recorded signal from a biased set of neurons. For example, highly ac-
tive and informative cells. However, the segmentation analysis that we performed on
these 2-photon imaging data set does not favour highly active cells (see CITE-On in
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appendix B) under normal GCaMP6f expression conditions, making this explanation
unlikely. Nevertheless, it is possible that in FOV characterized by low GCaMP6f ex-
pression levels, recorded neurons did have a bias towards high activity regimes [Harris
et al., 2016]. Low expression of GCaMP6f was not clearly observed in the recordings
presented here, but more quantitative evaluation of the indicator expression should
be performed in our data set to address this issue. Second, in the non-longitudinal
recordings we found an increase of information content after CNO injection, and at the
same time an increase in response profile and place field width. These two observa-
tions might be counter-intuitive: higher widths account for blunter responses, which
in turn could induce a reduction in information content (see section 1.8). However, the
variance of the response is not the only source of information content changes. The
way we calculated the width of the response considered only the principal place field
for place cells and the area of highest response for non place cells (see methods 3.7.1).
This approach does not take into consideration secondary place fields, or responses far
from the main response area [Danielson et al., 2016; Zaremba et al., 2017]. Thus, a re-
duction in the activity outside the main response area could account for the observed
increase in information content. Further analytical characterization of cell activity is
needed to clarify this point and will be performed in the near future. In figure 4.17,
we discussed width differences more in detail. We found that the difference in place
field width upon CNO application was not statistically significant when considering
only place cells, while the difference was significant when considering only non place
cells (bottom panel). A possible interpretation for these results is that the difference
we observed in the response profile width when considering all cells was mostly due
to the contribution of non place cells. However, the visual inspection of the plots in
figure 4.17 and the fact that a Mann–Whitney U test, which compared medians instead
of full distributions, came as significant suggested a second interpretation. That is that
the difference was due to both place and non place cells, but the changes in numerosity
between the two experimental groups (1739 vs 454 for non place cells and place cells,
respectively) strongly influenced the output of the statistical test.
To overcome some of the aforementioned limitations, we performed longitudinal
recordings. Surprisingly, we found that mutual information values were not signifi-
cantly different upon CNO application compared to controls. Although both data sets
and their analyses are preliminary, the contrasting results obtained from the two data
sets could be due to a number of reasons that will be discussed in the following text.
As mentioned above, one possible explanation is that the apparent significant effects
we observed in the nonlongitudinal recordings were due to different numerosity of the
samples under the two conditions or to the fact that we compared different FOVs across
conditions. There are, however, other possible reasons that could justify the observed
discrepancy. If we observe the comparisons for the first day of saline and the CNO
injection recordings for the tracked cells in the longitudinal recordings, (Figure 4.24),
the difference in mutual information is significant for each FOV individually but it is
not when we average across FOVs. This is because the effects have different signs in
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different FOVs, with some increasing and some decreasing mutual information upon
CNO application. The different signs of the effect could be due to hidden variables
such as running speed, number of trials, arousal, thirst/satiety [Allen et al., 2019], that
could affect the output of the analysis. Refinement of the experimental protocol to
measure some of these behavioral variables could help clarifying this issue. The use
of more refine methods to include further levels of complexity in the analysis could
also address some of these limitations. For example, using a generalized linear model
[Saleem, Diamanti, et al., 2018; Saleem, Ayaz, et al., 2013] including several behavioral
variables as well as treatment to analyze cell activity could partially address this issue.
Another possibility would be to normalize mutual information values by the sum of
the response and stimulus entropies [Kvålseth, 2017; Timme and Lapish, 2018]. In this
latter way, the variability due to asymmetries in number of trials and cell activity could
be accounted for. Future analytical work will be needed to clarify this point.
A second discrepancy between the nonlongitudinal and longitudinal recordings
was observed in the place field width comparison. In nonlongitudinal recordings, sig-
nificance in the difference place field width was found when comparing all cells, but
not when comparing only place cells. In contrast, in longitudinal recordings place field
width was significantly different when considering only place cells, but not when con-
sidering all cells (Figure 4.22). However, it should be noted that the tendency in the
data was the same in both data sets (i.e., an increase in place field width upon CNO in-
jection). Moreover, the absolute value of the difference and the range of the medians in
each case was similar for longitudinal and nonlongitudinal recordings, but the number
of cells was much larger for longitudinal recordings (964 cells under both conditions in
longitudinal recordings vs 454 in nonlongitudinal recordings). It is thus possible that
the different sample numerosity accounted for the observed results and future experi-
mental work is needed to increase sample size.
Part of the richness of the longitudinal dataset lies on the possibility of comparing
changes between CNO and first saline days with the second saline day. However the
effect of CNO in astrocytic calcium activity has proven to be more complex than what’s
reported in literature and we cannot rule out long term effects of the pharmacological
manipulation. Moreover, preliminary analysis has shown some similarities between
Saline 1 and CNO days neuronal activity (data not shown). Whether these similarities
are due to normal dynamics of spacial mapping across days or due to the CNO injection
is a question that we cannot answer in the current dataset. For this reason we preferred
not to deepened into Saline 1 day comparisons. We are currently performing control
experiments to better elucidate the effect of CNO injection in time, and across days.
The goal of this thesis was to develop and implement an analytical workflow for
the analysis of combined two-photon imaging and pharmacogenetic experiments in
awake mice navigating in virtual reality. We developed the analytical package based
on information theory [Shannon, 1948] and applied it to the the two presented hip-
pocampal data sets. The results of the analysis did not provide a conclusive answer to
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the question whether manipulation of astrocytic calcium activity changed information
content about space in neuronal hippocampal circuits. As discussed in the previous
paragraphs, several experimental and analytical improvements are necessary to fully
test this hypothesis. However, it should be underlined that CNO injection similarly in-
creased place field width and similarly modified the distribution of place field centers
in the two data sets. This result suggested that alteration in astrocytic calcium activity
might indeed induce reliable changes in neuronal position encoding by changing neu-
ronal response properties. A higher width of place fields and response profiles would
be compatible with a less accurate response at the single cell level. However, the in-
crease or non significant change in information content in single neurons may suggest
different interpretations. For example, one possibility is that upon CNO injection place
cells became less accurate but more reliable in their responses, indicating a role of as-
trocytes in sharpening neuronal responses. Changes in reliability can be studied within
the current dataset, although the notion of reliability in place cells is not uniformly de-
fined in the literature [E. J. Markus et al., 1994; Trimper et al., 2017]. We could, for
example, compute the percentage of trials in which the cell fires in its response field, or
the difference between response fields computed with different subsets of trials. These
possibilities will be explored in the near future. More reliable responses imply less
variability on trial-by-trial bases, which could be due to changes in neuronal plasticity
properties. Astrocytes play a prominent role in the modulation of neuronal plasticity
[Pascual et al., 2005; Serrano et al., 2006; Henneberger et al., 2010; Min and Nevian,
2012], thus changes in their calcium activity could induce variations in the ability of
neuronal networks to adapt to varying environmental conditions. This hypothesis can-
not be tested in the current data set, but it is an experimental and theoretical direction
we are willing to pursue in the next future.
Astrocytic calcium dynamics has been observed to play a role not only in the mod-
ulation of single cells, but also in the regulation of neuronal networks [Fellin, Halassa,
et al., 2009; Szabó et al., 2017; Bellot-Saez et al., 2018; Mederos et al., 2020]. In the analyt-
ical work presented in this thesis, we analyzed neuronal population, but always based
on measurement of single cell properties (e.g., information content, width and center of
response per cell). However, population coding may arise on higher order properties of
neuronal networks [Stefanini et al., 2020] that are not captured by single cell properties
and that had not been analyzed here. Thus future analytical effort could be focused on
addressing this important question. For example, studying the dynamics of neuronal
CA1 populations in lower dimensional spaces, by using dimensionality reduction tech-
niques [Marshel et al., 2019], could unmask differences in population coding of space
under the different experimental conditions analyzed here (saline vs. CNO). More-
over, analyzing the sum (or averages) of information content per cell can potentially
mask information-rich population properties, as cells can synergically work to encode
or represent information about space [Stefanini et al., 2020]. Various other methods
to unravel synergic information content in the network could also be used to further
compare treatments at the population level [Pola et al., 2003; Magri et al., 2009]. Finally,
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alterations in astrocytic calcium activity might change the way population activity is
used to decode the animal’s position. To test this hypothesis, bayesian or other types of
decoders [K. Zhang et al., 1998; Shuman et al., 2020] could be used to compare decoding
accuracy under control conditions and after CNO injection.
To correctly interpret the experimental design presented in this thesis, a more de-
tailed understanding of the CNO effect on astrocytic calcium dynamics is also needed.
CNO concentrations used in this work induced complex calcium dynamics in astro-
cytes, with an early increase of calcium activity, which was synchronous across as-
trocytes and which was followed by a prolonged silencing of astrocytic calcium sig-
naling (see Figure 4.4). This observation is reminiscent of the effects observed in as-
trocytic calcium dynamics upon pharmacological stimulation of endogenous receptors
[D’Ascenzo et al., 2007; Fellin, Pascual, Gobbo, et al., 2004; Perea and Araque, 2005;
Fellin, Pozzan, and Carmignoto, 2006]. It is also important to note that in the two data
sets presented in this thesis, two-photon imaging of neuronal activity was performed
in the temporal window after CNO application (30-90 minutes after injection) when
calcium signaling was largely suppressed in astrocytes. This was because the initial in-
crease in calcium dynamics was confined to a short temporal window (approximately
10 minutes after injection) and that the time necessary to reposition the awake animal
under the microscope objective after CNO injection was longer than 10 minutes. Thus
under the current experimental conditions we cannot conclude whether the effects we
observed on neuronal representation of space upon CNO application were due to astro-
cytic calcium signaling being silenced, being activated, or to a non trivial combination
of both effects. To address this fundamental question, further characterization of CNO
effect in astrocytic networks is needed. In future experiments, we will proceed with
lowering the concentration of CNO and built a detailed dose-response curve. Ideally,
CNO should induce dynamic changes in calcium signaling in astrocytes for prolonged
time (about 1 hour), avoid oversynchronous responses across astrocytic cells, and pre-
vent long lasting dampening of calcium activity.
The virtual navigation task implemented in the presented experiments had several
advantages. It allowed 2-photon imaging and it enabled precise control of environmen-
tal cues. However, the head-fixed virtual reality approach also came with limitations
[Minderer et al., 2016]: navigation in the hippocampus involves the delicate interplay
of several neuronal types (see 1.1.2), including head direction cells. In head fixed ex-
periments this degree of complexity is constrained and there is no engagement of the
vestibular system [Minderer et al., 2016]. Thus, performing experiments in freely mov-
ing animals, while imaging the neuronal place cells with 1-photon mini-endoscopes
[Flusberg et al., 2008; Aharoni et al., 2019] will allow to extend the importance of the
presented data to a more physiologically-relevant context.
As mentioned above, recent work done at my supervisor’s laboratory in collabo-
ration with Jacopo Bonato and Stefano Panzeri (see 1.3) shows that information about
space in the hippocampus is not only encoded in neuronal networks, but also in the
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glial cell astrocyte. The possibility that neurons and astrocytes could synergisticly con-
tribute to spatial navigation has several important implications in the way we under-
stand how higher cognitive functions stem from the coordinated activity of populations
of different cell types in the brain. Importantly, the synergistic interplay between neu-
ronal and astrocytic networks can only be understood by specifically perturbing each
of the involved cell type [Panzeri, Harvey, et al., 2017] and by combining this complex
experimental approaches with advanced analysis methods. This thesis work aimed to
be an initial and preliminary step in this direction. We believe the presented work con-
tributes to open the door to new and profound questions that we aspire to fully tackle
from an experimental and theoretical point of view in the near future.
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Thalamic Drive of Cortical
Parvalbumin-Positive
Interneurons during Down
States in Anesthetized Mice
In the study presented in Appendix A, I was responsible for the analysis of Local Field
Potential (LFP) recordings in anesthetized mice (Figure 4). I developed the algorithm
for detection of slow waves and up and down states in the LFP measurements (Sup-
plementary Figure 4). I measured the latency of down-to-up state transitions after op-
togenetic inhibitory manipulation of Parvalvumin postive interneurons under control
condition and after silencing the thalamus via muscimol injection (Figure 4). I also
used a Linear Mixed Effects model to study the interaction between pharmacological
(muscimol) treatment and optogenetic stimulation in slow waves transitions (Figure 4).
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Up and down states are among the most prominent
features of the thalamo-cortical system during non-
rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and many forms
of anesthesia. Cortical interneurons, including par-
valbumin (PV) cells, display firing activity during
cortical down states, and this GABAergic signaling
is associated with prolonged down-state durations.
However, what drives PV interneurons to fire during
down states remains unclear. We here tested the
hypothesis that background thalamic activity may
lead to suprathreshold activation of PV cells during
down states. To this aim, we performed two-photon
guided juxtasomal recordings from PV interneurons
in the barrel field of the somatosensory cortex
(S1bf) of anesthetized mice, while simultaneously
collecting the local field potential (LFP) in S1bf
and the multi-unit activity (MUA) in the ventral post-
eromedial (VPM) thalamic nucleus. We found that
activity in the VPM was associated with longer
down-state duration in S1bf and that down states
displaying PV cell firing were associated with
increased VPM activity. Moreover, thalamic inhibi-
tion through application of muscimol reduced the
fraction of spikes discharged by PV cells during
cortical down states. Finally, we inhibited PV inter-
neurons using optogenetics during down states
while monitoring cortical LFP under control condi-
tions and after thalamic muscimol injection. We
found increased latency of the optogenetically trig-
gered down-to-up transitions upon thalamic phar-
macological blockade compared to controls. These
findings demonstrate that spontaneous thalamic
activity inhibits cortex during down states through
the activation of PV interneurons.
INTRODUCTION
Slow-wave oscillations represent the dominant cortical rhythm
observed during deep stages of non-rapid eye movement
(NREM) sleep and under several types of anesthesia [1–6]. These
oscillations are characterized by the rhythmic alternation
(0.2–1 Hz) of silent (down) and active (up) network states, which
can be captured in the local field potential (LFP) signal as depth-
positive and depth-negative waves, respectively [7]. Down and
up states occur in the cortex and in many subcortical regions,
including the thalamus [1, 8], and they are believed to be crucial
in the regulation of several processes, such as memory consol-
idation, sensory responses, and synaptic plasticity [9–18]. Dur-
ing up states, most types of cortical neurons display depolarized
membrane potential and, in some cases, action potential firing.
In contrast, down states are characterized by hyperpolarized
membrane potential and no action potential firing inmost cortical
cells, including principal cells [19, 20]. However, some types of
GABAergic interneurons, e.g., parvalbumin (PV)-positive fast
spiking cells, were found to spike during down states [21, 22],
and the speed of the LFP phase was observed to decrease after
PV cell spikes during down states [22]. Moreover, optogenetic
inhibitory manipulation of PV interneurons during down states
reliably triggered swift up-state transitions, indicating that the
spiking activity of PV cells during these cortical silent states
was crucial to prolong down-state duration [22] and to maintain
cortical networks in the silent state. However, what drives PV in-
terneurons to spike during cortical down states remains
unknown.
Here, we combined electrophysiological recording together
with cell-specific optogenetic manipulation and pharmacology
in anesthetized mice to demonstrate that thalamic activity signif-
icantly contributes to drive PV cells spiking during cortical down
states. We found that activity in the thalamic ventral posterome-
dial (VPM) nucleus was associated with longer down-state dura-
tion in S1bf and that down states during which PV cells firedwere
associated with increased VPM spiking. Importantly, injection of
muscimol in the thalamus decreased spikes of PV cells in the
cortex during down states. Moreover, it increased the latency
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of up-state transitions triggered by optogenetic inhibition of PV
cells during down states. Altogether, our data demonstrate
that spontaneous thalamic firing causes cortical silencing
through the recruitment of PV interneurons during cortical silent
states.
RESULTS
Simultaneous Recording of VPM and Cortical PV Cell
Activity during Up and Down States
To simultaneously monitor cortical PV cells and VPM network
activity, we performed two-photon-targeted juxtasomal record-
ings of PV interneurons in S1bf of anesthetized transgenic ani-
mals while collecting the LFP in S1bf and the multi-unit activity
(MUA) in the VPM thalamic nucleus (Figure 1A). Transgenic ani-
mals were obtained by crossing the PV-cre mouse line and the
TdTomato reporter line (see STAR Methods). We identified up
and down states (Figure 1B), combining information about the
LFP phase in the delta (<4 Hz) frequency band [7] and the power
in higher bandwidths (i.e., beta and low gamma [10, 50] Hz) [23].
This method reliably detects up and down states from the LFP
(false positive rates 4%) [22]. In Figure 1B and in all other fig-
ures, time periods identified as up or down states are shown
as pink or purple shaded areas, respectively.
PV-positive interneurons were mainly active during up states
but also fired during down states (Figure 1C), in agreement
with previous reports [21, 22]. The ratio of PV-active up states
(i.e., the number of up states in which the interneuron fired
divided by the total number of detected up states) was higher
than the ratio of PV-active down states (Figure 1D), and the
mean spike count per active up state was higher than
the mean spike count per active down state (Figure 1E). In
the VPM, we also observed a higher fraction of spikes during
up states compared to down states (Figure 1F), although the
difference in VPM activity between up and down states was
smaller compared to that observed for PV interneurons (differ-
ence between fraction of up and down-state spikes: PV
0.459 ± 0.028, VPM 0.160 ± 0.035, paired Student’s t test,
p = 1.42E7, n = 18 in 7 animals). The ratios of VPM-active
up and down states were also different (Figure 1G). The
mean VPM spike count per active state was higher in up states
compared to down states (Figure 1H). PV spikes were not uni-
formly distributed during the up and down-state cycle (Ray-
leigh test for non-uniformity of phase-of-firing distributions;
p < 0.01) with most spikes distributed in the up state phase
range ([95, 255] degrees; Figures 1I and 1J) and less spikes
in the down-state phases ([295, 75] degrees; Figures 1I and
S1A). VPM MUA was phase locked to the up and down-state
cycle in 6 out of 7 animals, corresponding to 16 out of 18 PV-
cell recordings (Rayleigh test for non-uniformity of circular
data; p < 0.01; Figures 1K and 1L), although the locking
strength of VPM was lower than that of PV interneurons (paired
Student’s t test; p = 1.47E6; n = 16 in 6 animals). Figure S1
shows the normalized phase of firing distributions limited to
either up (Figures S1C and S1D) or down (Figures S1E and
S1F) states for PV (Figures S1A, S1C, and S1E) and VPM (Fig-
ures S1B, S1D, and S1F) recordings with the corresponding
relative time of firing distributions (mean ± SEM; n = 18 cells
in 7 animals; see STAR Methods).
VPM Activity Correlates with Down-State Duration and
PV Firing in Down States
Given that VPM neurons were active during down states, we
asked whether VPM contributes driving cortical PV interneurons
spiking during cortical down states. To this aim, we first corre-
lated VPM MUA with the duration of simultaneously recorded
cortical down states. We found that down-state duration was
longer when the VPM was active (VPM active; Figure 2A)
compared to down-state duration recorded when the VPM
was silent (VPM silent; Figure 2A). Moreover, firing of PV inter-
neurons during down states was associated to higher VPM spike
count (Figure 2B), supporting the idea that VPM may promote
interneuron spiking during cortical down states.
We next characterized the temporal relationship between
VPM spikes and PV spikes during down states. If VPM neurons
contribute to drive PV cells to fire, then VPM neurons should
tend to fire earlier than PV cells, whereas a causal effect of PV
firing on VPM MUA signal would lead to the opposite temporal
relationship. To address this issue, we computed the instanta-
neous firing rate (IFR) of VPM MUA triggered on the timing of
PV spikes in down states (Figure 2C). To investigate whether
PV cell firing probability in down states can be correlated to
an increase of VPM firing rate, we compared the spike-triggered
VPM IFR with the one computed from randomly sampled time
instants taken from PV-silent down states (‘‘surrogate’’ PV
spikes; Figure 2C). Surrogates were constructed preserving
the phase of firing distribution in the down state, the maximal
number of spikes per down state, and the total number of
sampled down states (see STAR Methods for details). We
examined the temporal relationship between VPM and PV firing
for each individual PV cell. Figures S2A–S2R report the real
(mean ± SEM) and surrogate (mean ± [5–95] percentile range)
spike-triggered VPM IFR functions for all recorded PV interneu-
rons (n = 18 from 7 animals). In Figure 2D, we reported the
Z scores of VPM firing rate with respect to surrogate data distri-
bution in 100-ms time windows preceding and following PV
spikes in down state for each experiment. In 10 out of 18 PV
cells, VPM firing frequency in the pre-spike window was signif-
icantly higher than expected by chance (false discovery rate
[FDR] correction applied). Although heterogeneity of response
was observed in different cells, the finding that 10 significant
cells out of 18 at p < 0.05 was highly significant at the population
level (binomial test; p = 1.12E10; n = 18 recordings from 7
animals). Moreover, at the single-PV cell level, the pre-spike
VPM mean firing rate was higher (one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-
rank test; FDR corrected) than the post-spike VPM mean
firing rate (see STAR Methods) in 6 out of 18 recordings (see
Figure 2E for a representative cell), and no experiment
showed a post-spike VPM firing rate higher than the pre-
spike firing rate. Although heterogeneity was present across
cells, the finding that 6 individual cells had significantly higher
VPM firing rate in the pre-spike time window was highly signifi-
cant (binomial test; p = 1.1E6; n = 18 recordings from 7 ani-
mals). Finally, we normalized both pre- and post-spike VPM
firing rate to the overall mean VPM firing rate triggered by
surrogate spikes to account for different baseline VPM firing
across experiments. We found higher percentages of varia-
tions in the pre-spike window compared to the post-spike
time window (Figure 2F). Taken together, all results suggest
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Figure 1. Firing of Cortical PV Interneurons and Thalamic VPM Nucleus during Up and Down States
(A) Schematic of the experimental configuration. Two-photon guided juxtasomal recordings of PV interneurons in S1bf were conductedwhile recording the LFP in
S1bf and the MUA in the VPM.
(B) Representative traces of cortical LFP (top), single-unit activity from a PV interneuron (middle), and thalamicMUA (bottom) during up and down states. Pink and
purple in the background indicate up and down states identified from the LFP, respectively. White indicates indeterminate states (see STAR Methods). Red
asterisks mark detected spikes.
(C) Fraction of action potentials fired by PV cells in up, down, and indeterminate periods (up-down p = 2.8E11; up-indeterminate p = 0.00015; down-inde-
terminate p < 2E16; paired Student’s t test; Bonferroni corrected; n = 18 cells from 7 animals) relative to the total number of PV spikes. In this as well in other
figures, colored dots and lines identify individual cells. Black dots and lines indicate the average value across cells. Error bars indicate SEM. Not significant (n.s.),
p > 0.05; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
(D) Fraction of active up states and active down states relative to the total number of up and down states, respectively (p = 4.65E9; paired Student’s t test; n = 18
cells from 7 animals).
(E) Average number of spikes fired by PV cells per single up or down state (p = 2.82E5; paired Student’s t test; n = 18 cells from 7 animals).
(F–H) Same as in (C)–(E) but for thalamic MUA. In (F), up-down p = 0.00086, up-indeterminate p = 0.95020, down-indeterminate p = 4.7E7; paired Student’s
t test; Bonferroni corrected; n = 18 recordings from 7 animals. In (G), p = 0.008; paired Student’s t test; n = 18 recordings from 7 animals. In (H), p = 7.98E4;
Wilcoxon signed-rank test; n = 18 recordings from 7 animals.
(I) Phase of firing distribution for one representative PV interneuron. Pink and purple indicate the range of phases corresponding to up and down states,
respectively. The gray line shows the von Mises fit (see STAR Methods; m = 188 and k = 1.38). The preferred phase of firing (see STAR Methods) was 192 ± 13
degrees (circular mean ± angular deviation; n = 18 cells in 7 animals) and the locking strength 0.461 ± 0.006 (n = 18 cells in 7 animals).
(J) Circular plot of the mean phase of firing of PV interneurons. The thick black line indicates the overall mean phase of firing and average locking strength (n = 18
cells from 7 animals).
(K and L) Phase of firing distribution for one representative VPMMUA (K) and circular plot of the mean phase of firing for all recorded VPMMUA signals (L). VPM
MUAwas simultaneously recorded together with the cortical PV interneuron. The preferred phase of firing of the 16 out of 18 phase-locked VPMMUA recordings
was 191 ± 23 degrees (n = 16 cells in 6 animals), not different from that of simultaneously recorded PV interneurons (Watson-Williams test; p = 0.92; n = 16 in
6 animals).
See also Figure S1.
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that the occurrence of VPM spikes in the down state increases
the probability of PV spikes in down states shortly after.
To check whether the observed temporal relationship be-
tween VPM and PV spikes is specific to the down state, we
also computed the VPM IFR triggered on the timing of PV spikes
in the up state (Figure S2S). We compared the pre- and post-
spike VPMmean firing rate for each PV cell (one-tailed Wilcoxon
signed-rank test; FDR corrected) during up states, and we found
1 cell out of 18 in which the pre-spike VPM firing rate was higher
than the post-spike (binomial test; p = 0.2265; n = 18 recordings
from 7 animals). We also found 2 cells out of 18 in which the
pre-spike VPM firing rate was lower than the post-spike one
(binomial test; p = 0.0581; n = 18 recordings from 7 animals).
Therefore, in contrast to what we observed during down state,
no temporal relationship between VPM and PV spikes emerges
during up states at the population level.
Thalamic Inactivation Reduces PV Spikes during Down
States
The observation of a statistical dependency between the firing of
different cells (VPM neurons and PV cells in this case; Figure 2) is
not enough to prove a causal relationship between firing of the
corresponding two cellular populations [24]. To directly test for
the causal necessity of the thalamus in the regulation of PV cell
firing during down states, we used a perturbative pharmacolog-
ical approach to silence the thalamus. We applied the GABA
receptor agonist muscimol locally in the thalamus, and we per-
formed two-photon-targeted juxtasomal recordings of PV inter-
neurons in S1bf while collecting cortical LFP in S1bf and the
MUA in the VPM thalamic nucleus before and after the pharma-
cological manipulation (Figure 3A). Muscimol application almost
completely abolished spiking activity in the VPM MUA (10.12 ±
3.86 spikes/s under control conditions versus 0.03 ± 0.01
spikes/s after muscimol application; n = 11 animals; Wilcoxon
signed-rank test; p = 9.77E4; Figure 3B), and a posteriori
observation in fixed tissue confirmed local application of musci-
mol in the thalamus (see STAR Methods). Muscimol application
induced a reduction in the frequency of up states (Figure 3C) and
an increase in down-state duration (Figure 3D), consistently with
the previous literature [25]. Up-state duration (Figure S3A) and its
coefficient of variation (Figure S3B) were also decreased. Down-
state frequency (Figure S3C) and the coefficient of variation of
down state duration (Figure S3D) were not significantly changed.
Most importantly, we found that the fraction of PV spikes in
down states was decreased upon pharmacological inactivation
of the thalamus (Figure 3E), in agreement with the hypothesis
that the VPM contributes to drive PV cells spiking during down
states. At the same time, the fraction of PV spikes in the up state
increased (Figure S3E), the fraction of spikes in the indeterminate
state decreased (Figure S3F), and the mean firing rate of PV cells
remained constant (3.4 ± 1.0 spikes/s under control conditions, n
= 8, versus 2.5 ± 0.5 spikes/s after muscimol application, n = 7;
Student’s t test; p = 0.47). The average preferred phase of firing
of PV cells after muscimol injection was 201 ± 5 degrees (Fig-
ure S3G; n = 7 cells in 4 animals), not different from that under
control conditions (192 ± 5 degrees; n = 8 cells in 4 animals;
Figure 2. VPM Firing Correlates with Cortical
Down-State Duration and PV Firing in Down
States
(A) Duration of cortical down states associated with
detected VPM activity (VPM-active) and VPM inac-
tivity (VPM-silent; p = 4.5E7; one-tailed paired
Student’s t test; n = 18 recordings from 7 animals).
(B) VPM spike count in PV-active and PV-silent
cortical down states (p = 2.5E4; one-tailed Wil-
coxon signed rank test; n = 18 cells in 7 animals).
(C) Spike-triggered VPM IFR based on the timing of
PV spikes recorded during cortical down states for
one representative recording (Gaussian kernel SD,
12.5 ms; the thick black line indicates the mean; the
shaded area the SEM). The VPM IFR triggered by
‘‘surrogate’’ spikes is displayed with the thick gray
line. Dotted gray lines indicate the 5th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution of the mean surrogate
spike-triggered VPM IFR (100 surrogates).
(D) Z scores in the pre- and post-time windows of
the PV-spike-triggered VPM mean firing rate with
respect to surrogate data: 10 out of 18 recordings
showed a significant difference between actual and
surrogate data in the pre-spike window (one-tailed
z-test). The dashed line indicates significance at
p = 0.05. Cells with Z scores corresponding to p >
0.05 lie above the dashed line and are marked with
asterisks in Figure S2.
(E) Mean firing rate of the VPM before and after PV
spikes in down states (pre: [100, 0] ms; post:
[0, 100 ms]; mean ± SEM; p = 3E4; two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test; n = 116 spikes for the same recording as in C).
(F) Variation of VPM mean firing rate relative to the overall mean surrogate firing rate in the pre- and post- windows (p = 0.032; one-tailed Student’s t test; n = 10
cells from 6 animals) for those cells showing a firing rate significantly higher than that of the surrogate data.
See also Figure S2.
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see Figure S3G legend). In contrast, the locking strength mark-
edly increased upon thalamic inactivation (Figures 3F–3H), in
agreement with the decreased occurrence of down-state spikes
and increased probability of observing spikes in the up state. The
phase of firing distribution for PV spikes during the up and down
state was not changed after muscimol application with respect
to control conditions (Figures S3H and S3I).
Down-to-Up Transitions Induced by Optogenetic
Inhibition of PV Cells Show Increased Latency upon
Thalamic Inactivation
Previous work demonstrated that the firing of PV interneurons
during down states prolongs down-state durations [22]. More
specifically, decreasing the probability of PV spiking in down
states through optogenetic inhibitory manipulation reliably trig-
gered short latency down-to-up-state transitions [22]. Here, we
reasoned that, if the thalamus drives PV firing during down
states, thalamic inactivation should prolong the latency of opto-
genetically induced down-to-up-state transitions. To test this hy-
pothesis, we expressed the inhibitory opsin archaerhodopsin
(Arch) [26] in PV cells while recording the LFP in S1bf before
and after application of muscimol in the thalamus (Figure 4A).
We confirmed that optical inhibition of PV cells during down
states facilitated the up-state generation, resulting in a decrease
of the latencies of down-to-up-state transitions compared to ex-
pected spontaneous transitions (latency: 0.11 ± 0.02 s for opti-
cally evoked transitions versus 0.32 ± 0.04 s for spontaneous
transitions; n = 7 animals; p = 1.1E3; paired Student’s t test).
Importantly, we found that pharmacological inhibition of the
thalamus significantly prolonged the latencies of PV-inhibition-
evoked down-to-up-state transitions when compared to PV-
inhibition-evoked down-to-up-state transitions under control
conditions (latency: 0.25 ± 0.4 s after muscimol application
versus 0.11 ± 0.02 s under control conditions; n = 7 animals;
Figure 3. Thalamic Inactivation Significantly Reduces PV Spiking during Cortical Down States
(A) Schematic of the experimental configuration. Muscimol is injected in the thalamus while measuring cortical LFP, thalamic MUA, and one cortical PV inter-
neuron.
(B) Representative traces of cortical LFP (top), juxtasomal recording from a PV interneuron (middle), and thalamic MUA (bottom) during up and down states after
muscimol injection in the thalamus.
(C and D) Up-state frequency (C) and average down-state duration (D) under control conditions and after muscimol injection in the thalamus (paired Student’s
t test p = 0.0387 for C and p = 0.0367 for D; n = 4 animals).
(E) Fraction of PV spikes recorded during down states under control conditions and after muscimol injection in the thalamus (p = 6.24E3, Student’s t test;
control, n = 8 cells; muscimol, n = 7 cells from 4 animals).
(F) Phase of firing distribution of one representative PV interneuron after muscimol injection in the thalamus. Pink and purple indicate the global range of up- and
down-state phases after muscimol application, respectively. The gray line reports the corresponding von Mises fit (m = 191 and k = 4.30).
(G) Circular plot of the mean phase of firing of PV interneurons after muscimol application in the thalamus (n = 7 cells from 4 animals).
(H) Locking strength under control conditions and after muscimol injection (p = 1.25E5, Student’s t test; control, n = 8; muscimol, n = 7 from 4 animals).
See also Figure S3.
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p = 1.7E3; paired Student’s t test; Figures 4B, 4C, and S4C).
Moreover, the latency of optogenetically triggered down-to-up-
state transitions was more similar to the latency of spontaneous
down-to-up-state transitions upon thalamic inactivation, as
demonstrated by the increase in the ratio between the latency
of light-evoked transitions and the latency of spontaneous tran-
sitions after muscimol injection (Figure 4C). We confirmed the
statistical significance of those results using a linear mixed ef-
fects model (see STAR Methods). We found that thalamic inacti-
vation influenced the effect that the optogenetic manipulation
had on up and down-state dynamics (p = 4E3; type II Wald
chi square tests for the interaction term between pharmacology
and optogenetics).
Altogether, the results of these combined optogenetic and
pharmacological experiments support the role of the thalamus
in driving cortical PV interneuron spiking during down states.
DISCUSSION
Slow oscillations are themain oscillatory activity in the electroen-
cephalogram (EEG), and they have long been considered of
cortical origin. However, slow oscillations occur outside the cor-
tex. For example, coordinated activity of cortical and thalamic
networks is fundamental for their full expression [4, 27–30]. Early
work [8] showed that thalamic neurons are active during slow os-
cillations. Moreover, thalamic spikes precede the initiation of an
up state in the cortex [4, 21, 31, 32] and isolated thalamic slices
displayed up and down states [33, 34]. Thalamic de-afferentation
of the cortex significantly disrupted slow oscillations by reducing
their frequency [25, 35]. Moreover, thalamic optogenetic stimula-
tion reliably triggers up states and potentiates the EEG slow
rhythms [4, 25, 36]. Sensory [10, 37, 38] or electrical thalamic
[39] stimuli also triggered the generation of up states and slow
oscillations in the cortex, suggesting that strong excitatory drive
from the thalamus increases excitability in the cortex, ultimately
favoring the appearance of a cortical up state.
Cortical inhibition is active during up and down states [40, 41],
and inhibitory conductances have been shown to vary over the
course of the up state [40, 42]. This inhibitory activity modulates
up- and down-state transitions. Indeed, pharmacological
blockade of the GABAA receptors [43] shortened up-state dura-
tion and pharmacological antagonism of the GABAB receptor
prolonged it [44, 45]. A recent study combined cell-specific op-
togenetic manipulation targeted to cortical interneurons,
including PV cells, with patch-clamp recordings in vivo to
demonstrate that PV cell spiking controls both up-to-down and
down-to-up-state transitions [22]. Specifically, PV cells were
observed to fire during cortical down states and their spiking ac-
tivity was associated with the prolongation of the down-state
duration. Optogenetic inhibition of PV cells during cortical
down states triggered a swift down-to-up-state transition,
demonstrating that spiking of PV cells prolongs the duration of
cortical down states [22]. However, what drives PV interneurons
to fire during cortical down states remains unknown.
In this study, we provide a series of experimental evidences
demonstrating that the thalamus contributes to drive PV cells
to spike during cortical down states. Specifically, (1) the thalamic
VPM nucleus is less phase locked to the up state of the slow
oscillation compared to the S1bf and it is active during about
half of cortical down states, (2) cortical down states have longer
duration when the VPM is active compared to when the VPM is
silent, (3) cortical down states, which display firing of PV cells,
were associated with increased VPM activity, (4) the spike-trig-
gered average of VPM activity based on the timing of PV spikes
in down state showed increased VPM firing preceding the PV
spike, (5) pharmacological blockade of the thalamus decreased
PV spiking during down states, and (6) thalamic inactivation pro-
longed the latency of optogenetically induced down-to-up-state
transitions. Remarkably, the involvement of the thalamus in
driving interneurons was supported by non-perturbative
experiments, in which we measured the spike activity of PV cells
using two-photon guided juxtasomal electrophysiological re-
cordings while recording network dynamics with the LFP and
MUA, and pharmacological or optogenetic perturbative experi-
ments, in which we modulated the firing of specific brain
regions or specific cell types while recording network activity
with electrophysiology.
In drawing these conclusions, it is important to underline that
our results were obtained in anesthetized mice. Although recent
studies investigating the role of specific cell types in the regula-
tion of slow oscillation and up and down-state transitions found
similar results in anesthetized and non-anesthetized mice
[22, 46], future work will be needed to extend the findings pre-
sented in this study to sleeping animals [47].
VPM cells innervate both cortical principal neurons and
GABAergic cells [48, 49], including PV interneurons [50–52]. If
Figure 4. Increased Latency of Optogen-
etic-Evoked Down-to-Up Transitions upon
Thalamic Inactivation
(A) Schematic of the experimental configuration.
The inhibitory opsin Arch was expressed in PV cells
located in S1bf (green circles). Cortical LFP was
recorded via a glass electrode. Thalamic inhibition
was achieved through local injection of muscimol.
(B) Representative cortical LFP traces under control
conditions (top) and after muscimol injection in
the thalamus (bottom), showing the effect of
optogenetic inhibition of cortical PV interneurons
(yellow bar).
(C) Ratio between light-evoked down-to-up tran-
sition latencies and spontaneous down-to-up
transition latencies under control conditions and after muscimol application (n = 7 animals; p = 7.8E3; Wilcoxon signed rank test).
See also Figure S4.
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VPM thalamic neurons fire during down states, they depolarize
both cortical excitatory neurons and PV cells. However, a large
body of previous work demonstrated that the firing of principal
cells is largely silenced during cortical down states in vivo
[3, 53, 54] (but see also [55–57]). In contrast, PV interneurons
display spiking activity during these cortical silent states in vivo
[21, 22, 56]. Thus, one possibility is that VPM directly drives PV
cells during down states. This hypothesis implies that thalamo-
cortical synapses are more efficient in driving suprathreshold
response in PV cells compared to principal neurons, in agree-
ment with previous work [58, 59]. It is important to underline,
however, that regardless of whether the effect is direct
(VPM / PV cell) or indirect (VPM / principal cell / PV cell),
our data show that the VPM significantly drives PV cells to spike
during cortical down states.
It is also important to note that down-to-up transitions in the
cortex spontaneously occurred under conditions of largely
reduced (but not suppressed; see Figure 3E) firing of PV cells dur-
ing down states, as after muscimol application in the thalamus
(Figure 3B). This suggests that PV interneurons are not necessary
for the down-to-up transition to occur. Rather, through their
spiking activity during down states, they prolong the cortical
down-state duration and control the timing of the down-to-up
transition, in agreement with previous observations [22].
In the framework of what was discussed above, it must be
underlined that slowoscillations also occur in isolated cortical sli-
ces in vitro in the absence of the thalamus [42, 55] and in vivo
following thalamic inactivation [25, 35] (see Figure 3) or cortical
de-afferentation [35, 60]. Thus, the thalamic drive of cortical inter-
neurons thatwedescribe in this study is just onemechanismcon-
trolling state changes, which will likely be integrated with other
fundamental cortical processes during spontaneous up and
down-state transitions. Among these processes, activity-depen-
dent K+ currents, in particular Ca2+-dependent K+ current [61]
andNa+-dependent K+ currents [62], are thought to play a critical
role in cortical slow oscillations [55] powerfully contributing to the
termination of the up state and generating prolonged hyperpolar-
ization (down state) [63, 64]. Other cortical mechanisms control-
ling up- and down-state transitions may, for example, involve
changes in the concentration of extracellular Ca2+ [65].
In our study, we restricted the investigation to PV cells. How-
ever, SOM interneurons have been shown to fire during the down
state [22, 56, 66], and their perturbation has been demonstrated
to profoundly modulate up- and down-state transitions [22] and
slow oscillations [67]. Given that SOM interneurons, as well as
other types of cortical GABAergic cells, also receive direct excit-
atory input from thalamo-cortical cells [51, 68], the thalamusmay
modulate state transitions through the active recruitment of
interneuronal populations other than PV cells.
Our results demonstrate that thalamic spontaneous activity
can have an overall inhibitory effect on cortical network dy-
namics during slow oscillations. This is in line with previous ob-
servations [69] suggesting that thalamo-cortical inputs to the
neocortexmay synchronize inhibitory interneurons, thus contrib-
uting to synchronous up-to-down-state transitions via feedfor-
ward inhibition. Although it is clear that strong thalamic activity
induced by sensory [37], electrical [39], or optogenetic [25, 36]
stimulation enhances excitation in the cortex, ultimately resulting
in the generation of an up-state transition, the data presented in
this study demonstrate that moderate level of spontaneous
thalamic activity results in inhibitory (rather than excitatory) ef-
fects on cortical networks (i.e., prolongation of down-state dura-
tion). On the basis of the evidences presented in this study and of
those described in the literature, we here propose a unifying view
in which the thalamic firing level is seen as a control signal for
cortical state transitions. According to this hypothesis, low spon-
taneous thalamic firing during cortical down states results in pre-
vailing inhibitory effect onto cortex, e.g., prolonging silent
cortical states through the action of PV interneurons. In contrast,
progressively higher thalamic firing results in cortical networks
excitation, thus promoting down-to-up-state transitions. This
hypothesis is in agreement with the observation that thalamo-
cortical connections form direct synapses onto cortical interneu-
rons [70, 71] and that these connections are stronger and more
effective than thalamo-cortical connections onto pyramidal
excitatory neurons [58, 59, 68, 72].
One intriguing question is whether our findings in the somato-
sensory thalamo-cortical loop can be extended to other tha-
lamo-cortical circuits, including those involving non-sensory
areas (e.g., the centromedial thalamus [CMT] and the cingulate
cortex), which are involved in the control up and down-state tran-
sitions [4]. Same similarities between different thalamo-cortical
loops can be observed. For example, VPM thalamo-cortical neu-
rons fire in advance of S1 cortical cells at up state start [21], and
the firing of CMT neurons similarly precedes up-state generation
in the cingulate cortex [4]. However, the spiking activity of CMT
and VB neurons is differentially modulated during sleep-wake
cycle, and optogenetic manipulation of CMT and VB neurons
have different effects on sleep-wake transitions [4]. Thus, it is
conceivable whether our findings can be extended to non-so-
matosensory thalamo-cortical circuits.
In summary, we demonstrated that the thalamus drives PV in-
terneurons to fire during cortical down states, exerting an inhib-
itory control of cortical S1 network dynamics during down states.
Given the role of up- and down-state transitions in memory
consolidation [9], synaptic plasticity [15, 16], and the modulation
of sensory responses [10, 12], these findings highlight the impor-
tance of precisely dissecting out the complex circuit mecha-
nisms underlying the function of the thalamo-cortical system.
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the surgery. A small skin incision was used to expose the skull and250 nL of viral suspension were injected using a micropipette at
stereotaxic coordinates of 0 mm from bregma, 2 mm lateral of the sagittal sinus, and 0.25–0.3 mm depth. Following injection, the
micropipette was held in place for 1–2 min before retraction. After pipette removal, the skin was sutured, and the pup was revitalized
under an infrared heating lamp.
Electrophysiology
Electrophysiological recordings were performed at postnatal day P24-P28 for PV-cre and PV-cre x TdTomato mice. Urethane anes-
thesia (16.5%, 1.65 g/kg) was used to induce cortical spontaneous up- and down-states transitions. The body temperature was
monitored using a rectal probe and maintained at 37C with a heating pad. Oxygen saturation was controlled by a pulse oximeter
(MouseOx, Starr Life Sciences, Oakmont, PA). The depth of anesthesia throughout the surgery and the experiments was controlled
bymonitoring respiration rate, heartbeat, eyelid reflex, vibrissaemovements, reactions to tail and toe pinching. Simultaneous cortical
LFP and two-photon-guided PV juxtasomal recordings (Figures 1 and 3) were performed as in [22] and centered on top of the barrel
cortex. Briefly, a low resistance (0.3-0.6 MU) pipette, filled with HEPES-buffered artificial cerebrospinal solution (ACSF), was lowered
at300 mmdepth from the pial surface tomonitor superficial LFP activity. Juxtasomal recordings were performed with a second high
resistance (5-8 MU) pipette, filled with ACSF and 2 mM Alexa 488 Fluor (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) [74, 75]. Su-
perficial (80-350 mmbelow the pial surface) PV interneurons were identified by imaging TdTomato fluorescence with an Ultima II laser
scanning two-photon microscope (Bruker, Billerica, MA, former Prairie Technologies, Madison, WI, USA) coupled to a Chameleon
Ultra II (Coherent Santa Clara, CA, lexc = 720 nm) [76]. In addition, a third craniotomy was performed at specific coordinates
(AP: 3.8, ML: 1.7) which allows to selectively target the thalamic VPM nucleus by lowering a glass pipette.
For LFP recordings during optogenetic manipulation of PV interneurons (Figure 4), Arch expression was first controlled by looking
at GFP fluorescence through the mouse skull under a fluorescence stereo microscope. The skull was thinned on top of the barrel
cortex where Arch expression was higher. In a subset of experiments, intrinsic optical imaging (IOI) was then performed by stimu-
lating a single whisker (usually B2 or C2). The selected whisker or neighboring ones (e.g., C1, C3 if C2 was used for IOI) were later
used to control for whisker-evoked responses in the VPM. A small craniotomy (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm) was performed on top of the iden-
tified area and a low resistance (0.5-1 MOhm) glass pipette was lowered to collect the LFP signals from superficial layers (350 mm
from cortical surface). At the same time a second craniotomy was performed at the following coordinates (AP = 3.8, ML = 1.8) and a
tilted glass capillary was placed at a depth of about 3.2-3.5 mm in order to target the VPM and to collect its multi-unit activity (MUA)
signal.
In all the experiments the cortical surface was kept moist with ACSF. LFP signal displayed in Figures 1 and 3 was filtered in the
bandwidth 0.1 – 1 kHz, amplified by an AM-amplifier (AM-system, Carlsborg, WA, USA) and digitized at 10 kHz with a Digidata
1440 (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). MUA and juxtasomal signals were acquired using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier, filtered
at 2.2 kHz and 6 kHz respectively, digitized at 10 kHz with a Digidata 1440. For experiments displayed in Figure 4, all the signals
were filtered at 0.1 – 2 kHz, acquired using a Multiclamp 700B, and digitized at 50 kHz. All data were stored with pClamp 10
(Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA).
Intrinsic optical imaging
IOI was performed with a customized set-up. The skin was cut to expose the skull and the area above the primary somatosensory
cortex was thinned. A single whisker (usually B2 or C2) was introduced in a glass capillary tube glued to a piezoelectric bender actu-
ator (Physik Instrumente,Milan, IT), and then stimulated at 18Hz for 1.1 s at intervals of 20 s for a total of 40 trials. Illumination upon the
skull was done with red light (630 ± 10 nm) and a CCD camera (Hamamatsu, Milan, IT) was used to acquire time series images during
whisker stimulation. The analysis of the images was performed with a customMATLAB script based on [77]. The region that showed
lower reflectance compared to baseline was used to identify the principal barrel corresponding to that whisker. Blood vessels were
used as reference by acquiring an image under green light (546 ± 10 nm). Once the area of interest was identified by IOI, a small crani-
otomy (1 mm2) was performed over that region.
Whisker stimulation
To assess the position of pipettes used for recording and pharmacological application in the thalamic VPM nucleus, we stimulated
the mouse whiskers with a single pulse of compressed air delivered through a glass capillary and, at the same time, we recorded the
MUA activity in the VPM. The pulses were 20-ms long and presented at 0.25 Hz. We evaluated the responsiveness of the recorded
region by detecting extracellular spikes as described before and calculating the spike rate in 100-ms windows before and after the
onset of the stimulation (pre- and post-stimulation windows). Under control conditions, we found a significant increase in the spike
rate after whisker stimulation with respect to the preceding time period (pre stimulation: 8.14 ± 2.62 spikes/s, post stimulation:
24.09 ± 3.10 spikes/s, mean ± s.e.m., n = 7 animals, p = 0.0074, paired Student’s t test). After muscimol injection VPM was largely
suppressed with no significant difference between activity preceding and following whisker stimulation (no detected spikes in pre-
stimulation windows versus 2.38 ± 2.30 spikes/s in post-window, mean ± sem, n = 7 animals, p = 0.34, one-sample Student’s t test).
We computed the spike rate of the complete recordings averaged across animals during spontaneous activity, obtaining: 5.71 ± 1.65
spikes/s under control condition and 0.02 ± 0.01 spikes/s after muscimol injection.
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Pharmacology and optogenetics
To induce pharmacological block of thalamic activity, a glass pipette was filled with a solution containing fluorescent muscimol (Mus-
cimol, BODIPY TMR-X Conjugate, Thermo Fisher) 0.5 mM dissolved in 1% DMSO and ACSF. A small positive pressure was applied
to infuse between 250-500 nL into the thalamus. Using the same pipette, we collected the MUA and the effect of muscimol silencing
was controlled for by looking at the almost complete loss of MUA spikes. The muscimol diffused for about 20 - 40 minutes and the
effect on whisker stimulation was further confirmed by the dramatic decreased of MUA spikes in the thalamic activity following
whisker deflection. The animal was then sacrificed and correct positioning of the glass pipette for pharmacological application
was confirmed by imaging the fluorescent conjugate of muscimol in fixed tissue using the upright fluorescent microscope Olympus
BX51 coupled with Neurolucida software.
A continuous wave solid-state laser source (Cobolt, Vretenv€agen, Sweden) was used to deliver yellow (l = 594 nm, stimulus dura-
tion of 500 ms) light illumination through an optical fiber (diameter 200 mm, NA: 0.22, AMS Technologies, Milan, Italy). Laser power
was measured at the fiber tip and set at 30 mW.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data selection
To ensure that our analysis was restricted to synchronized periods of activity, in consecutive 5 s trials we computed the synchroni-
zation index, i.e., the ratio between the LFP signal power in low-frequency ([0.1, 4] Hz) over high-frequency bandwidth ([4, 100] Hz)
[23, 78]. We ran our analysis only on those trials showing synchronization index > 4 [78].
Up- and down-state detection from LFP signal
Up- and down-states were detected from the cortical LFP signal using the samemethod described in [22]. Briefly, the raw LFP signal
was first low-pass filtered below 500 Hz (using an elliptic filter) and then down-sampled to 1 kHz. Up- and down-states were then
detected from the filtered LFP using a method based on combining the approach of Saleem and colleagues [7] (based on the instan-
taneous phase of the LFP in the low-frequency < 4 Hz band), with a modified version of the algorithm proposed by Mukovski [23]
(exploiting differences in beta and gamma-band power between up- and down-states). As described in [22] we optimized the param-
eters of the algorithm for our experimental conditions by using six simultaneous LFP and patch-clamp recordings on pyramidal
neurons. The Saleem method depends on the choice of a few low-frequency bands, whose instantaneous phase is used for state
detection, as well as on the corresponding angular parameters that may vary according to the specific recording configuration.
We found that under our conditions the optimal LFP bands for state detection were [0 – 1 Hz] and [1 – 2 Hz]. This choice allowed
us to maximize the performance of the detection algorithm (data not shown). The output of the Saleem method is a decision (or ev-
idence) variable Sdelta(t), computed by combining the differential likelihood of observing an up- or down-state from the chosen bands,
which varies between 0 and 1 and can be used to determine the instantaneous state. To also take advantage of the information about
the state given by higher frequencies, following [23] we combined Sdelta(t)with another decision variable extracted from the LFP in the
10 – 50 Hz range including the beta and low gamma bands (Sbetagamma(t)). To calculate Sbetagamma(t), we first processed the filtered
signal to calculate the standard deviation (i.e., root mean square) of the filtered signal in the [10, 51] Hz band in a running frame of
5 ms. We then smoothed the obtained trace with a 50 ms running frame linear filter [23]. Finally, the resulting signal was normalized
between 0 and 1, excluding the top 5th percentile, and averaged with Sdelta(t) to obtain Scomb(t). Since the performances of the algo-
rithm considering Scomb(t) were slightly higher than when using Sdelta(t) alone [22], we decided to use Scomb(t) instead of Sdelta(t) to
estimate the state at each time instant. To determine the thresholds for the detection of up/down-states, the distribution of Scomb(t)
(excluding the top 5th percentile) was fitted by amixture of three Gaussians using an expectationmaximization algorithm [7, 22]. Each
Gaussian represents a different cortical state: up (highest values of Scomb), down (lowest), and indeterminate (intermediate). Time
samples corresponding to Scomb(t) > mUP  2sUP were assigned to up-states, and samples corresponding to Scomb(t) < mDOWN +
2sDOWN to down-states (where means and variances of the Gaussians were represented as mUP, mDOWN, and sUP, sDOWN for the
up- and down-states, respectively). The remaining samples were considered as indeterminate state. We set theminimum state dura-
tion equal to 100 ms and the minimum inter-state interval equal to 50 ms [22].
After muscimol injection in the thalamus, we re-fitted Scomb(t) distributions and determined new up/down-state detection thresh-
olds. We ensured that thresholds in the control condition were not significantly different from thresholds in the muscimol condition
for the same animals (data not shown). All the analyses were performed by using custom-made software implemented in MATLAB
(The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
Spike detection
We detected action potentials in cortical PV interneurons from juxtasomal recordings by applying a hard-threshold algorithm to the
high-pass filtered signal (elliptic filter, cut-off frequency 300 Hz). The threshold was computed as 6 times the estimated standard de-
viation of the signal. The time stamps of the detected spikes were assigned to the action potential positive peak. Extracellular spikes
in the thalamic MUA were detected using a previously published spike detection algorithm known as precise timing spike detection
(PTSD) [73]. Briefly, after band-pass filtering (elliptic filter, bandwidth [300, 3000 Hz]), the algorithm looked for pairs of relative max-
ima/minima in the filtered signal within a user-defined peak lifetime period (set at 3 ms) exceeding a differential threshold set at 8-9
times the estimated standard deviation of the noise. A refractory period of 1 ms was also applied to discard overlapping spikes.
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The time stamps of the detected spikes were assigned to the negative voltage peaks. The VPM nucleus contains one type of excit-
atory neuron the thalamo-cortical cell [79] and virtually no local interneurons [80]. The MUA signal should thus provide a proxy of the
integrated activity of VPM thalamo-cortical cells. However, previous work demonstrated that extracellular electrodes placed in the
VPMcan record narrow spikes generated by the axons of TRN inhibitory cells [81]. Thus, we cannot exclude that part of the VPMMUA
signal recorded under our experimental conditions reflects TRN activity.
Phase locking analysis between cortical PV interneurons / thalamic activity and LFP
To investigate the temporal relationship between PV interneurons’ spiking activity/thalamicMUA and up/down-state occurrence dur-
ing spontaneous activity, we asked whether the LFP slow oscillation phase (which in turn reflected cortical state) was related to the
occurrence of spikes by quantifying phase locking of recorded spikes. To do that, we applied a previously described method
[22, 82, 83]. We computed the instantaneous low-frequency phase of the LFP as the angle of the Hilbert transform of the LFP trace
filtered in the [0.1, 4] Hz band. The phase of firing distribution quantifies, for each cell, the phase values at which each spike was fired.
Non-uniform phase of firing distributions meant that neurons fired preferentially at certain phases. Hence, phase locking can be de-
tected by assessing departure from uniformity in the distribution of rescaled phases observed at spike times. To correct for the effect
of possible non-uniformities in the phase distributions due to asymmetries in the LFP wave shape [83], we made the overall distribu-
tion of phase across all time points uniform by rescaling it by its cumulative distribution. The significance of phase locking was
computed as departure from uniformity of the phase of firing distribution, using the Rayleigh’s test [83]. As a measure of strength
of locking, we considered one minus the circular variance, to quantify the concentration of the distribution of angles [82, 84]. We
also determined the preferred phase of firing by calculating the circular mean of the phase of firing distribution. To quantify how
spikes are distributed during the course of either up- or down-states, we also computed the phase of firing distribution of PV inter-
neuron spikes separately for either up- or down-states. PV spikes recorded during up- (or down-) states were limited to the 5th-95th
percentile up-state (or down-state) phase range, i.e., [95, 255] degrees for up-, and [295, 75] degrees for down-state, respectively. In
this case, to account for the non-uniformity of the overall distribution of up-state (or down-state) phase, we rescaled it by its cumu-
lative distribution in the abovementioned range. The phase of firing distribution during up- or down-states can be easily compared to
the time of firing distribution when normalized to state extremes (0 = start of up/down-state; 1 = end of up/down-state). Point-wise
comparison between the phase and time distributions demonstrated no significant difference between the phase and time domain
with the exception of the last three bins at the end of the down-state for VPM (marked by asterisks in Figure S1F, paired Student’s
t test, FDR correction for multiple comparisons). When comparing relative time of firing distributions with the uniform distribution, we
observed significant differences only in down-state for both PV interneurons and VPM, with the exception of one point at the end of
the up-state for PV cell activity (marked by hashtags in Figures S1E and S1F, left- or right-tailed one-sample Student’s t test, FDR
corrected for multiple comparisons). Cortical PV interneurons tended to spike more than expected from a uniform distribution at
the beginning and less in the middle of the down-state, showing a median time-of-firing of 0.39 ± 0.03 (significantly different from
0.5, one-sample Student’s t test, p = 7.71E-4, n = 18 cells in 7 animals). The thalamus showed lower spiking probability in the middle
of the down-state and symmetrically higher probability at the borders. Nonetheless, the VPM median time-of-firing was 0.48 ± 0.02
(n = 18 recordings in 7 animals), not significantly different from 0.5 (one-sample Student’s t test, p = 0.30, n = 18 in 7 animals).
During the up-state, both PV interneurons and the thalamic VPM nucleus fired uniformly, showing median time of firing of 0.49 ±
0.01 and 0.51 ± 0.01, respectively (not significantly different from 0.5, one-sample Student’s t test, p = 0.43 and p = 0.45, n = 18
in 7 animals).
Spike-triggered thalamic instantaneous firing rate
Tomeasure the temporal relationship between cortical PV interneuron spiking activity and thalamicMUAduring cortical down-states,
we computed the spike-triggered VPM instantaneous firing rate (IFR) based on the timing of PV spikes recorded during down-states
(this analysis was also extended to PV spike times during up-states, see Results). To estimate the IFR function, we convolved VPM
spike trains with Gaussian kernels of increasing standard deviations (1.25 ms – 12.5 ms). We averaged VPM IFR functions in time
windows of corresponding increasing durations (10-100 ms) preceding (pre-spike) and following (post-spike) PV spikes in down-
state. We finally selected those parameter values that maximized the correlation between VPM and PV activity in the pre-spike win-
dow (Gaussian kernel standard deviation of 12.5 ms, corresponding to low-pass filtering with 20-Hz cut-off frequency, and pre- /
post-spike time windows of 100 ms). For each PV interneuron, to test whether the VPM mean firing rate preceding PV spikes in
down-state was higher than expected by chance, we repeated the same analysis for ‘‘surrogate’’ PV spikes. We generated 100 sur-
rogate datasets by randomly sampling PV-silent down-states while preserving the total number of spikes and the phase of firing dis-
tribution in down-state. We checked that, by doing this, also the time of firing distribution during down-state, when normalized to
state extremes, was approximately preserved. We also fixed the maximum number of sampled down-states and the maximum num-
ber of spikes per down-state. This helped us to also mimic with our surrogate data the statistical distribution of the number of spikes
per down-state. We then computed for each surrogate dataset the VPM IFR triggered by surrogate spikes and computed preceding
and following VPM mean firing rates, as done for the actual PV spikes. For each PV interneuron, we computed the z-score of the
average VPM firing rate in the pre-spike and post-spike windows with respect to the corresponding statistical distribution of surro-
gate mean firing rates to check for significant statistical differences between actual and surrogate data. Moreover, we askedwhether
the statistical distribution of VPM mean firing rate in the pre-spike window was significantly higher than in the post-spike
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window, suggesting a possible temporal relationship directed from VPM to PV interneurons in down-state. The latter analysis was
also performed for VPM mean firing rate preceding and following PV spikes in up-state.
Evoked down-to-up transition latency
We computed the latencies of down-to-up transitions evoked by optogenetic suppression of PV interneurons during cortical down-
states both under control conditions and after muscimol injection in the thalamus in two steps. First, for finding putative down-state
periods, we slightly modified the previously described detection algorithm by simplifying it, since we did not need to determine pre-
cisely up/down-state boundaries in this case. We observed a short polarization of the signal at the beginning of the optogenetic stim-
ulation, which can be considered as an artifact of the illumination (duration  4 ms). To correct for this we substracted to the LFP
signal the mean of all stimulation trials in which the artifact was visible and not superimposed to a fast evoked down-to-up state tran-
sition, and finally smoothed it using a 14-ms window moving average filter in a 60-ms window centered on the stimulation onset. We
then computed the evidence (or decision) variable SbetagammaðtÞ as previously described (using 10-ms windows for running standard
deviation computation of the [10, 51] Hz filtered signal,) and we detected as putative down-states those time periods in which the
processed signal was lower than its overall median (see Figure S4A, middle trace). The same thresholds computed under control
conditions were used to detect putative down-states after thalamic pharmacological inhibition. We then selected those 5 s trials
in which the onset of the optogenetic stimulation fell in a putative down-state and we computed the discrete temporal derivative
of the LFP signal (Figure S4A, bottom trace). For each optogenetic stimulation falling in a down-state, we computed the mean m
and standard deviation s of the LFP derivative in the corresponding down-state. We identified the evoked transition to an up-state
as the time sample when the LFP derivative exceeded the threshold T defined as T = m ks, with k being an arbitrary multiplicative
constant set at 4. The latency of the transition was therefore computed as the time interval between the onset of the illumination
period and the first crossing of the threshold T (Figure S4A, top trace). To check whether light-evoked transition latencies were
shorter than expected by chance due to optogenetic inhibition of PV cells, we selected periodically distributed points during spon-
taneous activity as ‘‘surrogate’’ stimulation onsets and performed the same analysis by computing the latencies to the next sponta-
neous down-to-up transitions (setting k = 2 to account for slower spontaneous transition slopes with respect to light-evoked ones).
We considered as spontaneous the LFP activity occurring at least 50 ms before the onset and 550 ms after the offset of each illumi-
nation period in each 5 s trial. To control for possible long-term effects of the optogenetic PV inhibition in cortical activity, we
compared the latencies of spontaneous down-to-up transitions obtainedwith thismethodwith latencies calculated on longer record-
ings of fully spontaneous activity for 20 different random selection of the beginning of stimulation time instants in 3 animals under
control conditions and after muscimol injection. The obtained results were not significantly different from previous ones (data
not shown). Then, we compared the obtained results by using different thresholds for putative down-state identification
from SbetagammaðtÞ distribution, instead of using the signal’s median. (i.e., the full-width-half-maximum of the first peak of
SbetagammaðtÞprobability distribution function, and the mean plus standard deviation of the first Gaussian component of two-
Gaussian mixture fitting of SbetagammaðtÞ distribution). In both cases, we obtained statistically indistinguishable results compared
to the median threshold (Figure S4B).
Finally, we developed a linear mixed effects model (LME) [85] to further explore the effects that pharmacological inhibition of the
thalamus had on the down-to-up state transition regulatory function of PV cells. This statistical model allowed us to discriminate the
contributions to the variance of the experimental variables of interest (fixed effects) from the ones due to animal variability (random
effects). We defined as ‘‘fixed effects’’ pharmacological treatment (considering either control or muscimol conditions), and stimula-
tion (considering either optogenetically induced transitions or spontaneous ones), and we also considered their interaction. To ac-
count for animal variability, we first included as ‘‘random effects’’ the animal identity, and variations in intercept among animals within
both treatment and stimulation.
The model is described by the following equation:
Latencyijk = b0 + b1ðiÞ+ b2ðjÞ+ b3ði; jÞ+g0k +g1kðiÞ+g2kðjÞ+ εijk
with b the fixed effects, g the random effects, for treatment i; stimulation j and animal k. We first tested the statistical significance of
each random effect by using a likelihood ratio test (LRT). The LRT compared the likelihood of the complete model with reduced ones
dropping one effect at a time. The random intercepts corresponding to the interaction between animal and treatment and between
animal and stimulation were significant (g1k ; p = 0.02, g2k ; p = 1.4E-8), but animal identity was not and we therefore excluded it from
the model (g0k ; p = 0.26). Then, after re-fitting the model, each fixed effect was evaluated using type II Wald chi-square test [86]. To
evaluate the output of this model, we performed a pairwise contrast test between the means of the factorial groups adjusting the
degrees of freedom using the Kenward-Roger method and the p values using the Tukey method for comparing a family of four
estimates (Figure S4C).
Statistics
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was run on each experimental sample with N > 5 to test for normality. Two-tailed (unless otherwise
stated) Student’s t test (in case of normal distribution), and the Wilcoxon rank-sum or signed-rank (for unpaired and paired compar-
ison of non-normal distributed data, respectively) tests were used when comparing two populations. For comparison of more than
two populations, one-way ANOVA was used. We used Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to correct p values for FDR in case of
multiple comparisons, and binomial test to combine p values resulting from several independent tests bearing upon the same overall
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hypothesis. To study the significance of fixed effects in the LME model, we used the Type II Wald Chi-square test and a pairwise
contrasts test adjusted with the Tukey method to compare the population means of the model. When not specified explicitly, the
significance level for statistical testing was set at 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using Origin 2016, RStudio, or MATLAB
software.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The raw datasets (i.e., electrophysiological recordings) and customMATLAB code were deposited in Zenodo. The DOI to the depos-
ited data and code reported in this paper is https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2609157.
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Figure S1. Phase-of-firing and relative time-of-firing distributions of PV cells and VPM MUA during cortical up- 
and down-states. Related to Figure 1. (A-B) Phase-of-firing distributions of all PV interneurons (color-coded by 
animal (A) and simultaneously recorded VPM MUA (B). (C-D) Phase-of-firing distribution (red, mean ± s.e.m., n = 18 
cells in 7 animals) and relative time-of-firing distr bution (black) for PV interneurons (C) and VPM MUA (D) during 
cortical up-states. (E-F) Same as for (C, D), but for cortical down-states (mean ± s.e.m., n = 18 recordings in 7 
animals). For all panels: asterisks indicate point-wise significant statistical differences between the two curves (paired 
Student’s t-test, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, p-level = 0.05). Hashtags indicate point-wise significant 
statistical differences between time-of-firing distributions and the uniform distribution (one-sample Student’s t-test, 
FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, p-level = 0.05). 
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Figure S2. Spike-triggered average analysis across individual experiments. Related to Figure 2. (A-R) Spike-
triggered VPM firing rate based on PV interneuron spike times during cortical down-states for all recorded cells (n = 18 
from 7 animals, Gaussian kernel standard deviation 12.5 ms, mean ± s.e.m.). Statistical difference of the pre-spike VPM 
mean firing rate with respect to surrogate data is indicated by the asterisks (z-test, p < 0.05). Insets: VPM firing rate 
before and after a PV spike in down-state (pre: [-100, 0] ms; post: [0, 100 ms]; mean ± s.e.m.; Wilcoxon signed rank 





Figure S3. Effect of thalamic muscimol injection on cortical up and down-state dynamics and PV interneuron 
firing activity. Related to Figure 3. (A-B) Up-state duration (A) and its coefficient of variation (B) under control 
conditions and after muscimol injection in the thalamus (mean ± s.e.m., paired Student’s t-test, p = 0.009 for A and p = 
0.003 for B, n = 4 animals). (C) Down-state frequency under control conditions andfter muscimol injection in the 
thalamus (mean ± s.e.m., p = 0.056, paired Student’s t-test, n = 4 animals). (D) Coefficient of variation of down-state 
duration under control conditions and after muscimol injection in the thalamus (mean ± s.e.m., paired Student’s t-test p 
= 0.27 for D, n = 4 animals). (E-F) Fraction of up (E) and indeterminate (F) state spikes under control conditions and 
after muscimol injection (mean ± s.e.m., Student’s t- est, p = 0.003 for C and p = 0.008 for D, control: n = 8 cells, 
muscimol: n = 7 cells from 4 animals). (G) Mean phase of firing of PV interneurons under control conditions and after 
thalamic muscimol injection (circular mean ± s.e.m, p = 0.26, Watson-Williams test, control: n = 8, muscimol: n = 7 
from 4 animals). (H-I) Phase-of-firing distribution of PV interneurons during cortical up (H) and down (I) states under 
control conditions (red, mean ± s.e.m., n = 8 cells in 4 animals) and after thalamic muscimol injection (blue, mean ± 
s.e.m., n = 7 cells in 4 animals). In both panels, the two curves do not show significant point-wise differences, except 
for two points (marked by asterisks, Student’s t-tes , FDR corrected for multiple comparisons, p-level = 0.05). 
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Figure S4. Latencies of down-to-up transitions upon inhibition of cortical PV interneurons under control 
condition and after thalamic pharmacological inactivation. Related to Figure 4. (A) Representative cortical LFP 
trace after muscimol injection in the thalamus (top) showing characteristic silent and active periods during slow 
oscillation network dynamics. The gamma-filtered signal (middle) is used to detect down-states (blue periods). This 
detection is then used to select the traces in which t e beginning of the optogenetic inhibition of PVcells (yellow bar) 
occurred in a down-state. The transition to an up-state (purple vertical line) is defined as occurring when the LFP 
temporal derivative (bottom) crosses the threshold  (gray line). The latency of the transition is therefo e the time 
interval between the beginning of the yellow bar and the purple vertical line. (B) Comparison of the average latency 
ratios calculated using three different thresholds (median, full-width-half-maximum and two-Gaussian mixture fitting, 
indicated by different colors) for down-state detection (see STAR Methods) (mean ± s.e.m., one-way ANOVA, p = 0.36 
for control and p = 0.94 for muscimol, n = 7 animals). (C) Latencies of spontaneous and light-evoked down-to-up 









In the study presented in Appendix B, I compared traces extracted by CITE-On with
those extracted by CaImAn [Giovannucci et al., 2019], a state-of-the-art method based
on constrain non-negative matrix factorization (Supplementary Figure 4 and 6). I com-
pared different background extraction methods and the correlation between traces for
each method (Supplementary Figure 4 and 6), as well as the relationship with signal-
to-noise ratio of putative neurons and correlation between methods (Supplementary
Figure 4 and 6).
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In vivo two-photon calcium imaging is a powerful approach in experimental neuroscience. However, 27 
processing two-photon calcium imaging data is computationally intensive and time-consuming, 28 
making online frame-by-frame analysis a challenge. This is especially true for large field-of-view 29 
(FOV) imaging. Here, we present CITE-On (Cell Identification and Trace Extraction Online), a 30 
convolutional neural network-based algorithm for fast automatic cell identification, segmentation, 31 
identity tracking, and trace extraction in two-photon calcium imaging data. CITE-On processes 32 
thousands of cells online, including data from mesoscopic two-photon imaging, and provides accurate 33 
functional measurements from most neurons in the FOV. Applied to publicly available datasets, 34 
CITE-On achieves performance similar to that of state-of-the-art methods for offline analysis. 35 
Moreover, CITE-On generalizes across calcium indicators, brain regions, and acquisition parameters 36 
in anesthetized and awake head-fixed mice. CITE-On represents a powerful new tool to speed up 37 
image analysis and facilitate closed-loop approaches, for example in combined all-optical imaging 38 
and manipulation experiments. 39 
 40 
Introduction 41 
Multi-photon imaging in combination with Genetically Encoded Calcium Indicators (GECI) allows 42 
the recording of population activity with high spatial resolution in the intact brain in vivo 1-6. However, 43 
multi-photon imaging datasets, in the form of t-series, can be heavy (0.5 GB to > 1 TB) and their 44 
processing requires time and computational power. More specifically, the precise identification and 45 
segmentation of neuronal structures (typically somata) in a given FOV is critical to extract truthful 46 
and reliable information from raw imaging t-series 6. This step can be complex because of dense 47 
GECI staining, low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), presence of motion artifacts, and large number of 48 





Segmentation is typically performed in two ways: i) manually, based on visual inspection by an expert 51 
user and on selection of pixels into regions of interest (ROIs); ii) automatically, employing supervised 52 
or unsupervised methods leveraging on static and dynamic properties of the fluorescence signal in 53 
the t-series 9-23. Manual segmentation 24, 25 is time consuming and impractical in case of large datasets 54 
and FOVs (e.g. mesoscopic imaging) or when real-time manipulation of experimental conditions is 55 
needed 26, 27. State-of-the-art automatic approaches apply pixel correlation 15, 16, 19, 56 
principal/independent component analysis (PCA/ICA) 15, 16, constrained non-negative matrix 57 
factorization (CNMF) 10, 14, 17, and deep neural networks (DNN) 10, 20-22 to perform FOV segmentation. 58 
These approaches are usually applied offline and generally take advantage of both neuronal spatial 59 
footprints and the temporal dynamics of the fluorescence signal associated to the identified spatial 60 
footprints. Consequently, their performance benefits from long acquisitions 10, 16, 23, with highly active 61 
cells being more easily segmented than rarely active or inactive ones 10, 22. Moreover, current methods 62 
often require the experimenter to set initialization parameters ahead of the segmentation process 10, 63 
11, 15-17, 22. While most of these parameters are generally easy to adjust (e.g. frame rate and indicator 64 
kinetics), some are inaccessible to the user online (e.g. number of expected ROIs in a FOV and spatial 65 
constraints on ROI shapes) and must be determined through multiple offline rounds of empirical 66 
tuning steps. 67 
 68 
The quality of in vivo two-photon calcium imaging is also extremely sensitive to motion artifacts 6. 69 
In particular, the shape and position of imaged cells may change due to motion artifacts correlated 70 
with the animal’s locomotion, breathing, and heartbeat. In current approaches 10, 15-17, 22, 28, successful 71 
neuronal segmentation is typically achieved after correcting for motion artifacts: a process requiring 72 




mask, representing the “average” shape and position of each cell throughout the t-series. This 74 
approach is impractical whenever cells should be tracked online on a frame-by-frame basis, for 75 
instance when a neuronal ensemble (i.e. a group of coactive neurons) must be optogenetically 76 
manipulated after being identified 29, 30. In fact, neuronal ensembles are dynamic and different cells 77 
may belong to a given ensemble at a certain time instant, making it difficult to define a priori the 78 
neuronal identities belonging to future ensembles 31. Finally, downstream of segmentation, the 79 
dynamic fluorescence signal from each cell must be extracted and “decontaminated” from 80 
background signal 6, 32. Different approaches are available to this end 10, 11, 15-17, 32, 32, 33, all requiring 81 
additional computational time. As a result of all these analytical steps, a total processing time of 30 82 
to 90 minutes was reported for most efficient methods when processing FOVs of about 500 x 500 83 
µm2 containing hundreds of cells imaged over tens of thousands frames 10, 11, 22. Altogether, current 84 
analytical approaches are: i) still limited in their ability to perform online analysis, which is necessary 85 
for closed-loop experiments; ii) biased against the identification of rarely active or inactive cells, 86 
which could be as informative to target as more active neurons, for example, in longitudinal all-87 
optical imaging and manipulation approaches; iii) not validated on large FOVs, such as those 88 
generated by mesoscopic imaging. 89 
 90 
Here, we describe CITE-On, a CNN-based algorithm trained to perform neuronal somata 91 
identification in two-photon imaging recordings, combined with a light-weight dynamic 92 
segmentation and trace extraction pipeline. CITE-On identified hundreds to thousands of neuronal 93 
cell bodies on a frame-by-frame basis. Moreover, CITE-On also identified inactive neurons, removing 94 
biases towards highly active cells. CITE-On’s light architecture and processing strategy allowed, for 95 
the first time, fast automatic segmentation, tracking, and trace extraction in mesoscopic two-photon 96 






CITE-On: structure and analysis pipeline 100 
CITE-On accepted individual frames from two-photon calcium imaging t-series (Fig. 1a) and it 101 
comprised two main parts: an image detector based on the publicly available convolutional neural 102 
network (CNN) RetinaNet 34 dedicated to the identification of neuronal somata and a custom-built 103 
downstream light-weight analysis pipeline, designed for functional trace extraction. The image 104 
detector and the analysis pipeline operate as asynchronous parallel processes, in order to provide 105 
discrete cell detection update (up to 10 Hz, see text below) and faster than real time functional traces 106 
(available at 100 Hz under all experimental conditions tested in this study, see text below). CITE-On 107 
required three pre-processing steps ahead of the CNN image detection: i) frame downsampling; ii) 108 
image upscaling; iii) replication of the input image into three identical channels (Fig. 1a). The frame 109 
downsampling value was set according to the image SNR, while the upscaling factor depended on 110 
the ratio between the FOV surface and the average surface of the neuronal somata (see Methods and 111 
text below). The length of the frame downsampling window, as well as the value of the upscaling 112 
factor, was defined a priori and adjusted according to the data to maximize performance. The three 113 
identical images were sent to the CNN for image detection (blue rectangle in Fig. 1). The output of 114 
the CNN (yellow highlights in Fig. 1) was a set of boxes tightly surrounding each detected cell soma 115 
(“bounding boxes”, represented as green squares over the FOVs in Fig. 1a-d). Coordinates and 116 
surfaces of each bounding box were used in the analysis pipeline, to generate: i) cell identity 117 
assignment and tracking along the t-series; ii) dynamic segmentation of neuronal somata; iii) 118 





CITE-On worked both offline, after the acquisition was completed and the whole t-series was 121 
available (Fig. 1b), or online, using individual imaging frames as inputs, continuously streamed from 122 
the experimental set-up during the acquisition of the imaging t-series (Fig. 1c-d). In the offline 123 
pipeline, a Fourier-transform approach 35 was used to correct for planar motion artifacts throughout 124 
the t-series (Fig. 1b). The frame downsampling corresponded to the projection of the entire t-series 125 
onto its temporal median calculated across all frames (Fig. 1b). Soma detection was then performed 126 
once on the pre-processed median image (detection in Fig. 1b), and bounding boxes were generated 127 
for each frame of the t-series (Fig. 1b, yellow highlights). Each bounding box was associated with a 128 
score, representing network confidence in cell detection. Bounding boxes with intersection over union 129 
(IoU) < 20 % were considered as separate neuronal identities. When IoU of two bounding boxes was 130 
> 20 %, the bounding box with the highest score was retained.  131 
 132 
In the online pipeline, no motion correction was performed, and the user selected between two 133 
downsampling strategies depending on the SNR of the data, and on the required upscaling factor in 134 
the pre-processing step. In case of relatively high SNR and low upscaling factors (Fig. 1c), a sliding 135 
average was calculated on the first n frames of the t-series and updated with every new individual 136 
frame generated by the microscope. Neuronal detections were updated for each imaging frame 137 
starting from the n+1th frame. When the SNR was relatively low and the upscaling factor large (Fig. 138 
1d), a step average approach was performed, where the input for the image detector was the average 139 
projection of blocks of n frames. Additional n frames were thus required for generating the next step 140 
average projection and the detections were updated every n frames. The maximum detection rate 141 
decreased with the upscaling factor, with a peak rate of 10 Hz with upscaling factor equal to 1 (Fig. 142 
1e). Active detections (i.e. detections in the current sliding average or step average) and past 143 




updated (Fig. 1c-d, detection update and I.D. tracking). Specifically, active detections were compared 145 
with past detections at each step of detection update and a new identity was added (and included in 146 
the tracking system) every time the surface of an actively detected bounding box had IoU < 25 % 147 
with any of the previously identified boxes. Bounding boxes from active detections with IoU > 25 % 148 
with those of past detections did not change identities of previously detected boxes, but their positions 149 
and shapes were updated according to the position in the most recent detection step. All past 150 
detections without updates were retained in the tracking system in the form of their last active 151 
detection for the remaining part of the t-series (Supplementary Movie 1).  152 
 153 
For both the online and offline pipelines (Fig. 1f-g), bounding boxes were used to generate a dynamic 154 
segmentation of the t-series and to identify ROIs. The distribution of fluorescence values inside each 155 
bounding box was computed at each frame (Fig. 1f, left). Only pixels with values between the 80th 156 
and the 95th percentile of the box’s fluorescence distribution were assigned to the ROI corresponding 157 
to the cell soma (white pixels of the binary mask in Fig. 1f, right). Since pixel assignment to cell 158 
somata in each individual box was updated at each frame, the resulting dynamic segmentation was 159 
updated online for every new frame. All the FOV pixels that were not included in any bounding box 160 
were assigned to a global background ROI. The fluorescence intensity of all pixels belonging to the 161 
global background ROI was averaged at each frame to obtain the background signal (bg). Moreover, 162 
at each frame, the bg was subtracted from the fluorescence of each segmented neuronal ROI, 163 
generating functional fluorescence traces (Fig. 1g). Since shape, number, and position of bounding 164 
boxes changed as the t-series progressed (according to active detections and tracking), the pixels 165 
assigned to bg also changed in number and identity across frames. Identity tracking, segmentation, 166 





Ground truth generation and training of the image detector 169 
The ResNet50 Feature Extractor CNN incorporated in CITE-On was not originally developed for 170 
detecting neuronal somata, rather for the analysis of natural images and it was trained on > 1 million 171 
RGB images across 80 classes (http://www.image-net.org/). We decided to use a transfer learning 172 
strategy 36 to adapt this efficient detection architecture to the identification of neuronal somata (i.e. a 173 
single class) in grey-scale two-photon images. This choice was dictated by the fact that available two-174 
photon calcium imaging datasets (http://neurofinder.codeneuro.org/, http://help.brain-175 
map.org/display/observatory/Data+-+Visual+Coding) are far too small for an ab-initio CNN training. 176 
Moreover, they are too homogeneous in terms of calcium indicator used, FOV dimensions, cell 177 
density, acquisition frame period, SNR and background signal contamination 22, making them 178 
suboptimal even for a transfer learning strategy. For example, no publicly available large dataset 179 
comprises imaging data collected using red-shifted GECIs, such as jRCaMP1a. We thus decided to 180 
use a dedicated dataset for training and internal validation. In this way, we employed publicly 181 
available datasets to test CITE-On performance and its generalization capability on never-before-seen 182 
data. The dedicated dataset included 197 t-series from 28 mice acquired using different acquisition 183 
parameters (see Methods). More specifically, we included 121 t-series from layer IV neurons of the 184 
somatosensory cortex expressing either GCaMP6f, GCaMP6s, or GCaMP7f (globally indicated as 185 
“LIV”) and 76 t-series from the CA1 pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus expressing both 186 
GCaMP6f and jRCaMP1a (indicated as “CA1 GCaMP6f” and “CA1 jRCaMP1a”, respectively). We 187 
included t-series with heterogeneous median fluorescence and SNR in order to reduce potential biases 188 
toward bright cells during the training process, while avoiding large differences between groups of 189 
data that could have generated better performance on specific subsets of t-series (Supplementary Fig. 190 





To obtain a consensus Ground Truth (GT) annotation of the t-series used for training and validation 193 
of the CNN, two human graders manually annotated all t-series, defining the tightest rectangular box 194 
fitting each visible cell in each FOV. Manual GT annotation was preferred to automatic segmentation 195 
for two main reasons: i) available automatic segmentation approaches rely on both functional (i.e. 196 
fluorescence signal dynamics across frames) and morphological features 9-23, while we wanted the 197 
GT annotation to be exclusively based on morphological features (see below); ii) manual annotation 198 
is still frequently considered more accurate than automatic methods 10, 22. Initially, manual annotation 199 
on single frames by two graders produced only few neuronal identities because cells were only visible 200 
in a minority of frames (Supplementary Fig. 1c, Supplementary Movie 2). This could be due to the 201 
low basal emission of some of the indicators used (e.g. GCaMP6f), to the variable expression level 202 
of the calcium indicator across cells, and to the sparse activity profile of the imaged cells. In order to 203 
increase the visibility of neurons, we created high contrast single images representative of each t-204 
series. To this end, we first corrected each t-series for planar motion artifacts, and then collapsed each 205 
acquisition onto its median projection (Supplementary Fig. 1d). These images were sharpened 206 
(Supplementary Fig. 1e) and gamma corrected. Brightness and contrast were adjusted in order to 207 
obtain a distribution of intensity values spanning the whole bit range. The sharpened images, named 208 
enhanced median projection (EMP) (Supplementary Fig. 1f, g), were used for manual annotation 209 
(Supplementary Fig. 1h, Supplementary Movie 3). In training and validation datasets, grader #1 210 
annotated 14,425 boxes, while grader 2 annotated 12,912 (Supplementary Table 1). The bounding 211 
boxes produced by grader #1 and grader #2 and their superposition in different experimental 212 
preparations are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. Annotations from the two graders largely overlapped 213 
(weighted average precision or mAP, 0.77 ± 0.08; F-1 score, 0.93 ± 0.02; precision: 0.98 ± 0.01; 214 
recall: 0.88 ± 0.12, N = 197 EMPs, Supplementary Table 2). Given the high similarity of the 215 




dataset as the union of the two sets of annotations. Given that our dataset contained partially 217 
overlapping FOVs and more than one t-series acquired on the same FOV, the dataset was manually 218 
split into training (160 t-series) and validation (37 t-series) subsets. To avoid data leakage and to 219 
decrease overfitting 37, t-series from the same or similar FOVs were included in either the training 220 
dataset or the validation dataset. We trained the CITE-On image detector on the training dataset and 221 
evaluated its performance on the validation dataset.  222 
 223 
Performance of the image detector 224 
We trained the CITE-On image detector on our consensus GT annotations achieving the best 225 
performance after 17 training epochs (mAP: 0.79 on the validation dataset). We first evaluated CITE-226 
On performance using the offline pipeline on the validation dataset. A representative CITE-On output 227 
for a CA1-GCaMP6f, a CA1-jRCaMP1a, and a LIV t-series is shown in Fig. 2a-d and Fig. 2e, 228 
respectively. For the whole validation dataset, the mean ± s.d. F-1 score, Precision, and Recall are 229 
reported in Fig. 2f and Supplementary Table 3. 230 
 231 
We then used the online pipeline and calculated the F-1 of CITE-On detections on the motion 232 
corrected validation dataset, which was used as input to CITE-On at the actual frame rate occurring 233 
during acquisition. Our validation data required an upscaling factor of 1, compatible with a maximum 234 
detection rate of 10 Hz, while acquisition frame rates varied between 1.5 Hz for LIV and 3 Hz for 235 
CA1 acquisitions. We empirically explored the effect of frame downsampling on detection 236 
performance using the sliding average approach with different numbers of frames (n). Our aim was 237 
to maximize F-1 and score threshold for detections, while minimizing n. F-1 increased with n between 238 
1 and 20 frames, value at which the absolute maximum was observed (Fig. 3a). Using the sliding 239 




processed each frame in real time at a detection rate of 10 Hz. F-1 values calculated on sliding 241 
averages of 20 frames are reported in Fig. 3a. Detections (green boxes) are displayed together with 242 
GT annotations (red boxes) for both the GCaMP6s (Fig. 3b, left) and the jRCaMP1a channels (Fig. 243 
3b, middle). The superimposition of the detections from both channels is shown on Fig. 3b (right). 244 
Similarly, in Fig. 3c, we show GT and online detections (red and green boxes, respectively) for a 245 
representative LIV (GCaMP6s) t-series.  246 
 247 
To quantify the impact of motion artifacts on online detection accuracy, we calculated the F-1 score 248 
on validation t-series that were not corrected for motion artifacts (Supplementary Table 4). To this 249 
end, we translated the GT annotations for each frame according to the shift vectors produced by the 250 
motion correction algorithm implemented when building the relative EMPs (see Methods). We 251 
observed no significant difference between the F-1 obtained on motion corrected and non-corrected 252 
validation t-series (Fig. 3d), suggesting that the motion correction step was not necessary to achieve 253 
higher performance with our approach. The F-1 values across frames for the non-motion-corrected 254 
data are reported in Fig. 3e. The distribution of motion displacements is shown in Supplementary Fig. 255 
3. 256 
 257 
Online data processing 258 
We developed a fast method to dynamically segment each detected cell based on the corresponding 259 
bounding box, relying on the instantaneous (i.e. frame-wise) fluorescence statistics of the pixels 260 
inside each box (Fig. 4, Supplementary Movie 4). Specifically, the fluorescence intensity distribution 261 
of the pixels inside each bounding box was first computed frame-wise. Pixels with fluorescence 262 
values between the 80th and 95th percentile of the distribution were then selected as belonging to 263 




was “denoised” by subtracting, at each frame, the bg signal. This simple method was computationally 265 
light, an important requirement to achieve fast frame-by-frame data processing (trace extraction rate, 266 
100 Hz). Bounding boxes detected by CITE-On on a representative LIV t-series and a representative 267 
CA1 t-series are shown in Fig. 4a. Representative fluorescence traces extracted by CITE-On on the 268 
two t-series are displayed in Fig. 4b-c. Fig. 4d-e shows the cross correlation matrix (lower left 269 
triangle) and the dendrogram analysis (upper right triangle) of all the identified cells before (Fig. 4d-270 
e left) and after (Fig. 4d-e, right) bg subtraction. 271 
 272 
We compared traces extracted by CITE-On with those extracted by CaImAn, a state-of-the-art 273 
method based on CNMF 10. We used the bounding boxes generated offline by CITE-On to build 274 
binary masks that were used as seeds to initialize the seeded-CNMF algorithm 10. The spatial 275 
components of the CNMF were non-zero only inside the bounding boxes identified by CITE-On, 276 
therefore, the detected factors from seeded-CNMF had one-to-one correspondence with the detected 277 
boxes from CITE-On. We first observed very high pairwise cross correlations between the bg traces 278 
extracted with the two methods (Supplementary Fig. 4a). We then asked how the bg signal calculated 279 
over the whole FOV (bg) correlated with the ‘local bg’, that is, the background activity calculated for 280 
each cell from the pixels in the immediate surroundings of the relative bounding box (see Methods). 281 
The average correlation between bg and local bg traces was high (Supplementary Fig. 4b). Given the 282 
high correlation values observed between bg and local bg and the lower computational cost of bg, we 283 
decided to implement the bg method only. We then tested how the bg-subtracted functional traces 284 
calculated by CITE-On compared with those extracted with seeded-CNMF and we again observed 285 





Although the average correlation values for the cells extracted with the two methods were high, some 288 
neuronal pairs showed lower correlations. We asked whether the low correlation values emerged from 289 
pairs of cells with low SNR. We found that pairwise correlation values for traces extracted with the 290 
two methods increased with the SNR of the corresponding neuronal traces (Supplementary Fig. 4f), 291 
indicating that indeed the functional traces obtained with the two methods were more similar when 292 
the trace SNR was high.  293 
 294 
Offline performance on never-before-seen recordings 295 
To test the robustness of our image detection approach and its ability to generalize across 296 
experimental conditions, we tested CITE-On on three additional datasets, which were not used during 297 
the training and validation phases. The three datasets were: the Allen Brain Observatory repository 298 
(ABO, 19 t-series divided into 9 superficial, ABOsup, t-series, acquired in visual cortex at depth 175 299 
µm, and 10 deep, ABOdeep, t-series, acquired in visual cortex at depth 275 µm), the Neurofinder 300 
Challenge dataset (28 t-series, divided into 19 t-series, NFtrain, 9 t-series, NFtest, from different 301 
preparations at different depths), and a dataset acquired in our laboratory using GRIN-based 302 
endoscopic two-photon imaging of the ventral posteromedial thalamic nucleus (VPM, 9 t-series). The 303 
three datasets were first manually annotated de novo to obtain the GT annotation (Supplementary Fig. 304 
5, Supplementary Table 1-2). Because the ratios between FOV and cell surface were variable across 305 
the ABO, NF, and VPM datasets, and different from our validation dataset, we optimized the 306 
upscaling factor and used the one that maximized the F-1 score (Fig. 5a-e). The offline performance 307 
(Precision, Recall and F-1 score) obtained using optimized upscaling factors for each dataset is shown 308 





We compared the offline detection performance of CITE-On (Supplementary Table 3) with state-of-311 
the-art alternative segmentation approaches such as STNeuroNET 22, CaImAnonline 
10, CaImAnbatch 
10, 312 
Suite2P 16, HNCcorr 19, UNet2DS 23 on the ABO and NF datasets provided in 22. We used our GT 313 
annotations to test CITE-On and those reported in 22 to test the alternative methods. We found that 314 
the average CITE-On performance was equivalent to that computed with other methods (Fig. 6). 315 
Moreover, the background signals calculated using seeded CNMF and CITE-On presented high cross 316 
correlation values for all three datasets (Supplementary fig. 6a). Similarly, high cross correlation was 317 
measured between local bg and bg signals (Supplementary Fig. 6b), as well as between CITE-On 318 
extracted functional traces after global bg subtraction and CaImAn extracted traces (Supplementary 319 
Fig. 6c). As for our previous characterization on the validation dataset, cross correlation values of the 320 
extracted traces with CITE-On and CaImAn increased with SNR in all datasets (Supplementary Fig. 321 
6f). 322 
 323 
We compared true positive detections obtained with CITE-On with ABO true positive detections and 324 
with STNeuroNET true positive detections (Fig. 7a-c). Examples of cells identified by CITE-On and 325 
present in the true positive detections from both ABO and STNeuroNET are reported in Fig. 7 d, 326 
together with their relative background-subtracted traces extracted by CITE-On. We analyzed the 327 
functional traces of all the CITE-On true positives (i.e. including cells detected in ABO and 328 
STNeuroNET) after background subtraction (Fig. 7f). Similarly to what described for our validation 329 
dataset, the dendrogram sorting showed blocks with different cross correlation values for various 330 
subgroups of cells. On average, the number of CITE-On detected cells exceeded the number of 331 





Since state-of-the-art segmentation methods have a bias against inactive cells, we investigated 334 
whether CITE-On-only cells were inactive. We quantified the number of calcium events per detection 335 
in the ABO true positives (ABO TP), STNeuroNET true positives (STNuroNET TP), CITE-On true 336 
positives (CITE-On TP), and CITE-On-only true positives (CITE-On-only, Supplementary Fig. 7). 337 
The number of cells with few detected calcium events was larger for CITE-On TP (Supplementary 338 
Fig. 7). Moreover, although some of the CITE-On-only cells were silent (as expected), a large fraction 339 
of them displayed detectable activity (in the whole ABO dataset, 91 % displayed at least one calcium 340 
event and 69 % showed at least ten calcium events, Supplementary Fig. 7a-d). Moreover, the structure 341 
of the dendrogram built with CITE-On-only cells resulted similar to the one obtained with the 342 
complete set of CITE-On true positives (Fig. 7g), indicating that the group of active cells detected 343 
exclusively by CITE-On recapitulated the functional structure of most active neurons. The number 344 
of detected calcium events with CITE-On (all detections, true positives, false positives, and CITE-345 
On-only identities), ABO (true and false positives), and with STNeuroNET (true and false positives) 346 
is reported in Supplementary Fig. 7e. The number of detections in the different datasets is reported in 347 
Supplementary Table 5.  348 
 349 
Online performance on never-before-seen recordings 350 
We ran CITE-On online using our GT annotation on each frame of the ABO, NF, and VPM datasets. 351 
When computing the F-1 score, we tested different sizes of the sliding average, in order to define the 352 
smallest number of frames required to achieve real-time processing. The absolute maximum F-1 score 353 
was achieved in 10 frames for the ABO dataset (both ABOsup, and ABOdeep), 20 frames for the VPM 354 
dataset, and 200 frames for the NF (train and test) dataset (Fig. 8a-e). For the ABO dataset,  0.3 s 355 
were necessary to acquire 10 frames (0.00086 % of the whole time series of average duration 115,635 356 




required upscaling factors of 2.4 and 2.6 for NFtrain and NFtest, respectively. A time window of 28.5 s 358 
was required to acquire the 200 frames necessary to reach peak F-1 value (5.4 % of the whole t-series 359 
of average duration 3,697 ± 1,874 frames) with a CITE-On detection rate of 4 Hz for NFtrain and 3 Hz 360 
for NFtest. Given the relatively low online performance for these latter datasets, we decided to measure 361 
the F-1 score using an alternative frame downsampling strategy: step average. Using this approach, 362 
we found that detection performance remained high (Fig. 8i and Supplementary Table 4). The F-1 363 
score calculated online as a function of the length of the t-series for ABO (ABOsup and ABOdeep 364 
together), NF (NFtrain and NFtest) and VPM data is shown in Fig. 8j. Stable F-1 scores were observed 365 
within 30 % of the total length of the t-series. Processing time required for running the online pipeline 366 
on the ABO, VPM, and NF datasets was not different from what described previously for our 367 
validation datasets.   368 
 369 
Analysis of large FOV mesoscopic images 370 
Given the speed and light-weight of the CITE-On architecture, we tested if it could be applied for 371 
detecting cells in the mesoscopic imaging t-series described in 7. Because the dimensions of the input 372 
image were too large (1792 pixels x 1682 pixels, or 4.8 mm x 4.8 mm, 1 µm pixel size) to fit the CNN 373 
architecture using the appropriate upscaling factor based on the FOV/neuron surface ratio (upscaling 374 
factor for direct processing, 12.8), we tiled the entire mesoscopic FOV in 272 subfields (subfield 375 
dimension, 128 pixels x 128 pixels, 28 pixels overlap). Each subfield was appropriately upscaled 376 
(upscaling factor, 1; score threshold, 0.4; detection rate, 10 Hz). To increase speed, we multiplexed 377 
the CNN detector process and processed subfields in batches of 8 images in parallel, until completion. 378 
Identity duplicates were suppressed using a non-maximum suppression algorithm, where boxes 379 
having an IoU > 25% were considered duplicates and only the one with the highest score was retained 380 




Fig. 9a, we report CITE-On detected bounding boxes on the entire FOV obtained using the offline 382 
pipeline. Two FOV patches are magnified (Fig. 9b) to show the shape of the detected cells (total 383 
number of detected somata, 4,842). In Fig. 9c, we show representative fluorescence traces obtained 384 
with CITE-On from five cells from the whole mesoscopic FOV. Fig. 9d shows the cross correlation 385 
matrix (lower left triangle) of all the identified cells for the first 700 frames of the t-series. The 386 
dendrogram analysis (upper right triangle of Fig. 9d) highlighted several distinct functional modules 387 
observed in the identified neuronal population.  388 
 389 
The single subfields were processed by the CITE-On detector at 10 Hz (upscaling factor, 1), while 390 
segmentation, tracking, and functional trace extraction were performed at 100 Hz (see previous 391 
results). Parallel processing of all the 272 sub-fields required 12.6 s for each detection step. Therefore, 392 
with a step average downsampling approach including 25 frames (13.2 s of mesoscopic imaging time 393 
since acquisition rate was 1.9 Hz), and while extracting traces faster than the incoming frames, we 394 
minimized the CITE-On detection lag with respect to the running acquisition. With this strategy, we 395 
achieved an online F-1 score of 0.54 with a score threshold of 0.25 (quantified on four patches from 396 
the entire FOV). CITE-On can thus be efficiently applied for fast processing of mesoscopic two-397 
photon t-series. 398 
 399 
Discussion 400 
In this study, we developed a CNN-based algorithm, CITE-On, for fast analysis of two-photon 401 
imaging recordings. CITE-On performed online accurate identification of neuronal somata, tracking 402 
of identities across frames, dynamic segmentation, and functional trace extraction with background 403 
subtraction. CITE-On generalized across calcium indicators, brain regions, acquisition parameters, 404 




chronic superficial imaging window, chronic deep imaging window, and endoscopic GRIN lens-406 
based deep imaging). 407 
 408 
Our image detection strategy was based on RetinaNET, a CNN originally developed to detect natural 409 
images 34. On one side, this choice was justified by RetinaNET’s excellent performance in object 410 
recognition and by its readiness. On the other hand, it required us to exploit RetinaNET on a set of 411 
images, grey-scale two-photon fluorescence images of neurons, that were remarkably different from 412 
those RetinaNET was originally trained on. To compensate for this difference, and to have a large 413 
and heterogeneous dataset for training and validation of the detection algorithm, we built a dedicated 414 
library of hundreds of two-photon imaging t-series acquired with different GECIs, in different regions 415 
of the mouse brain, at different frame rates, using different surgical/optical preparations, and showing 416 
variable image quality. In this dataset, a reliable GT consensus was reached using the annotations of 417 
two human graders, which allowed us to evaluate CITE-On performance. To obtain a GT annotation 418 
insensitive to the graders’ biases, a potential alternative approach could have been to generate an in 419 
silico dataset for network training and validation 38. No online libraries of this kind are currently 420 
available, but we foresee that this approach may represent an extremely useful method to optimize 421 
future CNN-based approaches for the analysis of two-photon functional data. It is also worth noticing 422 
that utilizing public datasets already used for training and validation of alternative processing 423 
toolboxes 22 would have given us the possibility to take advantage of third-party GT annotations. 424 
However, we decided not to do so because: i) CITE-On would have likely inherited the annotation 425 
bias toward more active cells, which is shared by existing publicly available repositories; ii) by using 426 
public datasets exclusively for the validation of the CITE-On image detector (rather than for training, 427 
too), we avoided any chance of data leakage, and we demonstrated that CITE-On generalized well to 428 





CITE-On performed as state-of-the-art algorithms 10, 11, 16, 19, 22, 39 on publicly available datasets and, 431 
importantly, it did so in a much shorter time. In fact, only a few seconds were needed to have online, 432 
frame-by-frame, accurate ROI segmentation, identity tracking, bg subtraction, and functional trace 433 
extraction. Four main characteristics were crucial for CITE-On’s high performance. First, CITE-On 434 
relied exclusively on morphological features to identify neurons. Second, neuronal identification was 435 
dynamic and it adapted to changes in shape, position, and activity of the detected cells frame-by-436 
frame, avoiding time-expensive motion correction procedures. Third, once bounding boxes were 437 
identified in individual frames, we used a simple cost-effective strategy to extract pixels belonging to 438 
neuronal ROIs based on pixel’s brightness. Fourth, we implemented a fast background subtraction 439 
strategy, limiting computational costs. When applied in the online modality, these characteristics were 440 
crucial to achieve real-time frame-by-frame trace extraction, something current approaches do not 441 
achieve 9-25, while maintaining high cell detection performance. 442 
 443 
The most common automatic analytic pipelines for the analysis of two-photon imaging t-series 444 
typically rely on both spatial features and fluorescence signal fluctuations 9-23. This necessarily 445 
requires the use of several, if not all, frames in a t-series, precluding efficient online analysis. In 446 
contrast, CITE-On was conceived such that the analysis pipeline was performed frame-by-frame 447 
based on morphological features. This dynamic analytical process was continuously updated over 448 
time allowing the algorithm to cope with planar motion artifacts, a feature that, unlike other available 449 
methods, enabled us to bypass the motion correction pre-processing step and to save further 450 
computational time. Importantly, neuronal identities identified frame-by-frame were reliably tracked 451 
over the t-series. To extract pixels belonging to neuronal ROIs within a bounding box, we used a 452 




rather than local neuropil computation. These procedures had the advantage of being simply and 454 
simultaneously implementable for thousands of cells, allowing the extraction of functional traces at 455 
low computation cost. The observation that functional fluorescence traces extracted by CITE-On were 456 
highly correlated with those extracted on the same bounding boxes by a state-of-the-art method, i.e. 457 
CaImAn 10, confirmed the validity of our computationally effective approach. 458 
 459 
Thanks to the features described above, CITE-On efficiently processed full mesoscopic two-photon 460 
t-series (FOV dimension, 5 mm x 5 mm). CITE-On analyzed full mesoscopic images dividing each 461 
image in subfields and processing subfields in parallel. CITE-On’s detector processed single subfields 462 
at 10 Hz, while segmentation, tracking, and functional trace extraction were performed at 100 Hz. 463 
Parallel processing of all the 272 sub-fields generating a whole mesoscopic FOV required 12.6 s for 464 
each detection step. Thus after 12.6 s, trace extraction could be performed at 100 Hz on thousands 465 
cells. Besides it application online, the offline application of CITE-On is also going to be extremely 466 
powerful for the identification of the thousands neurons imaged in mesoscopic two-photon functional 467 
imaging.  468 
 469 
Closed-loop all-optical experiments are fundamental to investigate whether models of network 470 
dynamics, circuit connectivity, and causality are accurate 26. Recently, all-optical closed-loop 471 
experiments have been validated 27. For example, using this approach specific groups of neurons were 472 
activated based on the readout of ongoing activity in a reference cell. However, the closed-loop 473 
strategy described in 27 was based on a priori identification of the reference cell. Because CITE-On 474 
allows efficient frame-by-frame cell identification and trace extraction, it will enable a new type of 475 
experiment in which the loop is closed based on real time identification and readout of any neuron or 476 





CITE-On differs in several main features from OnACID 11, a recent method that combines CNMF 479 
and fast deconvolution for the online analysis of calcium data. First, CITE-On does not need any 480 
initialization step in the online pipeline. In contrast, OnACID requires the user to provide the expected 481 
number of cells to be identified, and it starts the online analysis based on the CNMF output of an 482 
initial portion of the t-series (typically 1000-3000 frames), generating an initial temporal lag of 2-4 483 
minutes 11. Second, CITE-On does not require the correction of motion artifacts in the online pipeline, 484 
saving further computational time. Third, CITE-On performs tracking, dynamic segmentation, and 485 
functional trace extraction processes at 100 Hz independently of the number of detected neurons and 486 
their activity. This feature allows maintaining high online performance on FOVs characterized by 487 
large number of neurons (e.g., those obtained with mesoscopic two-photon imaging) and sparse 488 
activity. Four, CITE-On does not use local pixel correlation for cell identification, which may be 489 
advantageous to separate nearby synchronous cells. In contrast, the OnACID fast deconvolution 490 
approach may be more efficient in separating adjacent cells with different temporal profiles of 491 
fluorescence emission 11. Finally, OnACID was tested on two datasets with rather homogenous 492 
acquisition parameters 11. Here, we demonstrate that CITE-On generalizes across indicators (e.g., 493 
GCaMP6s, GCaMP6f, GCaMP7f, and jRCaMP1a) and across data acquired with different pixel size, 494 
SNR, and frame rate. This property adds flexibility in the application of online analysis tools to 495 
different experimental conditions. 496 
 497 
Because cell identification was based only on spatial features, CITE-On identified both active and 498 
silent cells. This unique characteristic of CITE-On is important because it adds further flexibility in 499 
designing imaging experiments. Neurons that are silent in a t-series may change their level of activity 500 




manipulations 40-42. Thus, being able to track cells regardless of their activity level is key, for instance, 502 
for investigating the sensory information beard by neurons that dramatically change their activity 503 
throughout longitudinal imaging experiments. Biasing the analysis toward active neurons, as 504 
currently done by most approaches, intrinsically skews the proportion of cells that are responsive to 505 
a given stimulation in a certain brain region. In this regard, it is also interesting to note that neurons 506 
that were detected only by CITE-On and not by other state-of-the-art approaches comprised silent 507 
cells but, unexpectedly, also active cells. Active CITE-On only cells may be associated with low SNR 508 
of fluorescence signals and they may be missed by current approaches 10.  509 
 510 
In summary, we developed CITE-On, a new tool to effectively process two-photon imaging data 511 
frame-by-frame, while maintaining similar cell detection and trace extraction performance of existing 512 
offline state-of-the-art methods. Future developments of CITE-On will likely include its optimization 513 
for one-photon imaging 43, 44, its application to genetically encoded voltage indicators 45 as well as to 514 
volumetric two-photon imaging 46.      515 
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All experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the European Communities 671 
Council Directive, and were approved by the National Council on Animal Care of the Italian Ministry 672 
of Health (authorization #34/2015-PR, #1134/2015-PR, and #61/2019-PR ). 673 
  674 
Wild type (wt) C57BL/6J mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Calco, Italy; strain 675 
code #632), transgenic Scnn1a-cre (B6;C3-Tg(Scnn1a-cre)3Aibs/J; JAX #009613), and Ai95D  676 
(B6;129S-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm95.1(CAG-GCaMP6f)Hze/J; JAX #024105) were purchased from Jackson 677 
Laboratories (Bar Harbor, USA). Scnn1a-cre mice express the enzyme Cre in a subpopulation of layer 678 
IV neurons 47 and of VPM cells 48. Animals were housed in individually ventilated cages under a 12-679 
hr light:dark cycle. A maximum of five animals per cage was allowed with ad libitum access to food 680 
and water. Mice of both sexes were used for experiments. 681 
 682 
Viral injections and surgical procedures 683 
We expressed GCaMP6 or GCaMP7 through the following viral vectors 684 
AAV1.Syn.Flex.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 (Addgene viral prep # 100845-AAV1), 685 
AAV1.Syn.Flex.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (Addgene viral prep # 100833-AAV1) purchased from the 686 
University of Pennsylvania Viral Vector Core, or AAV1.Syn.Flex.GCaMP7f.WPRE.SV40  (Addgene 687 
viral prep #104492-AAV1) purchased from Addgene. For CA1 imaging, we expressed jRCaMP1a 688 
using co-injection of AAV1.CAG.Flex.NES-jRCaMP1a.WPRE.SV40 (Addgene viral prep # 100846-689 
AAV1) and AAV1.CamKII 0.4.Cre.SV40 (Addgene viral prep # 105558-AAV1) purchased from the 690 





For LIV imaging, we used a total of 29 mice. Specifically, 17 Scnn1a-cre mice injected with a viral 693 
vector transducing GCaMP6s, 6 Scnn1a-cre mice injected with a virus transducing GCaMP6f, 3 694 
Scnn1a-cre mice injected with a virus transducing GCaMP7s, and 3 Scnn1a-cre crossed with Ai95D 695 
mice. Mice between post-natal days 30 and 33 were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane (IsoFlu, Zoetis, 696 
IT) in 0.8 % oxygen, placed into a stereotaxic apparatus (Stoelting Co, Wood Dale, IL), and 697 
maintained on a warm platform at 37°C for the whole duration of the anesthesia. Viral injection in 698 
mice used for LIV imaging was carried out similarly to 49 and 50. Briefly, a scalp incision was 699 
performed after local administration of lidocaine (2 %) and then two small holes were drilled on the 700 
skull above the right/left somatosensory cortex at 1.2 mm and 2 mm posterior (P) to the bregma 701 
suture, 2.8 mm and 3 mm lateral (L) to the sagittal sinus. A micropipette was slowly inserted into the 702 
cortical tissue until the tip reached a depth of 0.3 mm below the pia mater. 200 nL of GCaMP6 virus 703 
were injected at 20 - 60 nl/min by means of a hydraulic injection apparatus driven by a syringe pump 704 
(UltraMicroPump, WPI, Sarasota, FL). The pipette was then further lowered to reach 0.4 mm below 705 
the pia mater, and a second injection was performed. This procedure was repeated for the second 706 
injection site. The injected solution contained 1012 viral genomes/ml diluted 1:1 in artificial cerebro-707 
spinal fluid (aCSF: 127 mM NaCl, 3.2 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM HEPES, pH 708 
7.4). The exposed skull was then cleaned, and the skin sutured and cleansed with Iodopovidone 709 
(Betadine®, Meda pharma, Milan, Italy). Mice were monitored until full recovery from the anesthesia. 710 
In mice used for imaging in awake conditions, a custom metal bar was sealed to the skull using 711 
Vetbond (3 M, St. Paul, MN, USA) and dental cement (Paladur, Kulzer GmbH, Hanau, Germany). 712 
The exposed bone was covered using the silicone elastomer KWIK-Cast (World Precision 713 
Instruments, Friedberg, DE) and an intraperitoneal injection of antibiotic (BAYTRIL, Bayer, DE) was 714 
performed. 2-4 weeks after virus injection, mice used for imaging in LIV during anesthesia were 715 




after local administration of Lidocaine (2 %). A circular craniotomy was opened over the 717 
somatosensory cortex, in the area where green fluorescence was clearly visible using an 718 
epifluorescent microscope. The surface of the brain was kept moist with aCSF. A heating pad 719 
underneath the animal was set at 35.5-37°C. Respiration rate, eyelid reflex, vibrissae movements, and 720 
reactions to tail pinching were monitored throughout the surgery. Mice were then moved under the 721 
two-photon microscope, kept at 37 °C with a heating pad, and the brain surface irrigated with aCSF. 722 
Imaging began one hour after the end of the surgery. Before imaging LIV activity in awake animals, 723 
mice were habituated to head-fixation similarly to 51. In brief, habituation lasted for 7 to 10 days, 724 
during which  they were head restrained for increasing periods (from 15 minutes to one hour), while 725 
running or standing on a custom made treadmill. On the day of the experiment, the habituated mouse 726 
was anesthetized with a mixture of isoflurane and oxygen (0.8 – 2 %), and a craniotomy performed 727 
similarly to what described above. After surgery, the animal was head fixed and allowed to recover 728 
under the microscope for at least one hour before imaging. 729 
 730 
For VPM imaging, we used a total of 4 mice. Viral injections and aberration-corrected 731 
microendoscopes insertion in mice used for VPM imaging were performed in Scnn1a-Cre mice as in 732 
48. Mice were anesthetized as previously described. A single craniotomy was performed at stereotaxic 733 
coordinates P 1.7 mm, L 1.6 mm. A micropipette was lowered to a depth of 3 mm below the brain 734 
surface. 0.5 - 1 µl of GCaMP6s virus containing solution (containing 1012 viral genomes/ml diluted 735 
1:4 in aCSF) were injected at 30 - 50 nl/min. Following virus injection, a craniotomy (area: 600 µm 736 
x 600 µm) was performed at stereotaxic coordinates P 2.3 mm, L 2 mm. A thin column of brain tissue 737 
was displaced with a glass cannula (ID = 300 µm, OD = 500 µm; Vitrotubs, Vitrocom Inc., Mounting 738 




down to 3 mm from the brain surface. The microendoscope was finally secured by acrylic adhesive 740 
and dental cement. Imaging was performed 2-4 weeks after endoscope implantation. 741 
 742 
For CA1 imaging, we used a total of 2 mice. Before surgery, mice were medicated with an 743 
intramuscular bolus of Dexamethasone (Dexadreson, 4 gr/kg). After scalp incision, a 0.5 mm 744 
craniotomy was drilled at stereotaxic coordinates P 1.75 mm, L 1.35 mm. A micropipette was lowered 745 
1.40 mm below the brain surface. 0.8 µl of viral solution (containing a mixture of CamKII-Cre and 746 
jRCaMP1a viruses at 1012 viral genomes/ml diluted 1:1 in aCSF) was injected at 100 nL/min in Ai95 747 
crossed with Glast-cre-ERT2 mice 52. Inducible Glast-cre was not activated after viral injection, 748 
resulting in CA1 neuronal staining with jRCaMP1a and GCaMP6f. A stainless-steel screw was 749 
attached to the skull, and a chronic hippocampal window was implanted as described in 53, 54. A 3 mm 750 
craniotomy was opened, centered at coordinates P 2.00 mm, L1.80 mm. The dura mater was removed 751 
using fine forceps, and the cortical tissue overlaying the hippocampus slowly aspirated using a blunt 752 
needle coupled to a vacuum pump. During aspiration, the exposed tissue was continuously irrigated 753 
with aCSF. Aspiration was stopped once the fibers of the external capsule were exposed. A cylindrical 754 
optical window made of a thin-walled stainless-steel cannula (OD, 3 mm; ID, 2.77 mm; height, 1.50 755 
- 1.60 mm) attached to a 3 mm diameter round coverslip, was fitted to the craniotomy in contact to 756 
the external capsule. A thin layer of silicone elastomer was used to surround the interface between 757 
the brain tissue and the steel surface of the optical window. A custom stainless-steel headplate was 758 
attached to the skull using epoxy glue. All the components were finally fixed in place using black 759 
dental cement and the scalp incision was sutured to adhere to the implant.  All the animals received 760 





Functional two-photon imaging 763 
Two-photon imaging was performed using a chameleon ultra II pulsed laser (80 MHz pulse frequency,  764 
Coherent Inc, Santa Clara, CA, USA) tuned at 920 nm for GCaMP6/7 imaging and at 990 nm for 765 
dual color imaging. Excitation power was 30 - 110 mW as measured under the microscope objective 766 
and controlled via a Pockel cell (Conoptics Inc, Danbury CT, USA,). An Ultima II scanhead (Bruker 767 
Corporation, Milan, Italy) equipped with 3 mm raster scanning galvanometers (6215H, Cambridge 768 
Technology, Bedford, MA) and standard photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics, Tokyo, Japan) 769 
and an Ultima Investigator (Bruker Corporation, Milan, Italy), equipped with 6 mm raster scanning 770 
galvanometers, movable objective mount, and multi-alkali photomultiplier tubes were used. The three 771 
objectives were: 25x/1.05 N.A. (Olympus Corp., Tokyo, JP) for LIV imaging, 20x/0.5NA (Zeiss, 772 
Oberkochen, Germany) for VPM endoscopic imaging, and 16x/0.8 N.A. (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) for 773 
CA1 experiments. 774 
 775 
For LIV imaging, dwell time was  4.4 μs, photomultiplier voltage was 777 V, zoom factor was always 776 
1, pixel size was 0.77 μm, acquisition frame rate ranged between 0.5 – 3 Hz for a 512 pixels x 512 777 
pixels image. Fluorescence values spanned 95 % of the available dynamic range (16 bit). For dual 778 
color CA1 imaging, pixel dwell-time was set at 4 µs, photomultiplier voltage was 777 V, zoom factor 779 
was always 5, pixel size was 0.634 µm, acquisition frame rate was 3.03 Hz for a 256 pixels x 256 780 
pixels image. For VPM imaging, the set up was similar to the one described in 48, 55, pixel dwell-time 781 
was set at 4 µs, photomultiplier voltage was 810 V, zoom factor was always 1, pixel size was 2.19 782 
µm, acquisition frame rate was 2.66 Hz for a 196 pixels x 196 pixels image. Imaging sessions lasted 783 
1 hour for CA1, VPM, and awake LIV experiments. They lasted 4 hours for the anesthetized LIV 784 





Training and validation datasets 787 
In the absence of a generally accepted wide-scale annotated dataset of two-photon calcium imaging, 788 
we built a dataset of in vivo t-series collected using raster scanning acquisitions. A total of 197 t-series 789 
(average frame number per time series: 597 ± 262, average frame rate: 2.3 ± 1.5 Hz) were included 790 
in the dataset: 76 t-series from CA1 imaging of principal neurons stained with both GCaMP6f (38 t-791 
series) and jRCaMP1a (38 t-series); 121 t-series from cortical LIV imaging of principal neurons 792 
stained with virally injected GCaMP6s (107 t-series), GCaMP6f (4 t-series), GCaMP7f (5 t-series), 793 
GCaMP6f expressed in transgenic animals (Scnn1a-cre x Ai95; 5 t-series). Training and validation 794 
datasets contained 160 (118 from LIV, 21 from CA1 GCaMP6f, and 21 from CA1 jRCaMP1a) and 795 
37 t-series (13 from LIV, 12 from CA1 GCaMP6f, and 12 from CA1 jRCaMP1a), respectively. To 796 
avoid data leakage between training and validation datasets, we manually split t-series including 797 
different FOVs in the datasets. 798 
 799 
Additional datasets 800 
Four additional datasets were selected and used for validation purposes only:  801 
1) VPM microendoscopic imaging t-series in awake head restrained mice (9 t-series). 802 
2) The publicly available Allen Brain Observatory (ABO) visual coding dataset (19 t-series, 803 
https://observatory.brain-map.org/visualcoding). T-series identification numbers: 501271265, 804 
501484643, 501574836, 501704220, 501729039, 501836392, 502115959, 502205092, 502608215, 805 
503109347, 504637623, 510214538, 510514474, 510517131, 527048992, 531006860, 539670003, 806 
540684467, 545446482. 807 
3) The publicly available Neurofinder (NF) challenge dataset (28 t-series, 808 




neurofinder.00.01, neurofinder.00.02, neurofinder.00.03, neurofinder.00.04, neurofinder.00.05, 810 
neurofinder.00.06, neurofinder.00.07, neurofinder.00.08, neurofinder.00.09, neurofinder.00.10, 811 
neurofinder.00.11, neurofinder.01.00, neurofinder.01.01, neurofinder.02.00, neurofinder.02.01, 812 
neurofinder.03.00, neurofinder.04.00, neurofinder.04.01, neurofinder.00.00.test, 813 
neurofinder.00.01.test, neurofinder.01.00.test, neurofinder.01.01.test, neurofinder.02.00.test, 814 
neurofinder.02.01.test, neurofinder.03.00.test, neurofinder.04.00.test, neurofinder.04.01.test. 815 
4) A single t-series of mesoscopic full field imaging from 7. 816 
No preprocessing was performed on the VPM, ABO, NF, and mesoscopic t-series. All t-series were 817 
manually annotated de novo by the two graders working independently. The consensus ground truth 818 
was obtained as described for the training and validation dataset (see also Supplementary Table 1-2).  819 
 820 
Image processing and consensus labelling 821 
The CITE-On image detector was based on purely morphological features extracted from imaging 822 
data. No information from the dynamic fluorescence signal in the t-series was used to detect putative 823 
cells. Each imaging t-series was corrected for lateral displacements using MOCO 35. T-series were 824 
aligned using the first frame as reference, without downsampling and with a maximum possible shift 825 
of 13 pixels. The 8-bit median projection of each t-series was then computed on the motion-corrected 826 
t-series. The resulting images (one per t-series) were globally sharpened to better visualize cell 827 
shapes. A gamma correction of 0.3 was applied, and the dynamic range was linearly adjusted 828 
normalizing across the whole 8 bit depth. Processed images were named “enhanced median 829 
projections” (EMPs) and were used to define our GT labelling. Two graders independently labelled 830 
each EMP. LabelImg (http://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg) was used to define a single object class by 831 
manually drawing bounding boxes around every visible cell soma in the EMP. The surface of each 832 




to overlap. Coordinates and surface of each bounding box for all EMPs were saved in a standard VOC 834 
format where each file reported the top left and bottom right coordinates (in pixels) for each bounding 835 
box. The GT was defined as the union between the set of notations from the two graders. 836 
 837 
Image detector training 838 
CITE-On is based on a fully convoluted single-shot image detector, RetinaNet 34. Briefly, a feature 839 
pyramid network was constructed from residual layers of the ResNet50 feature extractor 56. This 840 
feature pyramid was then fed to two separate sets of convolution filters: one computing the label score 841 
(classification subnet), the second performing bounding box regression from priors (regression 842 
subnet). We used the open-source Keras implementation of this architecture 843 
(http://github.com/fizyr/keras-retinanet). Given the relatively small set of training data available, we 844 
could not perform ab initio training. Rather, we employed a transfer learning approach. Starting from 845 
the network trained on a large-scale dataset of natural images, we fine-tuned the weights of the 846 
classification and regression subnets, while freezing the weights of the feature pyramids. We used 847 
“plain” median projections obtained from the motion corrected t-series and linearly normalized across 848 
the bit range. The resulting projections were then upsampled in order to obtain images were the short 849 
side was 800 pixels long, while the long side did not exceed 1,333 pixels. Since the input layer of the 850 
network accepted a three-channel image, the same image was replicated for each channel without 851 
changing any parameter. These last two image conversions were necessary as the network was 852 
originally trained on RGB images, and the transfer learning approach did not allow input 853 
modifications to the image shape. The network was trained with a regression L1 loss function (Mean 854 
Absolute Errors, MAE, https://rishy.github.io/ml/2015/07/28/l1-vs-l2-loss/), with focal loss 855 
(http://arxiv.org/abs/1708.02002) and the Adam optimizer 57 with learning rate 10-5 and clipnorm 10-856 




plateau with a factor of 0.1. The network was trained for 17 epochs, each consisting of 1000 training 858 
steps of batch size 1. 859 
 860 
CITE-On offline pipeline 861 
Two-photon calcium imaging t-series were first corrected for lateral artifacts using MOCO (as 862 
described above). The median projections were then computed, normalized, upscaled to the target 863 
input size, and converted to 8 bit RGB images. The resulting images were fed to the image detection 864 
network. Upscaling factor and score threshold were the only two parameters defined a priori. 865 
Upscaling factor was adjusted in order to have the smallest feature in each image inscribed in a 32 866 
pixels2 box. This was because the smallest prior box encoded in the network was 32 pixels2. To avoid 867 
using a shallower convolutional residue that would have carried less information, we decided to adjust 868 
the up-scaling factor instead of reducing the size of the smallest prior box. After exploring the 869 
parameter space on different datasets, we defined an up-scaling factor of 1 for the training and 870 
validation datasets. The optimal up-scaling factors were 2.3 for the ABO dataset, and between 1.7 871 
and 3.1 for the NF datasets (these datasets were heterogeneous in terms of FOV size and pixel size). 872 
In the VPM dataset, image projections were characterized by an altered magnification factor in the 873 
radial direction, due to the optical properties of the corrected microendoscopes used for imaging 48. 874 
These images went through a further preprocessing step to correct for this field distortion. Up-scaling 875 
factor for the VPM dataset was 1.4. Each bounding box was associated with a score, representing 876 
network confidence in cell detection. Bounding boxes with intersection over union (IoU) < 20 % were 877 
considered as separate neuronal identities. When IoU of two bounding boxes was > 20 %, the 878 
bounding box with the highest score was retained. Results of the image detector were filtered by 879 





CITE-On online pipeline 882 
In the online pipeline, individual raw imaging frames were continuously grabbed from a streaming 883 
source (e.g. live microscope output) and processed. To simulate this process, we individually 884 
imported in the CITE-On pipeline each frame of each raw t-series. Single frames were passed on to 885 
the trace extractor and to a buffer. The buffer stored the number of frames sufficient to produce an 886 
average projection. Once the buffer was filled, the projection was computed, sent to the image 887 
detector, and the buffer emptied. 888 
 889 
Detections were performed using the same procedure described for the offline pipeline. Detection 890 
results were fed to a custom tracking algorithm detecting all the overlaps between current and 891 
previous detections, and designed in order to maximize overlap between putative matching boxes. 892 
For every detection matching a previous one, the coordinates of the relative bounding box were 893 
updated to the last one. For each new detection having an IoU < 0.25 % with all the previous 894 
detections, a new identity was created. In case of identities not actively detected in the current frame, 895 
relative coordinates were anyway updated using a rigid shift calculated as the mean shift obtained 896 
from the active identities. In this way, we aimed to minimize the effect of motion artifacts and identity 897 
switch without implementing online motion correction approaches. A simple dynamic segmentation 898 
was then performed for each identity. At each raw frame, the interval between the 80th and the 95th 899 
percentile of the pixel fluorescence intensity distribution inside each bounding box was averaged to 900 
extract the raw functional trace. At each frame, background signal corresponded to the average 901 
fluorescence of all the pixels in the FOV not belonging to any bounding box. This frame-wise value 902 
was subtracted from all the individual raw functional traces. In order to optimize real-time 903 
performance for high frame rate acquisitions (above 3 Hz, including all ABO and some NF t-series), 904 




for data loading, one for image preprocessing, and for sending its output to the CNN detector 906 
accelerated over GPU and tracking parts, while the remaining CPU cores were dedicated to real-time 907 
trace extraction given the parallel nature of the problem 58. This implementation scheme allowed for 908 
cell detection update (up to 10 Hz) and functional trace extraction update from all identities (100 Hz) 909 
to operate as parallel and asynchronous processes. 910 
 911 
Parameter exploration for the object detector 912 
To find the best operating parameters for the object detector, we quantified offline CITE-On 913 
performance while systematically exploring various plausible values of score threshold and upscaling 914 
factor. For all datasets, we evaluated the F-1 across a set of net size multipliers between 0.6 and 3.4 915 
in steps of 0.2. We also explored score thresholds between 0.05 and 0.95, in steps of 0.05. This 916 
mapping strategy allowed us to define the optimal combination of score threshold and upscaling 917 
factor for each input data. The upscaling factor was dependent on the ratio between the average box 918 
surface and the whole FOV surface, while the score threshold presented non obvious dependence on 919 
trivial image statistics. Therefore, we determined the upscaling factor according to the acquisition 920 
parameters and the relative score thresholds, in order to maximize the F-1 score for each dataset. For 921 
the online pipeline, we used appropriate upscaling factors and proceeded by exploring the dependency 922 
of F-1 from the score threshold and from the number of averaged frames in each detection. 923 
 924 
Trace extraction: comparison between CITE-On and other methods 925 
We compared CITE-On trace extraction with trace extraction performed with a popular state-of-the-926 
art method based on CNMF, CaImAn 10. Briefly, we provided binary masks corresponding to the 927 
CITE-On detected bounding boxes and used these masks to seed the CNMF algorithm. Seeded-928 




any mask. We compared this background component to the CITE-On background traces used for trace 930 
correction. The subsequent step of the seeded-CNMF algorithm estimated temporal components and 931 
spatial footprints, constrained to be non-zero only at the location of the binary masks. Using this 932 
strategy, we obtained fluorescent traces from putative cells detected in the same locations as those 933 
detected by CITE-On, allowing for a one-to-one trace comparison between algorithms. It is important 934 
to note that, for this analysis, we set the order of the autoregressive model of the CNMF to zero 935 
because we were not interested in trace deconvolution, but only in correcting for background 936 
contamination.  937 
 938 
Local vs. global background signal correlation 939 
To compare local and global background noise contributions, we used the same approach for 940 
background noise subtraction, but considering only the pixels in the vicinity of each cell. The vicinity 941 
of a cell was defined as all the pixels in a concentric rectangular box double the size of the box 942 
detected by CITE-On, with no overlap with other bounding boxes. We then calculated the cross 943 
correlation at lag zero between the local noise for each cell and the global background trace. 944 
 945 
Tiled detection on mesoscopic images 946 
For large scale datasets (> 3000 pixel2) as the mesoscopic imaging dataset 7 , requiring large amounts 947 
of GPU memory (> 500 GB), we implemented a tiled detection approach. We divided each 948 
mesoscopic FOV in a configurable number of tiles with configurable overlap factor, in order to batch 949 
process all tiles up to the limit of the available GPU memory. Once all detections were computed, 950 
they were appropriately shifted back to the original position in the FOV and a Non Maximum 951 
Suppression 59 was performed in order to remove duplicate boxes in regions of the FOV were overlap 952 





Performance and metrics 955 
Performance of the CITE-On object detector was calculated employing standard Precision, Recall 956 
and F-1 metrics. In order to determine true or false positives, we computed the IoU between each 957 
ground truth and detected boxes. A custom algorithm was used to match the two sets using a cut-off 958 
threshold of 0.5.      959 
                  960 
Hardware and software for data analysis 961 
 All the data analysis procedures presented in this work were performed on a Dell Precision 7920 962 
desktop with an Intel Xeon Silver 4110 @ 2.1 GHz 8 core CPU, 32 GB DDR4-2666 ECC RAM, 963 
NVIDIA Quadro RTX5000 GPU, 512 GB NVMe SSD, and 2 TB 7200 rpm HDD. 964 
 965 
All processing steps, including network training and validation, were carried out under 966 
Keras/Tensorflow software libraries 60. Image processing and data analysis were carried out using 967 
Python Language Reference 3 61. 968 
 969 
Statistics 970 
Values were expressed as mean ± sd, unless otherwise stated. The number of samples (N) and p values 971 
are reported in the figure legends or in the text. No statistical methods were used to pre-determine 972 
sample size, but sample size was chosen based on previous studies 3, 62. All recordings with no 973 
technical issues were included in the analysis and blinding was not used in this study. Statistical 974 
analysis was performed with the scientific Python ecosystem (SciPy, NumPy 1.19) under Python 3, 975 
Python Software Foundation, Python Language Reference 3 (available at https://www.python.org). A 976 




significance threshold was always set at 0.05. When comparing two paired populations of non-978 
normally distributed data, a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. All tests were two-sided, unless 979 
otherwise stated.  980 
 981 
Code availability  982 
The code is available from the corresponding authors on request and it will be shared upon 983 





Figure 1. Structure and analysis pipeline of CITE-On. A) Schematic of the image detection 986 




transferred to CITE-On as they are completed (left). A pre-processing step (green rectangle) is 988 
required ahead of image detection, comprising frame downsampling, image upscaling and triplication 989 
of the upscaled image. The result of the preprocessing is then used as input for the CNN (blue 990 
rectangle). The CNN output is the detection of neuronal somata in the form of bounding boxes (green 991 
squares black and white image on the right). B) CITE-On offline pipeline starts with the complete t-992 
series and the correction of motion artifacts (blue arrow, motion correction). Frame downsampling is 993 
performed by computing the global median projection of the t-series. The upscaled and triplicated 994 
global median (green) is fed to the CNN (blue), a single detection is performed, and the bounding 995 
boxes (detection, green squares) are projected onto each frame of the complete t-series (yellow). C) 996 
In the online pipeline, for data requiring small upscaling factors, a sliding average projection of the 997 
first n frames of the ongoing t-series is calculated in the frame downsampling pre-processing step 998 
(green). This image is upscaled and triplicated, processed by the CNN (blue), producing the first 999 
detection (yellow). As the next frame of the t-series is acquired, a new sliding average is computed, 1000 
again on n frames, but starting from the second frame of the acquisition and including the n+1th one. 1001 
The CNN processes this image, updating the detections and starting the tracking system (yellow). 1002 
The grayscale shown in this panel applies to all grayscale images in this figure. D) For data requiring 1003 
high upscaling factors, the pipeline is similar to that in (C), but instead of a sliding average, a step 1004 
average is calculated on n frames as the frame downsampling pre-processing step (green). Detections 1005 
are updated every n new frames. E) Detection rates as a function of the magnitude of the upscaling 1006 
factor. Maximum detection rate is 10 Hz for upscaling factor between 1 and 1.5. F) Representative 1007 
average fluorescence of pixels inside the bounding box relative to two cells (cell #3 and cell #11), 1008 
calculated in a single frame of the LIV dataset (GCaMP6s, pseudocolor, left). Associated dynamic 1009 




representative cells extracted with online CITE-On pipeline. Traces of cells displayed in (F) are 1011 





Figure 2. CITE-On offline performance. A) Representative median projection showing jRCaMP1a 1014 
(red) and GCaMP6f (green) expressing CA1 neurons. B) GT (red) and CITE-On detections (green) 1015 
for the jRCaMP1a channel of the image shown in A. C) same as in (B), but for the GCaMP6f channel. 1016 
D) Superposition of CITE-On detections on jRCaMP1a (cyan) and GCaMP6f (magenta) channels. 1017 
E) Representative median projection from the LIV dataset with GT (red) and CITE-On detections 1018 
(green). F) Performance for precision (grey), recall (white), and F-1 (black) obtained with the offline 1019 
CITE-On pipeline on the validation t-series of the LIV (N = 13), CA1 jRCaMP1a (N = 12), and CA1 1020 





Figure 3. CITE-On online performance. A) Best parameter search for frame downsampling: F-1 1023 
score (pseudocolor) as a function of score threshold (vertical axis) and number of frames in the sliding 1024 
average (horizontal axis) for LIV (left), CA1 GCaMP6f (middle) and CA1 jRCaMP1a (right). The 1025 
maximal F-1 is indicated with the black rectangle. B) Median projections of one representative FOV 1026 
for CA1 jRCaMP1a (left) and one FOV for CA1 GCaMP6f (middle). GT (red) and online detections 1027 
(DET, green) are also shown. In the rightmost panel, the online detections of jRCaMP1a (cyan) and 1028 




online performance of Precision (grey), Recall (white), and F-1 (black) for all t-series in the validation 1030 
LIV (N = 13), CA1 jRCaMP1a (N = 12), and CA1 GCaMP6f (N = 12) datasets. No motion correction 1031 
was performed. Bottom: same as top, but for the motion corrected t-series. Results of Kolmogorov-1032 
Smirnov test for performance in not motion corrected t-series vs. motion corrected t-series from LIV: 1033 
p = 0.54 for F-1, p = 0.15 for Precision, p = 0.38 for Recall, N = 13 t-series. Results of Kolmogorov-1034 
Smirnov test for performance in not motion corrected t-series vs. motion corrected t-series from CA1 1035 
jRCaMP1a: p = 0.16 for F-1, p = 0.20 for Precision, p = 0.20 for Recall, N = 12 t-series. Results of 1036 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for performance in not motion corrected vs. motion corrected t-series from 1037 
CA1 GCaMP6f: p = 0.18 for F-1, p = 0.28 for Precision, p = 0.22 for Recall, N = 12 t-series.  E) F-1 1038 
values as a function of the fraction of the total length of the t-series for not-motion corrected data (N 1039 
= 13 t-series for LIV, N = 24 t-series for CA1, including N = 12 t-series for CA1 jRCaMP1a and N 1040 








Figure 4. Fast extraction of fluorescence traces using CITE-On. A) Median projection showing 1043 
representative FOVs from the LIV GCaMP6s (left) and the CA1 jRCaMP1a (right) datasets. True 1044 
positive bounding boxes for five CITE-On identified cells in each FOV are shown. B) Left: the five 1045 
cells indicated in the LIV t-series displayed in (A) are shown at an expanded spatial scale. Right: 1046 
corresponding background subtracted fluorescence traces. C) Same as in B but for the CA1 t-series 1047 
in A. D) Lower-left triangle: cross correlation matrix for all functional traces extracted from true 1048 
positive detection in the LIV GCaMP6s t-series displayed in (A). Upper-right triangle: corresponding 1049 
dendrogram sorting. The left matrix shown signals before background subtraction. The right matrix 1050 





Figure 5. CITE-On offline performance on never-before-seen data. A-E) Best parameter search 1053 




threshold (horizontal axis) for the ABOsup (A), ABOdeep (B), NFtrain (C), NFtest (D) and VPM (E) 1055 
datasets. The maximal F-1 is indicated with the black rectangle. The pseudocolor scale in (E) applies 1056 
to (A-D). F) Performance of Precision (grey), Recall (white), and F-1 (black) for all t-series in the 1057 





Figure 6. CITE-On offline performance compared with state-of-the-art methods. A-C) Offline 1060 
performance of CITE-On (black) compared to STNeuroNET (white), CaImAn On Line (dark grey), 1061 
CaImAn Batch (light grey), Suite2P (horizontal line), HNCorr (tilted line) and UNet2DS (vertical 1062 
line). Precision (left), Recall (middle), and F-1 (right) are shown. Performance is evaluated on ABOsup 1063 





Figure 7. CITE-On data processing of never-before-seen recordings. A) Median projection of a 1066 
representative t-series from the ABO dataset showing GCaMP6f expressing cortical neurons. CITE-1067 




(ABO, red) are shown. B) Same as in (A) with CITE-On true positives (green) and STNeuroNET true 1069 
positives (red). C) Superposition of CITE-On (green), ABO (red), and STNeuroNET (cyan) true 1070 
positives. D) Left:  24 representative cells detected by CITE-On and identified as true positives in 1071 
ABO and STNeuroNET. The CITE-On-identified bounding box is represented in green. Right: 1072 
corresponding CITE-On-extracted fluorescence traces. E) Same as in (D) for four representative 1073 
CITE-On-only cells. These fours cells were not counted in the GT of ABO and STNeuroNET GT, 1074 
either as true or false positives. F) Lower-left triangle: cross correlation matrix for all functional traces 1075 
extracted from true positive detection in the t-series displayed in (A). Upper-right triangle: 1076 
corresponding dendrogram sorting. The pseudocolor scale indicates the cross correlation value. G) 1077 
same as in (F), but for the CITE-On-only true positive cells. Pseudocolor scale as in (F).  1078 
183
 




Figure 8. CITE-On online performance on never-before-seen datasets. A-E) Best parameter 1080 
search for frame downsampling: F-1 score (pseudocolor) as a function of score threshold (vertical 1081 
axis) and number of frames (horizontal axis) for the ABOsup (A), ABOdeep (B), NFtrain (C), NFtest (D) 1082 
and VPM (E) datasets. The maximal F-1 is indicated with the black rectangle. The pseudocolor scale 1083 
in (E) applies to (A-D). For the ABOsup, ABOdeep datasets the sliding average frame downsampling 1084 
approach was used, while for the NFtest, NFtrain, and VPM datasets the step average approach was 1085 
implemented. F-H) Left: median projection of a representative t-series from the ABOsup (F), NFtrain 1086 
(G), and VPM (H) datasets. GT (red) and online CITE-On detections (green bounding boxes) are 1087 
shown. Right: bounding boxes (yellow) corresponding to true positives are shown. The greyscale in 1088 
H applies also to (F-G). I) Online detection performance of Precision (grey), Recall (white), and F-1 1089 
(black) for all t-series in the ABOsup (N = 9), ABOdeep (N = 10), NFtrain (N = 19), NFtest (N = 9), and 1090 
VPM (N = 9) datasets. J) F-1 as a function of the fraction of processed t-series for ABO (green, N = 1091 
19 t-series), NFtest (red, N = 9 t-series), NFtrain (purple, N = 19 t-series), and VPM (brown, N = 9 t-1092 
series) datasets. 10 frames sliding averages for ABO; detection rate, 5 Hz. Step median of 20 frames 1093 
and 200 frames for VPM and NF datasets; detection rate, 0.3 Hz and 0.035 Hz for SPM and NF 1094 








Figure 9. CITE-On analysis of mesoscopic two-photon imaging t-series. A-B) Median projection 1097 
of a mesocopic imaging t-series showing GCaMP6s expressing neurons (mesoscopic data from 7). 1098 
Green boxes indicate cells detected by CITE-On (total: 4,842 cells). Two regions are highlighted by 1099 
yellow squares and shown at an expanded spatial scale in (B). Greyscale in (A) applies also to (B). 1100 
C) Left: five representative cells detected by CITE-On. Right: corresponding CITE-On-extracted 1101 
fluorescence traces in the first 230 s of the t-series. D) Cross correlation matrix (bottom-left triangle) 1102 
calculated on the background subtracted traces extracted by CITE-On on all detected cells in the first 1103 








Supplementary Figure 1. Processing imaging t-series for GT annotation. A) SNR values across 
all dataset t-series (both training and validation). Unpaired Student’s t-test, p = 0.17 between LIV vs. 
CA1 jRCaMP1a; p = 0.009 for LIV vs. CA1 GCaMP6f; p = 0.26 for CA1 GCaMP6f vs. CA1 
jRCaMP1a. N = 121 for LIV, N = 38 for CA1 jRCaMP1a and for CA1 GCaMP6f. B) Fluorescence 
intensity for EMPs images, median projections of time series, and individual first frames of 
acquisitions for LIV (grey) and CA1 (GCaMP6f: green and jRCaMP1a: red) datasets. For EMPs, 
unpaired Student’s t-test: p = 0.77 for LIV vs. CA1 jRCaMP1a; p = 0.62 for LIV vs. CA1 GCaMP6f; 
p = 0.78 for CA1 GCaMP6f vs. CA1 jRCaMP1a. For individual frames, Wilcoxon signed rank test: 




jRCaMP1a vs. CA1 GCaMP6f. For EMPs vs. median values, median values for LIV were 
significantly larger compared with individual frames of CA1 jRCAMP1a and CA1 GCaMP6f: 
Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 2.5E-5 for LIV median vs. 1st frame CA1 jRCaMP1a; p = 8.6E-6 for 
LIV median vs. 1st frame CA1 GCaMP6f; p = 0.082 for LIV median vs. LIV 1st frame. Wilcoxon 
signed rank test p = 3.5E-5 for LIV EMP vs. LIV median; p = 4.8E-8 for LIV EMP vs. LIV 1st frame; 
p = 5.6E-6 for LIV EMP vs. CA1 jRCaMP1a median; p = 4.8E-8 for LIV EMP Vs CA1 jRCaMP1a 
1st frame; p = 5.6E-6 for LIV EMP vs. CA1 GCaMP6f median; p = 6.9E-8 for LIV EMP vs. CA1 
GCaMP6f 1st frame). N = 121 for LIV, N = 38 for CA1 jRCaMP1a and for CA1 GCaMP6f. C-F) 
Individual frame (C), median projection (D), global sharpened image (E), and EMP (F) for a 
representative LIV t-series. G) Distribution of absolute fluorescence intensity values for individual 
frames (grey), median projection (green), sharpened median projection (cyan) and EMP images (red) 









Supplementary Figure 2. Graders’ annotations on LIV and CA1 validation t-series. A) EMP 
image from a representative LIV t-series. Bounding boxes generated by grader #1 are shown in red 
in the left panel. Those generated by grader #2 are shown in green in the right panel. B) Superposition 
of the bounding boxes generated by grader #1 (red) and grader #2 (green). C-D) Same as in (A-B) 








Supplementary Figure 3. Motion artefacts in the LIV and CA1 validation datasets. A) X, Y 
displacement of the FOV (black, X; red, Y) expressed in microns as observed across frames of six 
representative 500 frame-long LIV t-series (traces 1-3 from anesthetized animals, traces 4-6 from 
awake mice). B) Same as in (A) but for six representative 750 frame-long CA1 jRCaMP1a 
acquisitions. C) Percentage of total X, Y displacements in LIV validation t-series (N = 13). D) Same 














Supplementary Figure 4. Trace extraction from the validation dataset: CITE-On vs. seeded-
CaImAn. A) Boxplots showing cross correlation values between the background obtained using 
CITE-On and seeded-CaImAn for the LIV, CA1 jRCaMP1a, and CA1 GCaMP6f datasets (N = 13, 
N = 12, and N = 12 t-series, respectively). B) Cross correlation values between global and local 
background signals computed with CITE-On. C) Cross correlation of background-subtracted 
functional traces extracted with CITE-On and with seeded-CaImAn for all true positive detected 
identities in the LIV, CA1 jRCaMP1a, and CA1 GCaMP6f datasets. D) Representative background 
subtracted functional traces extracted with CITE-On (left) and seeded-CaImAn (right) from LIV (top) 
and CA1 jRCaMP1a (bottom) t-series. E) Representative traces extracted with CITE-On (black) and 




background-subtracted functional traces extracted with CITE-On and with seeded-CaImAn as a 
function of the cell’s SNR for all true positive identities in the LIV (left), CA1 jRCaMP1a (middle), 
and CA1 GCaMP6f (right) datasets. Each dot represents a cell detected by CITE-On (see 





Supplementary Figure 5. GT bounding box annotation of publicly available datasets. A-D) 
Median projection of t-series from ABOsup (A), ABOdeep (B), NFtrain (C), and VPM (D) datasets. GT 











Supplementary Figure 6. Trace extraction from publicly available datasets: CITE-On vs. 
seeded-CaImAn. A) Boxplots showing cross correlation values between the background obtained 
using CITE-On and seeded-CaImAn for the for ABO, NFtrain, NFtest, and VPM data (N = 19, N = 19, 
N = 9, and N = 9 t-series, respectively). B) Cross correlation values between global and local 
background signals computed with CITE-On. C) Cross correlation of background-subtracted 
functional traces extracted with CITE-On and with seeded-CaImAn for the various datasets. D) 
Representative background subtracted functional traces extracted with CITE-On (left) and seeded-




extracted with CITE-On (black) and CaImAn (grey) are shown superimposed for NF (left), ABO 
(middle), and VPM (right). F) Cross correlation of background-subtracted functional traces extracted 
with seeded-CaImAn and CITE-On as a function of the cell’s SNR for all true positive identities in 
the ABO (leftmost), NFtrain (middle left), NFtest (middle right) and VPM (rightmost) acquisitions. 






Supplementary Figure 7. Calcium activity in CITE-On, ABO, and STNeuroNET detections. A-
D) Distribution of the number of calcium events in true positive detection in a representative ABO t-
series analyzed by ABO (A), STNeuroNET (B), CITE-On (C). (D) shows the distribution of CITE-
On-only true positive detections. Data refers to the corresponding  GT annotation provided by the 




calcium events per cell for all CITE-On detections, CITE-On true positives (CITE-On TP), CITE-On 
false positives (CITE-On FP), ABO true positives (ABO TP), ABO false positives (ABO FP), 
STNeuroNET true positives (STN TP), STNeuroNET false positives (STN FP), and CITE-On only 
detections. Data from N = 19 t-series of the ABO dataset. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: p = 
0.00012 for All cells vs. CITE-On-only cells; p = 1.00 for All cells vs. CITE-On True Positives; p = 
0.00022 for All cells vs. CITE-On False Positives; p = 0.99 for All cells vs. ABO True Positives; p = 
0.078 for All cells vs. ABO False Positives; p = 0.99 for All cells vs. STN True Positives; p = 0.036 
for All cells vs. STN False Positives; p =0.00041 for CITE-On-only Cells vs. CITE-On True 
Positives; p = 0.99 for CITE-On-only Cells vs. CITE-On False Positives; p = 0.0012 for CITE-On-
only Cells vs. ABO True Positives; p = 0.28 for CITE-On-only Cells vs. ABO False Positives; p = 
0.00073 for CITE-On-only Cells vs. STN True Positives; p = 0.36 for CITE-On-only Cells vs. STN 
False Positives; p = 0.00073 for CITE-On True Positives vs. CITE-On False Positives; p = 0.99 for 
CITE-On True Positives vs. ABO True Positives; p = 0.11 for CITE-On True Positives vs. ABO False 
Positives; p = 0.99 for CITE-On True Positives vs. STN True Positives; p = 0.078 for CITE-On True 
Positives vs. STN False Positives; p = 0.0022 for CITE-On False Positives vs. ABO True Positives; 
p = 0.46 for CITE-On False Positives vs. ABO False Positives; p = 0.0012 for CITE-On False 
Positives vs. STN True Positives; p = 0.70 for CITE-On False Positives vs. STN False Positives; p 
=0.28 for ABO True Positives vs. ABO False Positives; p = 1.00 for ABO True Positives vs. STN 
True Positives; p = 0.15 for ABO True Positives vs. STN False Positives; p = 0.21 for ABO False 
Positives vs. STN True Positives; p = 0.99 for ABO False Positives vs. STN False Positives; p =0.11 
for STN True Positives vs. STN False Positives.  Total number of detected cells: N = 5482, for All 
CITE-On detections; N = 4934, for CITE-On TP; N = 548, for CITE-On FP; N = 3516, for ABO TP; 



























ABO 19 6225 5456 5443 782 13 6238 
NFtrain 19 11171 9772 9630 1541 142 11313 
NFtest 9 3187 2814 2793 394 21 3208 
VPM 9 517 470 444 73 26 543 
LIVtest 13 979 868 861 118 7 986 
CA1test 
jRCaMP1a 12 884 809 795 89 14 898 
CA1test 
GCaMP6s 12 1000 927 916 84 11 1011 
LIVtrain 118 7221 6489 6356 865 133 7354 
CA1train 
jRCaMP1a 21 2123 1856 1833 290 23 2146 
CA1train 
GCaMP6s 21 2218 1963 1940 278 23 2241 
 
Supplementary table 1. Dataset annotation and ground truth generation. Two graders manually 




number of detections by grader 1 and 2, the number of overlapping detections, the number of 
detections exclusively produced by grader 1 and grader 2, and the number of detections in the 









Recall s.d N 
ABO 0.80 0.10 19 0.93 0.02 19 0.998 0.004 19 0.87 0.04 19 
NFtrain 0.71 0.14 19 0.92 0.03 19 0.99 0.02 19 0.86 0.05 19 
NFtest 0.72 0.10 9 0.93 0.02 9 0.99 0.01 9 0.88 0.04 9 
VPM 0.64 0.13 9 0.90 0.03 9 0.95 0.03 9 0.86 0.04 9 
LIVtest 0.81 0.11 13 0.93 0.03 13 0.99 0.01 13 0.88 0.05 13 
CA1test 
jRCaMP1a 
0.76 0.07 12 0.94 0.03 12 0.98 0.02 12 0.90 0.04 12 
CA1test 
GCaMP6s 
0.82 0.08 12 0.95 0.01 12 0.99 0.01 12 0.92 0.03 12 
LIVtrain 0.73 0.09 118 0.93 0.02 118 0.98 0.02 118 0.88 0.05 118 
CA1train 
jRCaMP1a 
0.74 0.08 21 0.92 0.02 21 0.99 0.01 21 0.87 0.04 21 
CA1train 
GCaMP6s 
0.76 0.07 21 0.93 0.02 21 0.99 0.01 21 0.87 0.04 21 
 
Supplementary table 2. Evaluation of consensus GT. The table reports the average (and relative 
s.d.) of the mean average precision (mAP), the F-1 score, the precision and recall across the t-series 














ABO 0.84 0.03 19 0.90 0.06 19 0.80 0.07 19 4934 548 1303 
NFtrain 0.63 0.1 19 0.63 0.09 19 0.62 0.12 19 6849 3932 4120 
NFtest 0.74 0.08 9 0.70 0.07 9 0.51 0.06 9 2286 716 911 
VPM 0.75 0.02 9 0.74 0.06 9 0.77 0.06 9 398 140 123 
LIVtest 0.86 0.04 13 0.85 0.05 13 0.88 0.05 13 1486 257 205 
CA1test 
jRCaMP1a 
0.92 0.04 12 0.88 0.06 12 0.97 0.02 12 1618 222 55 
CA1test 
GCaMP6s 
0.93 0.02 12 0.91 0.03 12 0.97 0.02 12 1638 170 56 
 
Supplementary table 3. CITE-On offline performance. Average (and relative s.d.) F-1, Precision, 
Recall, and number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for LIV, 

















ABO 0.77 0.03 19 0.83 0.04 19 0.83 0.04 19 4573 978 1664 
NFtrain 0.55 0.11 19 0.56 0.11 19 0.56 0.11 19 6164 4906 5026 
NFtest 0.64 0.10 9 0.68 0.12 9 0.68 0.12 9 2096 921 1101 
VPM 0.52 0.50 9 0.60 0.11 9 0.60 0.11 9 244 181 277 
LIVtest 0.69 0.04 13 0.72 0.05 13 0.72 0.05 13 1127 437 564 
CA1test 
jRCaMP1a 
0.73 0.07 12 0.74 0.07 12 0.74 0.07 12 1233 439 440 
CA1test 
GCaMP6s 
0.67 0.12 12 0.69 0.12 12 0.69 0.12 12 1145 493 549 
 
Supplementary table 4. CITE-On online performance. Average (and relative s.d.) F-1, Precision, 
Recall, and number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) for LIV, 







All CITE-On 289 21 19 
CITE-On TP 260 28 19 
CITE-On  FP 29 16 19 
ABO  TP 185 36 19 
ABO  FP 103 31 19 
STNeuroNET  
TP 
190 33 19 
STNeuroNET  
FP 
99 24 19 
CITE-On 
only 
23 15 19 
 
Supplementary table 5. Detections in the ABO dataset. Average (and relative s.d.) number of 
detections in the ABO dataset reported by CITE-On, ABO, and STNeuroNET. TP, true positives; FP, 
false positives. Data relative to CITE-On were calculated online as the number of identities obtained 
at the end of the processing of each t-series then averaged across all t-series.  
 
 
Supplementary movie legends 
 
Supplementary movie 1. Online tracking of detected identities across the t-series. A 
representative t-series (# of frames, 750; frame rate, 3 Hz; no motion correction) from the CA1 
validation dataset was processed online for cell detection (detection update rate, 10 Hz). Bounding 
boxes (colored squares) for active detections (i.e. neurons identified by CITE-On in the current frame) 
and past detections (i.e. neurons identified by CITE-On in previous frames) are represented with or 
without a central dot, respectively. Each identity was associated with a bounding box color which 
was retained across the t-series. The position and shape of each bounding box was updated in each 





Supplementary movie 2. Frame-by-frame manual annotation. Representative t-series (# of 
frames, 500; frame rate, 1.5 Hz) from the LIV training dataset (awake head-fixed Scnn1a-cre mouse 
expressing GCaMP6s) used for manual annotation of individual frames. The t-series was motion 
corrected. Brightness and contrast of each displayed frame of the t-series could be adjusted. Bounding 
boxes were manually positioned around each visible cell in each frame. Only a minority of neurons 
were identified in the frame-by-frame annotation process. 
 
Supplementary movie 3. Manual annotation of EMP images. EMP image corresponding to the 
same t-series as in Supplementary movie 2. Brightness and contrast of the EMP image could be 
regulated to better visualize bright and dim cells. Bounding boxes (green) were manually defined 
around identified neurons. 
 
Supplementary movie 4. Online dynamic segmentation and functional trace extraction. Top left: 
raw fluorescence of a representative cell from a t-series in the ABO dataset. The displayed cell was 
detected online using CITE-On. Top right: binary mask generated by CITE-On on each frame of the 
t-series displayed on the left. The white pixels represent the segmented pixels, black pixels are 
discarded. Bottom: functional fluorescence trace extracted online for the cell displayed on top. 
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